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Disclaimer
Disclaimer on behalf of Kent County Council and Kent Thameside Delivery Board
This report has been prepared by Entec UK Ltd ("Entec") and was commissioned by the
Kent County Council ("the Council") on behalf of and for the sole benefit of the Kent
Thameside Delivery Board ("KTDB") for each of the following strategic purposes:
(i)
enabling Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils to undertake the
sequential test described in the Government Planning Policy on "Development and Flood
Risk" and inform their Local Development Framework;
(ii)

informing the strategic planning of Kent Thameside; and

(iii)
presenting the potential consequences to existing and proposed
development in flood risk areas which would need to be assessed in more detail at local
level.
Neither the Council nor KTDB accept any liability (in negligence or otherwise) for or
make any representation as to or warrant the accuracy or correctness of the information
incorporated in the report. Third parties who rely on this information do so at their own
risk and are advised to obtain professional advice on specific issues.

Disclaimer on behalf of Entec UK Limited
This report has been prepared by Entec UK Ltd ("Entec") and was commissioned by the
Kent County Council ("the Council") on behalf of and for the sole benefit of the Kent
Thameside Delivery Board ("KTDB") for each of the following strategic purposes:
(i)
enabling Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils to undertake the
sequential test described in the Government Planning Policy on "Development and Flood
Risk" and inform their Local Development Framework;
(ii)

informing the strategic planning of Kent Thameside; and

(iii)
presenting
the potential consequences to existing and proposed
development in flood risk areas which would need to be assessed in more detail at local
level.
Entec does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness or
suitability for any purpose of the information contained herein, and to the fullest extent
permitted by law Entec (including its employees, agents, sub-contractors and other
representatives) hereby exclude any and all liability on its part for any use of, or reliance
upon, the Report by any third party. This exclusion of liability will not apply in the event
of personal injury or death resulting directly from Entec's negligence. You are therefore
advised to obtain professional advice if you intend to rely on the information contained in
the report."

i

Executive Summary
Introduction
The Kent Thameside Regeneration Framework (KTRF) aims to deliver some 30,000 new homes
and 50,000 new jobs within Kent Thameside. The regeneration programme will be driven
forward through co-ordinated action against six key strategic objectives: develop economic and
business competitiveness, promote integrated transport, deliver innovative new mixed-use
development, integrate newand existing communities and improve quality of life, raise
standards of learning and skills and provide an enhanced built and natural environment. The
Framework has been prepared by the Kent Thameside Delivery Board (KTBD), which is the
key partnership delivery vehicle, established in 2003 to provide a strategic framework for
regeneration and champion delivery.
The KTDB has appointed Entec and JBA to undertake a ‘strategic level’ Flood Risk Assessment
(SFRA) of the Kent Thameside area. One of the primary goals of the SFRA is to enable the two
participating Borough Councils (Dartford and Gravesham) to undertake the PPG25 sequential
test, and thereby directly inform the strategic planning of Kent Thameside through analysing the
consequence of existing and proposed development in high flood risk areas. The SFRA will
also allow partners involved in the investment and delivery planning of future developments to
gain a better understanding of the cost implications of flood risk management.
The study provides an analysis of the main sources of flood risk in Kent Thameside, together
with a means of testing development allocations and existing planning policies for flood risk
management. Mitigation options are also proposed
SFRA Process
The sequential test described in PPG25 (Development and Flood Risk) has been fully explored
using a multi-tiered approach combined with flood risk data, maps and modelling output at
varying levels of detail. The starting point was to map the PPG25 flood zones 1, 2 and 31 to
appreciate the scale of flood risk in the Kent Thameside area. A method for delineating land use
zones 3a, 3b and 3c2 within the high risk zone was then proposed and residual flood risk
categories Very High, High, Medium and Low were used to further split Zone 3a/b. The PPG25
sequential test was applied to the sites identified in the KTRF. It was found that more than half

1

Flood Zone 1 corresponds to little or no risk of flooding where the annual probability of flooding is less
than 0.1% for river, tidal and coastal flooding.
Flood Zone 2 corresponds to low to medium risk of flooding where the annual probability of flooding is
0.1to 1.0% for river flooding and 0.1-0.5% for tidal and coastal flooding.
Flood Zone 3 corresponds to high risk of flooding where the annual probability of flooding is greater
than 1.0% for river flooding and than 0.5% for tidal and coastal flooding.

2

Zone 3a: Developed areas. Zone 3b: Undeveloped and sparsely developed areas. Zone 3c: Functional
floodplains
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of the sites identified in the KTRF are in Low Flood Risk areas (EA Zone 1 Flood Map) and
that about a third of the sites are in Very High to High Residual Flood Risk Zone. The latter
presents a clear challenge for spatial planning in the growth areas. Traditionally this risk has
been managed by the provision of primary defences, but for a sustainable community the
residual risk of flooding behind the defences also needs to be managed. This can only sensibly
be achieved through holistic design of mitigation measures throughout the embayment as part of
the planning process.
To reduce/manage this residual flood risk, embayment specific mitigation options have been
developed. These included provision of less fragile defences in critical areas, land raising, nonhabitable ground floor, secondary defences - such as flood storage, flood bunds and drainage
improvements, temporary barriers, flood resilient design and flood warning and emergency
procedures.
Flood gates are a weak point in the current system and require a concerted effort in the effective
management of flood risk associated with them. It is recommended that when the opportunity
arises, such as when new development occurs, a policy of replacing flood gates with solid
defences should be adopted. The provision of new gates to enable access to the foreshore
should be discouraged.
Planning Review
Meetings were held with Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils and Kent County Council
to gain a detailed understanding of planning and flood risk issues in Kent Thameside. In
addition the Local Plans and other planning documents were reviewed against the key principles
of PPG25. Guidance for detailed flood risk assessments has also been produced to help the
boroughs in setting out their requirements to developers.
Limitations of the Study
A substantial database of high quality information has been obtained for this study, with
topographic data providing the most informative dataset for the spatial determination of flood
risk. Gaps in available data, particularly on other secondary flood risk sources such as
groundwater were not studied in detail and further information may lead to a refinement of the
conclusions and recommendations. But essentially, as they are primarily dependent on the
topography, the spatial planning guidance in this SFRA will remain the same. Flood risk on
non-tidal rivers is less well documented, due to its very local and temporal variation. As a result
a precautionary approach to the categorisation of flood risk on fluvial systems has been taken,
together with a presumption against development in the fluvial floodplain.
Conclusions and Recommendations
This SFRA has developed an approach commensurate with the specific conditions of Kent
Thameside to test future development proposals in accordance with the PPG25 sequential test.
Residual flood risk has been investigated and has an influence on both the allocation of land for
development, and the management of this flood risk by the adoption of mitigation measures.
Overtopping and breaching of the main Thames Tidal defences has been adopted as a scenario
that best portrays the scale of the residual risks faced within the defended areas.
Flood zone maps published by the Environment Agency do not describe the variation of risk
within these large areas, as they do not take into account the moderating effect of the Thames
Tidal Defences. By use of the inundation models a two-strand approach to the identification of
the higher risk areas in Zone 3 has been developed. This is based on a typical extent of a zone
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of high velocity and depth, known as the rapid inundation zone, in addition to areas of low
topography where breach water would flow.
Recommendation 1
We recommend that the tools developed under this study should be used to test future
developments and form the basis for requesting detailed flood risk assessments.
Recommendation 2
We recommend that the latest findings on climate change from the TE2100 project and other
related projects should be taken into consideration when looking at developing in Flood Risk
Areas as and when they become available.
Recommendation 3
Whilst reliant on the provision of a high standard of defence along the Thames frontage, we
recommend that new developments need to ensure, through appropriate mitigation measures,
that flood damage is limited in order to remove the risk of loss of life. A number of proposed
development sites fall within the higher risk band of Zone 3, and in order to fully develop the
sequential test to examine the sustainability of these proposals, the scale and robustness of
mitigation measures has been considered. It is clear that even after the identification of flood
risk mitigation careful consideration should be given as to whether to proceed with
development on certain higher risk sites.
Recommendation 4
Opportunities for developing an Integrated Water or Drainage Management Strategy across
development site boundaries should always be explored, and a catchment led approach
should be adopted. This has been recognized in the recent consultation paper by Defra
“Making space for Water”. Experience shows that integrated approaches often lead to a
much more efficient and reliable surface water management system at a comparatively lower
cost because it enables a wider variety of potential flood mitigation options to be used and a
better overall design can be achieved. For example, the development of the disused Thames
and Medway canal system at Gravesend could be used to effectively manage residual flood
risk. Integrated management of surface water has other benefits including improved water
quality and a reduction of water demand through grey water recycling.
Recommendation 5
It is important that new developments are future proofed against uncertainty. Therefore it is
advised that recommendations are reviewed at local FRA stage as more information becomes
available.
Recommendation 6
Dartford and Gravesham are within the same sub-region; both face similar development
pressures and are subject to comparable flood risk, both in terms of level of risk and type. We
therefore recommend that broadly planning policies relating to flood risk are closely
compatible and that consideration is given to the adoption of a common Supplementary
Planning Document for development and flood risk. We have provided in Appendix C, model
policies for the emerging Local Development Frameworks which are suitable for
modification by Dartford and Gravesham Borough Council, in accordance with local
circumstances.
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Recommendation 7
Provisions should also be made for updating the SFRA outputs on a regular basis based on
the latest available information and in any case before the LDFs are due for revision. It is
proposed that the SFRA outputs should be revised in light of the latest available information
within 3 years. It is important to reinforce the message that detailed flood risk assessments
for specific sites or within a master planning exercise are still essential in order to fully
consider flood risk and its management in appropriate detail.
Recommendation 8
We recommend that knowledge management should be given greater focus in the light of this
SFRA. In addition, the introduction of the National Coastal and Flood Defence Database
(NFCDD) should help to keep authorities informed of the condition of flood defence assets
and assist in the economic appraisal of future schemes.
Recommendation 9
We recommend that further analysis of current practice in responding to flood warnings
within the timescale required (through simulation exercises) is undertaken. The work should
also draw on the recommendations of the Operation TRITON exercise and develop tools to
enable effective monitoring and testing of emergency planning procedures
Recommendation 10
We recommend that an analysis of the maintenance and operability of flood gates closure
measures is undertaken to ensure that their closure in the event of an Environment Agency
flood warning is guaranteed.
Recommendation 11
We further recommend that when the opportunity arises, such as when new development
occurs, a policy of replacing flood gates with solid defences should be adopted. The provision
of new gates to enable access to the foreshore should be discouraged.
Recommendation 12
We recommend that consideration be given to incorporating policies within the emerging
LDFs to enable local authorities to negotiate both the provision and interim maintenance of
flood management infrastructure as part of the process of granting planning permission for
new development.
There is a clear need for maintaining and improving the good level of co-ordination and intense
dialogue between the Environment Agency, Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils,
Developers and Water Utilities to improve the understanding of flood risk and develop suitable
mitigation measures. There is a real opportunity here for the integration of the spatial planning
process and the delivery of a sustainable flood risk management strategy for the River Thames
and its tributaries.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

The Kent Thameside Delivery Board (KTBD) has appointed Entec and JBA to undertake a
‘strategic level’ Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) of the Kent Thameside area. One of the
primary goals of the SFRA is to enable the two participating Borough Councils to undertake the
PPG25 sequential test, and thereby directly inform the strategic planning of Kent Thameside
through analysing the consequence of existing and proposed development in high flood risk
areas. The SFRA will also allow partners involved in the investment and delivery planning of
future developments to gain a better understanding of the cost implications of flood risk
management.

1.2

Scope and Objectives

This report presents the outcomes of Stage 3 of the Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) for
Kent Thameside and should be read in conjunction with the Stage 1 and Stage 2 reports. The
Stage 1 report gives a review of the baseline data available for the assessment. The Stage 2
report identifies the sources of flooding, the PPG25 flood zones (including the functional
floodplain where available) and assesses the effect of flood defence failure using breach
modelling.
Stage 3 of the SFRA uses the flood maps and breach modelling work undertaken in Stage 2 to
assess the residual flooding risk and the consequences and impact of this risk with respect to
threats to life and economic and environmental damage. This has been done by:
• Testing existing Local Development Plan policies;
• Testing proposed and emerging development sites;
• Giving guidance on strategic flood risk management options.

1.3

Structure of the Report

The report is divided into ten sections:
• An introduction to the report is given in this section;
• Section 2 sets out the purpose of the study within the context of the planned
development;
• Sections 3, 4 and 5 comment on the Planning Framework, the Local Planning
Policy and review the Local Development Plans of the two Borough Councils with
respect to flood risk;
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• Section 6 outlines the application of the PPG25 sequential test to characterise flood
risk for new developments identified in local and regional planning frameworks;
• Section 7 presents potential flood mitigation options and examines how these may
be applied within Kent Thameside;
• Section 8 provides guidance on the scope and detail required for detailed flood risk
assessments of proposed developments within Kent Thameside;
• Section 9 presents the conclusions and recommendations from the report.
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2.

Planned Development

2.1

Development Pressures

2.1.1
Background
Kent Thameside is the area to the north of the A2, stretching from Dartford’s boundary with
Greater London in the west through to the North Kent Marshes east of Gravesend. It comprises
the communities of Dartford, Stone, Greenhithe, Knockhall, Swanscombe, Northfleet and
Gravesend. Kent Thameside has an area of 28 square miles and a population of 133,000, which
is just over three quarters of the combined populations of Dartford and Gravesham Boroughs.
Development pressures within the area relate to proximity to London and its status as a rapidly
growing global capital and the presence of communications infrastructure associated with
London, including rail and motorway networks and the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL).
These pressures provide opportunities to create sustainable communities, with employment and
service needs met locally, but also carry the likelihood that the area will become much more
attractive as a dormitory area for commuters to London and possibly to Europe.
Previous use of the area for manufacturing processes, power generation, mineral extraction and
waste disposal have created extensive areas of despoiled land of poor appearance and low
environmental quality. Now, with recent Government initiatives, there is a major opportunity to
accelerate the improvement of both the physical environment and the economy, and to change
the image of Kent Thameside.
Successive Governments have confirmed their intention to make the area formerly known as the
East Thames Corridor, and now known as “Thames Gateway”, a major focus for regeneration
and growth over the next thirty years. Development within Thames Gateway has been
promoted as a means of reducing pressure on land to the west of London, where extensive
development has occurred over the last three decades, whilst maximising the area’s locational
advantage as a principal route to Europe. At the same time, this is a major opportunity to
improve the environment and to attract new jobs to the area.
From late 2003 trains running on Phase 1 of the high speed Channel Tunnel Rail Link have
connected London Waterloo to mainland Europe via Southfleet Junction, Northfleet. Phase 2 of
the Rail Link is under construction and is due for completion in 2007. This runs from Pepper
Hill to a new International and Domestic Passenger Station at Ebbsfleet, between Swanscombe
and Northfleet, and then under the Thames to St Pancras. Ebbsfleet will therefore become a
main gateway to London and to the UK.
There have also been a number of large scale new developments within Kent Thameside
including Bluewater Regional Shopping Centre, Crossways Business Park, the regeneration of
Gravesham town centre and new residential development at Ingress Park, and several more are
either being built or are going through the planning stages.
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2.1.2
Surrounding Constraints
Whilst none of Kent Thameside lies within the Metropolitan Green Belt, much of the remainder
of Dartford and Gravesham districts is either within the green belt or is subject to other
development constraints
The green belt designation places significant restrictions on the potential location of new
development and forces the Boroughs to seek the re-development of sites outside of the green
belt to meet their strategic housing targets. Indeed, part of the intention of green belts is to
contain new development withing existing urban areas, promoting regeneration and preventing
urban sprawl.
As well as the green belt designation, parts of Gravesham lie within the Kent Downs Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, which places additional restrictions on the location of development
and parts of the open marshes along the bank of the River Thames (including parts within the
study area) are designated as SSSI’s, wildlife site and Sites of Nature Conservation Interest.
Part of the marsh east of Gravesend are also Ramsar/SPA.
The consequence of these constraints is that there is pressure to meet the majority of the housing
requirement for Dartford and Gravesham on previously developed land which, in some cases, is
in the highest flood risk category. Further considerations to the implications of this trend will
be given in section 3.
2.1.3
Kent Thameside Regeneration Framework
The Kent Thameside Regeneration Framework (KTRF) aims to deliver some 30,000 new homes
and 50,000 new jobs within Kent Thameside. The regeneration programme will be driven
forward through co-ordinated action against six key strategic objectives. The Framework has
been prepared by the Kent Thameside Delivery Board, which is the key partnership delivery
vehicle, established in 2003 to provide a strategic framework for regeneration and champion
delivery.
The six key objectives are as follows:
•

To develop economic and business competitiveness

•

To promote integrated transport

•

To deliver innovative new mixed-use development

•

To integrate new and existing communities and improve quality of life

•

To raise standards of learning and skills

•

To provide an enhanced built and natural environment

Figure 2.1 shows the main development sites that are being taken into consideration.
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3.

The Planning Framework

Part of the purpose of the SFRA is to investigate the consequence/impact of flood probability
and the potential increase in flood risk to others for development sites identified in the spatial
plans. The specific spatial plans referred to are the various elements of the Development Plan
for the two local authorities which cover Kent Thameside.
In addition, there are, higher level documents which have to be taken into account, including
Regional Planning Guidance, the South East Plan and the Kent Structure Plan, plus national
planning legislation and policy guidance, although ‘testing’ of these higher level plans is beyond
the scope of the study.
The planning process is driven by legislation and guidance developed at national, regional and
local level, with flood risk being one amongst many planning considerations which have to be
balanced with each other in making land use decisions. The challenge for an SFRA is to
develop pragmatic solutions that take into account the different requirements of all of these
policies and deliver guiding principles to steer future development in a sustainable manner
whilst mitigating flood risk.

3.1

National Policy

3.1.1
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
The SFRA has taken place in a period during which planning authorities have been
implementing the provisions of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and
accompanying planning guidance, including PPS1 (Delivering Sustainable Communities) and
PPS12 (Local Development Frameworks). This affected all tiers of the planning system and has
necessitated major changes at regional and local level which will impact on the way in which
the targets described in the previous section are reflected in regional strategy and delivered
locally.
Planning Policy Guidance is being reviewed by Government and will be updated and replaced
by Planning Policy Statements, although Government has indicated that PPGs will be reviewed
and replaced as and when considered necessary in the light of their policy and strategic
significance.
Regional Planning Guidance has now been transformed into Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS)
and most regions now have the process of drafting RSS well in hand. Work is currently
underway on the review of the existing RSS, with the submission of the Draft South East Plan
(Part 1) to the Government in July 2005. Work has also commenced on a number of sub
Regional Studies, which are expected to be submitted to the Government by 31st March 2006
At a Borough Council level, Local Plans are to be phased out and replaced by Local
Development Frameworks (LDF), which are folders of planning documents that will guide
decisions on the development and use of land. Where local plans are recently adopted, or
preparation is at an advanced stage, the process will continue to adoption, providing 'saved
policies' for development control purposes. As the new Development Plan Documents are
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adopted, they will replace parts of the local plan. However where it is proposed to cease work
on the review of Local Plans and to commence work on LDFs, only those local plan polices
which form part of the adopted development plan can be saved.
Local Authorities were required to produce a Local Development Scheme (LDS) by March
2005, setting out their programme for the production of the new development plan and
summarising the documents that will, collectively, make up the Local Development Framework.
Hence the transition provides an ideal opportunity for the Dartford and Gravesham Borough
Councils to review and update their policies on flood risk to ensure consistency with national
guidance and regional planning policy.
3.1.2
Development and Flood Risk
The introduction of Planning Policy Guidance Note 25 (Development and Flood Risk) in July
2001 reinforced the responsibility that Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) have to ensure that
flood risk is understood and managed effectively using a risk based approach as an integral part
of the planning process. PPG 25 represents a marked shift from the reactive resolution of
flooding problems as a result of development (i.e. flood defence) to the effective management
of flood risk within the planning system.
Notwithstanding this however, it is widely recognised that PPG25 is one of a whole suite of
policy constraints placed upon the local planning system. Development must facilitate the
socio-economic needs of a community, and spatially must sit within an existing framework of
landscape and infrastructure. For this reason, a balance must be sought between development
need, and the risk it may pose upon existing and future dwellers of the area as a result of
flooding. The concept of ‘Balanced Management’ was expressed well in an Environment
Agency document published in 2003:
“The Environment Agency’s vision for the Thames Estuary is one of balanced management
which allows for economic growth while protecting, enhancing and making the most of natural
resources… the successful integration of long-term flood risk management is a vital element in
this strategy.”3
The Government has set an objective for the Environment Agency to reduce the risks to people
and to the developed and natural environment from flooding. In response to this the Agency has
set a target to seek to influence planning activities to prevent 100% of inappropriate
development inside floodplains. The achievement of this is reliant on the robust application of
PPG25, including public reporting of Local Authorities acceptance of PPG 25 based advice
from the Environment Agency.
The role of the Environment Agency is to provide advice to LPAs to ensure the management of
flood risk in an effective manner as part of the planning process. To facilitate the delivery of
this role, and to inform the planning process, the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister is
encouraging LPAs to undertake a sequential flood risk test to meet the requirements of PPG25
(Table 1 and Paragraph 30). This test is intended to provide a rigorous understanding of flood
risk within their area, delineating the extent and nature of flooding in accordance with the flood
risk zones set out within PPG25. This must consider the planning context, and provide the
3

Land Use Consultants et al, Thames Gateway and Flood Risk Management- A Preliminary Assessment,
Environment Agency 2003
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framework for robust and sustainable flood risk management solutions within those areas within
which a balance is required between susceptibility to flooding and wider spatial planning
pressures.
Catchment boundaries often encompass many more than one planning district, therefore it is
imperative that the planning process ensures that policies adopted within the current planning
timeframe are consistent with the longer term vision for the wider catchment, and take adequate
account of the impacts that the decisions made may have upon adjoining districts.
A review of PPG25 is currently in preparation but was not available before the completion of
this study.
3.1.3
Other Planning Policy Statements
PPS1 (Delivering Sustainable Development) published in February 2005, sets out the
overarching planning policies for the delivery of sustainable development across the planning
system and sets the tone for other planning policy statements that will follow. PPS1 explicitly
states that development plan policies should take account of flooding, including flood risk. It
proposes that new development in areas at risk from flooding should be avoided. Planning
authorities are also advised to ensure that developments are “sustainable, durable and adaptable”
including taking into account natural hazards such as flooding.
PPS1 also places an emphasis on ‘spatial planning’ in contrast to the more rigid ‘land use
planning’ approach which it supersedes. Planning authorities will still produce site specific
allocations and a proposals map as local development documents, but their core strategy will be
more strategic and visionary in content and will take into account the desirability of achieving
integrated and mixed use development and will consider a broader range of community needs
than in the past. With regard to flood risk, it will be important for the core strategies and
accompanying supplementary planning documents to recognise the contribution that nonstructural measures can make to flood management.
Whilst not directly relevant to the development of a SFRA, it is important to recognise that the
exercise takes place within the context of other planning policy statements, some of which also
require sequential testing of site allocations and development proposals. PPG3 (Housing),
PPG4 (Industrial and Commercial Development and Small Firms) and PPS6 (Planning for
Town Centres) are intrinsic within the planning process, and therefore an understanding of the
constraints faced as a result of this additional policy guidance is imperative.
As an example, whilst the PPG3 sequential test recognises flood risk as a material consideration,
its main emphasis is to seek the re-use of previously developed sites and empty or under-used
buildings for housing. PPG25 attempts to reconcile the emphasis which Government places on
development of previously developed (brownfield land) for housing with the reality that a
significant proportion of this land is located alongside rivers and is vulnerable to flooding.
Paragraph 35 of PPG25 states:
“A balanced flexible approach is required which addresses the risks of flooding whilst
recognising the benefits of recycling previously developed land and the damage to urban
regeneration caused by under-investment and urban blight…
Planning guidance on housing already advises local planning authorities to take account of
physical and environmental constraints on the development of land for housing, including flood
risk. The principles in this guidance compliment that advice. PPG 3 requires priority to be
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given to re-using previously developed land within urban areas, bringing empty homes back
into use and converting existing buildings in preference to greenfield sites. Nothing in PPG25
should be taken as departing from this guidance.”
It also recommends in Para 52 that local authorities should consider combining the sequential
test for flood risk assessment with reviews of housing land allocations under PPG3. There is
some cause for concern as to whether challenging housing targets can be met, after both. these
potentially conflicting sequential tests have been satisfied. One possible solution has been put
forward by the Association of British Insurers:
“…when developing on higher-elevation greenfield sites… leaving an equivalent area of low
lying brownfield land for flood storage could be the most effective way to minimise flood risk”
This solution will require developers and urban designers to seek innovative design solutions to
accommodate the necessary levels of development, whilst ensuring practical and manageable
solutions are designed to address the issue of flood risk. We will return to the issue of policy
integration at the end of Section 3.

3.2

Regional Planning Policy

3.2.1
RPG9
Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG9) was published by the Secretary of State
for the Environment, Transport and the Regions in March 2001. It covers the period up to 2016
and provides a regional framework for the preparation of local authority development plans in
the South East. The guidance has a vision of encouraging economic success throughout the
Region, while ensuring a higher quality of environment. Its focus is on enabling urban
renaissance, promoting regeneration and renewal, concentrating development in urban areas,
promoting a prosperous countryside and wider travel choices.
The Guidance makes clear that the regeneration of the Thames Gateway is a regional and
national priority. It emphasises the potential for Thames Gateway to make a vital and major
contribution to the growth of the regional economy and enhancement of its environment. Local
communities should derive maximum benefit from regeneration opportunities. The Guidance
recognises that development potential in Thames Gateway presents a vital opportunity for
creating more sustainable forms of development in the future.
It has sustainable development as its core principle and seeks to focus new development on
existing urban areas to reduce travel, and seeks to restrict the use of greenfield sites to those
circumstances where no other alternatives exist. It also makes reference to climate change and
the potential impacts this could have upon built form. RPG9 makes several references to
flooding in its objectives, supporting text and policies.
RPG 9 recognises that there are considerable pressures arising out of the demand for
development on areas of flood plain. Policy INF1 states:
Development should be guided away from areas at risk or likely to be at risk in future from
flooding, or where it would increase the risk of flood damage elsewhere. Existing flood
defences should be protected where they continue to be relevant.
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RPG 9 identifies the issue of flood risk, however it was published before PPG25 and therefore
does not reflect the sequential approach or reflect the identification of high-risk zones.
3.2.2
RPG 9A
The Thames Gateway Planning Framework (RPG9a), published in June 1995, supplements the
Regional Planning Guidance for the South East (RPG9). It amplifies the development location
and land-use strategy set out in the Regional Guidance and establishes the need to achieve a new
environmental standard to raise perceptions of the area. The Framework identifies the
opportunities for fostering sustainable patterns of growth. A fresh approach to the area’s
environment and encouragement of the highest quality in new developments is necessary to
create the potential for the area to become a focus for new jobs and new homes.
Kent Thameside, the area of Dartford and Gravesham Boroughs north of the A2, is identified as
a growth area of regional significance. Development potential is of a scale to complement
growth within London. The Framework makes clear that the focus for growth will be upon
damaged land which can provide significant opportunities for employment. A reduction in the
need to travel to work would offer a significant step towards building a sustainable form of
development.
The Framework estimates that Kent Thameside has the potential for more than 30,000 new
homes over the next 30 years, assuming a new station on the Channel Tunnel Rail Link is
constructed. It sets out the fundamental principles for the future development of Thames
Gateway. These include making the most of the location advantages and site opportunities;
creating a pattern of vibrant and sustainable communities, both in terms of mixed use
developments on large individual sites and in relationship to the needs of existing settlements;
relating transport and land use opportunities in order to contribute to a sustainable pattern of
development; making the best use of river-front sites and opportunities for river transport; and
applying a new environmental standard, breaking away from the cycle of environmental blight.
RPG9A recommends an integrated approach to water use within Thames Gateway, and
specifically seeks to encourage recreational use of the River Thames. Flood risk is also
highlighted in the document and it advises that when required, flood defence infrastructure
should be used as a positive feature of the landscape.
In reference to Kent Thameside, RPG9a highlights opportunities for waterfront activities, such
as expanded port facilities. In recognising the flooding issues that exist, the document suggests
that spoil from the construction of the Channel Tunnel Rail Link, could be used for land raising.
3.2.3
RPG 3b/9b Strategic Planning Guidance for the River Thames
This RPG sets out the Government's planning policies for the River Thames from Windsor to
the sea. It is intended to guide local authorities in their preparation of development plans.
The aim is to plan changes to the river and riverside land to enhance their status and vitality,
since they are in places underused and neglected.
The guidance presents a coherent approach with common objectives for the whole of the subregion. It supersedes policy for the river set out in Chapter Two of RPG3 and in RPG9. It also
develops further the Thames Gateway Planning Framework (RPG9a).
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It gives guidance on particular stretches of river, focusing on design, heritage, bridges and other
structures. It also highlights river-based activities, including passenger and freight transport as
well as leisure and recreational uses.
The document acknowledges the issue of flood risk in the estuary,suggesting that development
downstream of the Thames Barrier should allow sufficient space on the riverside margin for the
strengthening of flood defences. It states that planning authorities in the section of the river
downstream from Crayford Marshes should:
• include policies in their development plans for securing a high quality design,
appropriate to its context, for all riverside development and for enhancing the
quality of the built environment;
• consider the preparation of new design guidance;
• consider the need for, and the implications of, accommodating growth in port and
river traffic;
• adopt policies to protect areas of natural conservation importance.
3.2.4

Draft South East Plan

Context
Part 1 of the Draft South East Plan (Core Regional Policies) was submitted to Government in
July 2005, following extensive consultation and approval by the Regional Assembly. The full
plan, including Part 2 (Sub-Regional Details) will be submitted for Government approval in
2006.
The Plan will replace existing RPG9 and RPG9A and like existing RPGs, will provide a
strategic regional framework that forms the context within which LDDs need to be prepared.
Structure Plans will be phased out. Part 1 of the Draft South East Plan was submitted to the
Government on the 29th July 2005, following a period of public consultation. The plan seeks to
take a longer-term view of the development needs, but in a manner that is consistent with the
principles of sustainable development.
Climate Change
The South East Plan contains a policy framework consisting of cross cutting policies applicable
to all areas of the Plan as well as policies for specific topic areas. Climate change is identifies
as a cross-cutting policy issue (Policy CC2) and the measures proposed are categorised under
the headings of mitigation (mainly related to reduction of greenhouse gas emissions) and
adaptation, including adaptation to flood risk. The policy indicates that adaptation to risks and
opportunities will be achieved by:
i.

Guiding strategic development to locations offering greater protection from impacts
such as flooding, erosion, storms, water shortages and subsidence;

ii.

Ensuring new and existing building stock is more resilient to climate change impacts;

iii.

Incorporating sustainable drainage measures and high standards of water efficiency in
new and existing building stock;

iv.

Increasing flood storage capacity and developing sustainable new water resources;
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v.

Ensuring opportunities and options for sustainable flood management and migration of
habitats and species are not foreclosed.

Flood Risk Management
With regard to flooding issues, Policy NRM3, Sustainable Flood Risk Management relates. It
states:
The sequential approach to development in flood risk areas set out in PPG25 will be followed.
Inappropriate development should not be allocated or permitted in zones 2 and 3 of the
floodplain (Map NRM2) or areas with a history of groundwater flooding, or where it would
increase flood risk elsewhere, unless there is over-riding need and absence of suitable
alternatives.
Where development is proposed for parts of zones 2 and 3, local authorities (in the case of plan
allocations) and developers (in the case of specific proposals) with advice from the
Environment Agency should undertake a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) to provide a
comprehensive understanding of the flood risk and options for managing that risk in a cost
effective manner. This should have regard to climate change and identify appropriate types of
development and suitable mitigation and adaptation measures in scheme design and layout.
Existing flood defences will be protected from development. Where development is permitted in
appropriately defended floodplains it must be designed to be resilient to flooding (to minimise
potential damage) and to allow for the future maintenance, realignment or management of the
defences to be undertaken.
In the preparation of Local Development Documents and considering planning applications,
local authorities in conjunction with the Environment Agency, should also:
i Take account of River Basin Management Plans, Catchment Flood Management Plans and
Shoreline Management Plans in developing Local Development Documents and other
strategies. Where locationally specific flood risk and land management options such as flood
storage, managed realignment and set back from coastal defences are identified, land should be
safeguarded for these purposes and appropriate land management practices should be
encouraged
ii Require incorporation and management of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), other water
retention and flood storage measures to minimise direct surface run–off, unless there are
practical or environmental reasons for not doing so
iii Take account of increased sewage effluent flows on fluvial flood risk.
Growth Options
The strategy for accommodating growth within the South East Region, in relation to housing
distribution, has been controversial and has not yet been resolved.
The Draft South East Plan4 envisages strong and sustained economic growth over the plan
period, acknowledging that this will entail significant levels of new development. It does not
specify the scale of development. It has, so far avoided setting the district level housing targets.
4

“A Clear Vision for the South East- The South East Plan- Draft for Public Consultation”, South East
England Regional Assembly, 2005
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The latest information made available to us indicates that SEERA officers may be defining four
policy designation categories for areas within the region:
• Growth Areas: including Ashford and Kent Thames Gateway
• Regeneration Priority Areas: including Kent Thames Gateway and East Kent
Coast;
• Economic and Social Development Areas: Brighton and South Hampshire;
• Priority Areas of Urban Deprivation: parts of Slough, Reading, Oxford and the
Milton Keynes Sub Region.
Kent Thames Gateway is therefore both a Growth Area and a Regeneration Priority Area. Its
sub-regional strategy is likely to reflect the need to provide for substantial growth over the plan
period, building on principles related to making full use of previously developed land and the
regeneration of the areas to 2016 contained in the Sustainable Communities Plan.
With regard to the various options for accommodating this growth, SEERA officers currently
prefer the “Sharper Focus” option, in other words accommodating the majority of the growth in
a few areas, with some modification reflecting the uncertainty of achieving high growth rates in
Kent Thames Gateway and lower levels of demand in East Kent.
The Regional Assembly has decided on a value of 28,900 dwellings per annum for the region
as a whole and 2,400 dwellings per annum for Kent Thames Gateway, or 48,000 for the period
to 2026.
The latest Consultation Document on housing figures5 acknowledges that some of the key
development sites are within flood zones and specifically mentions the Kent Thameside SFRA.
With regard to the wider area of Kent Thames Gateway it states:
“The Environment Agency advises that flood risk should not prevent sites in Kent Thames
Gateway being developed. Individual sites are either protected, will be raised or can be
defended as part of the development. These measures will be combined with design features
such as avoiding vulnerable uses on the ground floor. There could, though, be cost and
capacity implications for some sites that have yet to be quantified.”

3.3

Kent and Medway Structure Plan

3.3.1
Existing Structure Plan
Although the existing Structure Plan (The Kent Structure Plan Third Review 1996) pre-dates
PPG25, it does contain a policy (NR5) which seeks to ensure that regard is given to the
implications of flood risk for development, especially as it might affect human safety:
5

Consultation Document South East Plan: Employment, Housing and Infrastructure in Kent, Kent
County Council and Medway Council, September/October 2005
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“Where development is proposed on land with particular drainage problems, or is at risk from
river or tidal flooding, or would be likely to increase the risk of flooding elsewhere, the local
planning authority will consult, and take into account the advice of the Environment Agency.
Residential development in such areas will not normally be permitted unless the risk from
flooding is alleviated to the satisfaction of the local planning authority after consultation with
the Environment Agency.”
Context for Emerging Structure Plan
The emerging replacement Structure Plan for Kent and will guide decisions on development,
transport and environmental matters in Kent and Medway over the next 20 years. This Plan
covers the period 2001- 2016. It will shape the scale, location and form of private and public
investment in Kent over that period and in doing so must interpret national and regional policies
as they apply to Kent and Medway.
The Structure Plan was issued in draft for public consultation in September 2003. It was subject
to Examination in Public in September 2004 and modifications were published for consultation
in September 2005. It is anticipated that the Structure Plan will be adopted in 2006 and will
remain the higher level part of the development plan until it is superseded by the new Regional
Spatial Strategy.
Policies are currently aimed at fostering sustainable communities, promoting an “urban
renaissance” by regenerating our towns and their centres and revitalising rural communities.
The Structure Plan’s role in shaping development will be particularly crucial since two of the
Government’s four growth areas for the South East, identified in Sustainable Communities:
building for the future1, -Thames Gateway and Ashford - are within Kent and Medway.
The spatial strategy seeks to concentrate development in the 5 major or 12 other principal urban
areas listed in Table SS1 and identified on the Key Diagram. These include the Kent
Thameside urban areas. The re-use of previously developed land will be a priority, particularly
within the central parts of our towns and through many of the strategic locations for
development identified by this Plan.
Developments should aim to encourage a mix of uses with new housing provided at a higher
density than has been the case in recent years and supported by public transport facilities. New
releases of Greenfield land will be kept to a minimum and be at a reduced level in comparison
with recent years although there will be a continuing need for some additional greenfield land
e.g. to support the growth of Ashford. Overall the strategy will serve to resist pressure on the
urban fringe and avoid suburbanisation of the countryside.
Local Implications
Kent Thameside is one of the two principal hubs for development for the whole Thames
Gateway. It will be focused upon major areas of previously used or damaged land. Achieving
development of the right form and quality here will be one of the keys to ensuring the success of
regeneration across the wider Thames Gateway. The scale and close proximity of these
locations provide a unique opportunity to introduce a pattern of development which provides for
higher density, improves the environment and makes good use of public transport. Optimising
the potential of these areas will depend upon the provision of an enhanced public transport
network (‘Fastrack’) and a major upgrade of community facilities and services.
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Flood Risk Management
The Structure Plan indicates that, in cases where development proposals raise flooding or runoff issues, whether proposed in a local development document or a planning application, local
authorities should consult the Environment Agency and other relevant bodies such as Internal
Drainage Boards, Parish Councils, sewerage undertakers and navigation authorities. In
accordance with PPG25 local planning authorities are required to apply a risk-based, sequential
approach to flood risk when preparing development plans and taking development control
decisions.
The Structure Plan states that where it is essential that development takes place in an area which
is at risk of flooding it is important to minimise the impact of that risk. This can be done
through detailed design measures such as raising ground levels or building on stilts. Planning
conditions can also help to reduce the impact of flooding by controlling occupation, removing
Permitted Development Rights or ensuring that prospective occupiers are given information
about flood risk.
Policy NR9 refers to Development and Flood Risk. It states:
Development will be planned to avoid the risk of flooding and will not be permitted:
i. if it would be subject to an unacceptable risk of flooding or where it would increase the risk
of flooding elsewhere;
ii. Where it would prejudice the capacity and integrity of flood plains or planned flood
protection or coastal defence measures;
iii. Where it will hinder the implementation of future flood protection or coastal defence
measures;
iv. if it would adversely affect the ability of the land to drain.
Where development is necessary in areas at risk of flooding it should be designed and
controlled to mitigate the impact of flood risk.
Local Development Documents will include policies to:
(a) ensure that a risk based sequential approach, reflecting degrees of flood risk, is adopted in
guiding specified categories of development away from flood risk areas;
(b) secure the provision and maintenance of appropriate drainage systems in new developments
to mitigate flood risk;
(c) ensure that proposals for development are accompanied by flood risk assessments
appropriate to the scale and nature of the development and the risk.
Policy NR10 refers to flood protection.
The development of new or replacement flood protection or coastal defence measures that are
in accordance with a Catchment Management Plan, Shoreline Management Plans or Coastal
Defence Strategies will be supported. Where these are required to service a development their
provision and maintenance should be funded as part of that development.
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3.4

Other Plans and Guidance

3.4.1
The Sustainable Communities Plan
The overall policy context for the SFRA in Thames Gateway is provided, on the one hand by
PPG 25 and on the other by the Sustainable Communities Plan (SCP) 6.
The challenge for the new Regional Spatial Strategies, the Sub Regional Strategies and the
Local Development Frameworks will be to reconcile the SCP’s requirement to identify
sufficient land for large volumes of new homes to be built in the Thames Gateway, whilst
ensuring that the sites allocated satisfy sustainability criteria specifically with regard to
avoidance or management of flood risk.
The SCP headline targets for housing provision are 120,000 new homes in the Thames
Gateway. This will be backed by investment of £850m in land assembly, site preparation and
subsidy for affordable and key worker housing.
The ODPM’s clarification of the flood risk implications of the SCP acknowledged that most
new developments in the Thames Gateway will be concentrated on previously developed land
and suggests that this will be largely on land protected to 0.1% flood defence. Many of the
proposed development areas lie within the Thames Gateway tidal floodplain. The ODPM
suggests that
‘redevelopment of many previously used sites in the Gateway gives the opportunity to put in
place more sustainable flood defences that can provide room to accommodate occasional
flooding of flood compatible uses and… to plan the location of development according to flood
risk sensitivity.’
3.4.2
Making Space for Water
During 2004, DeFRA undertook a consultation exercise, the object of which was to engage a
wide range of stakeholders in a debate about the future direction of flooding strategy. The
consultation document “Making Space for Water” 7 sets out the following vision:
“…we want to make space for water so that we can manage the adverse human and economic
consequences of flooding and coastal erosion while achieving environmental and social benefits
in line with wider government objectives.”
In other words, the aim of the strategy was to balance the three pillars of sustainability,
managing flood risk and ensuring that the social and economic benefits which accrue from
growth and development are attained. This balanced approach integrating sustainable
development with responsible risk management has underpinned the current study.
Section 7 of the consultation document deals with measures to reduce flood risk through landuse planning. This section emphasises the Government’s commitment to ensuring that the
planning system aims to reduce flood risk wherever possible and, in any event, should not add

6

Sustainable Urban Communities- Building for the Future, ODPM, 2003

7

“Making Space for Water-Developing a new Government strategy for flood and coastal erosion risk
management in England”- DEFRA, 2004
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to it. However, it is acknowledged that 10 per cent of England is already within mapped areas
of flood risk and that contained within these areas are the brownfield sites which other areas of
Government policy has identified as a priority for future housing provision. The document
asserts that over the past five years, 11 per cent of new houses were in flood-risk areas,
including most of the houses proposed for the Thames Gateway under the Sustainable
Communities Plan. The document identifies three sets of measures which may be undertaken to
manage flood risk when development is sited in such areas:
•

Protection measures to provide, at minimum, the standards of protection specified in
PPG25;

•

Provision of features such as sacrificial areas and compartmentalisation to reduce the
consequences of a flood event should one occur; and

•

Use of construction techniques that increase the flood resistance and resilience of buildings

The document proposes that Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Frameworks
should take full account of flood risk and incorporate the sequential approach set out in PPG25.
Moreover, the document encourages integration with other planning systems, in particular
Catchment Flood Management Plans8. Use of EU funding streams, such as Interreg IIIB is
recommended to enable local authorities to undertake transnational projects aimed at advancing
knowledge and good practice in flood risk management.
At the development control level, the document encourages local authorities to give full weight
to the advice issued by the Environment Agency in response to consultations on planning
applications, implying that only in exceptional cases should permission be granted against the
Agency’s advice. In addition, the use of (local) flood risk assessments as supporting documents
to planning applications in areas of flood risk is encouraged. The document proposes that if
mitigating measures are shown to be required, they should be fully funded as part of the
development.
3.4.3
Thames Strategy East
The Thames Strategy East seeks to guide appropriate river related development between Tower
Bridge and Gravesend 9. The Strategy was published for public consultation in February 2005.
The Strategy takes the key messages of the Sustainable Communities Plan and Greening the
Gateway forward with particular reference to the River Thames and promotes a holistic
approach to the delivery of the necessary transport, utilities and environmental infrastructure in
relation to the river and its hinterland. It aims to promote the highest quality of development
possible, so that the area becomes an exemplar for sustainable, high quality, liveable
communities.
The Strategy re-enforces the importance of the riverside within the Kent Thameside area as
providing a location for new attractive and desirable residential accommodation, whilst
identifying the need to improve flood defences to allow development to occur.
8

Catchment Flood Management Plans are voluntary plans through which the Environment Agency works
with other key decision makers in river catchments to identify and agree policies for sustainable flood
risk management

9

LDA Design, Thames Strategy East, Public Consultation Draft, Thames Estuary Partnership, 2005
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3.4.4
Thames Estuary 2100 Project
In considering future plans for the Thames Estuary, the EA is developing a five to six year
longer term strategy to provide guidance for the Thames tidal defences standards beyond 2030
to the year 210010.
The EA view is that plans for the Thames Gateway must be aligned with the TE2100 longerterm strategy to ensure that:
• “public investment is well planned and used to best effect
• effective flood risk management of the whole of the Thames Estuary is not
prejudiced by early decisions on the Gateway
• opportunities created by the Gateway for innovative, sustainable and cost effective
approaches to managing flood risk can be taken forward”
Early discussions documents, which are relevant to this study, indicate that:
• to maintain the current high standard of protection will require a large investment
in flood defence infrastructure;
• the Thames Gateway development may increase the cost of flood risk
management;
• there would be advantages in bringing forward flood defence expenditure in
advance of the Gateway development;
• given the uncertainty about current climate change predictions, development
should allow space for future flood defences possibly with the inclusion of
protective “polders” or flood cells within the floodplain and designing flood
resilience into new buildings;
• development must go hand in hand with flood risk management and environmental
enhancements.
Further outputs from the TE 2100 project are expected to be made available in November 2005.
These will consider conceptual options for the future flood risk management of the estuary.

3.5

Policy Integration

The forgoing account shows that efforts are being made at all tiers within the planning system to
redress policy deficiencies with regard to flood risk and flood management. In this respect,
PPG25 and associated research and guidance can be seen to have had a substantial influence on
planning policy in the South East and this is certain to be reflected in the final version of the
South East Plan and the emerging Local Development Frameworks for Dartford and
Gravesham.

10

Environment Agency 2003 op cit
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Our concern is focused on the priority which will be given to flooding when assessed alongside
other policy considerations and the extent to which policies are effectively integrated, as this
will have a bearing on spatial planning, particularly with regard to the location and distribution
of new housing development. This difficulty arises from tensions between the three pillars of
sustainability- environmental, economic and social- and the difficulties of reconciling these
within the political framework within the South East. There are strong aspirations in policies
underpinning each, with environmental policies concentrating on protection of the green belt
and landscape with special designation as well as a wish to protect rural areas from
overdevelopment. This is counterbalanced by the need to allow for economic growth for
reasons of strategic importance nationally and also to harness economic growth to the
regeneration of older industrial areas, such as Kent Thameside where traditional industries have
declined and the local economy is fragile.
A paper prepared by DTZ Pieda Consulting for SEERA has attempted to reconcile conflicting
policy constraints in an attempt to provide a more coherent policy framework. 11 The report has
been prepared in compliance with PPS11, which requires Regional Spatial Strategies to present
housing figures for individual districts or appropriate sub-regional housing market areas. The
report recommends a sequential approach (PPG3) to assessing alternative levels of housing
provision, based first on the contribution from existing commitments, secondly on potential
emerging from urban capacity studies and finally on balancing previously developed sites on the
urban fringe with proposals for greenfield development. The report concludes that it is very
unlikely that existing commitments and urban potential will meet the total housing requirement
for the study area and therefore recommends a process of identifying and evaluating constraints
and opportunities on development outside urban areas. Critically the report asserts that
“Consideration must be given to a wide range of factors that would influence the pattern of
future housing development. Distinction must also be made between those factors that impose a
severe restraint on development- many environmental designations for example- and factors
that could constrain development, for example infrastructure capacity, but which could be
addressed if adequate investment is available.”
The report lists fourteen factors, including flood risk, as a basis on which authorities can
develop spatial options with a view to arriving at a preferred district housing distribution. There
is then a further exercise to be carried out at district level as part of the LDF process to decide
on site specific allocations.
In the following sections of this SFRA we will argue that flood risk is one of the factors which
fall into the category of “severe constraint” and should be given a heavy weighting in spatial
planning. Whilst investment in flood defence infrastructure and flood resilient design can
mitigate flood risk, it cannot remove it entirely and high residual risk will exist in parts of the
flood zone, even where defences are built and maintained to a high standard. Debates on the
distribution of new housing have tended to focus on PPG3 and sequential testing aimed at
tapping urban capacity and development of previously used land. Yet it is clear from PPS 11
that at regional level attention needs to be given to other factors, including the risk of flooding
and PPG25 makes a sequential test for flood risk obligatory at local level.
In terms of balancing the pillars of sustainability, there need to be greater recognition that whilst
flood risk is often characterised as an environmental factor, largely because the immediate threat
11

DTZ Pieda Consulting, South East Plan: Assessing District Level Housing Distribution, SEERA 2005
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is environmental in character, it has a substantial economic and social impact. A study carried
out by Entec for the Association of British Insurers 12 identified the potential risk exposure
within the growth areas of the Sustainable Communities Plan. It showed that flood related
economic losses from proposed new development could amount to £55 million unless steps
were taken to manage the risks. And recent events in New Orleans have demonstrated beyond
doubt the social consequences of flooding, in terms of loss of life and breakdown of social
structure. In order to conform with PPS1, and the new emphasis on delivering sustainable
development, all levels of the planning process will need to adopt a more integrated approach in
relation to new development, flood risk and its various consequences.

3.6

Model LDF Policies

We have provided in Appendix C, model policies for the emerging Local Development
Frameworks which are suitable for modification by Dartford and Gravesham in accordance with
local circumstances. The template was developed originally for East London but is equally
adaptable to Kent Thameside.

12

Entec, Making Communities Sustainable- Managing Flood Risks in the Government’s Growth Areas,
ABI (2005)
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4.

Local Planning Considerations

4.1

The Statutory Planning Framework

Within Kent Thameside, Local Plans are at different stages of review and adoption,
consequently the level of policy coverage with regard to flooding issues varies. In Dartford and
Gravesham, their local plans were adopted prior to the publication of PPG25 and, in the case of
the review of these plans, Dartford Local Plan was reviewed after the publication of PPG25,
whilst a review of the Gravesham Plan was carried out prior to PPG25. The result is policies
and supporting text that vary in their reference to flood risk and the extent to which site
allocations demonstrate reference to flood risk.
Boroughs are required to have a LDS submitted to the Secretary of State by March 2005, and
need to have their Core Strategy and Statement of Community Involvement in place by March
2007. In the case of Dartford, their LDS was submitted in March 2005, and the timetable
established on the LDS is for the publication of the Core Strategy and Site Specific Allocations
in February 2006, with an anticipated adoption date of March 2007. With regard to Gravesham,
their LDS was submitted in February 2005 and their timetable for the Core Strategy and generic
development control policies, and site specific development allocations, is due for publication in
May 2006, with an anticipated adoption date in July 2007.

4.2

Regeneration

Much of Kent Thameside is either developed or has been previously developed. The remaining
areas are almost all subject to some form of planning constraint either by nature conservation
designations or by safeguarding as public open space. As a consequence, almost all sites
allocated for development in the adopted and emerging local plans which lie within the flood
plain, are in PPG 25 Category 3A: developed areas.
4.2.1
Development Patterns
In Kent Thameside, as in other parts of the Thames Estuary, early industrial development took
place close to the river, to take advantage of potential transport links and as means of disposing
effluent. Historically, development tended to avoid areas subject to regular flooding, such as
low lying marshland, but substantial development took place in areas which are now in the flood
zone and subject to high levels of residual risk.
Changes in industrial process and the decline of manufacturing has resulted in these areas
becoming derelict and ripe for re-development. The attractions of water frontage as a feature
and an amenity have tended to result in residential development replacing previous industrial
uses. The consequences of this trend have been highlighted by the Association of British
Insurers:
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“Building homes on sites that previously supported housing will do least to increase insurer’s
exposure to flooding. In contrast, developing sites that were used for a different purpose (e.g.
industry, manufacturing)…. will significantly increase insurers flood exposure.”13
4.2.2

Regeneration Programmes

The regeneration of the Thames Gateway, or the East Thames Corridor as the area was
originally known, has been proposed by successive Governments for the past 20 years before
the publication of the Sustainable Communities Plan. At its origin the East Thames Corridor
was a collection of substantial and disparate development sites, some of which were regarded as
difficult to bring into productive use, in an area with more than its fair share of industrial
dereliction and environmental damage. The current plan aims to provide a comprehensive plan
for their re-development and regeneration.
The Environment Agency has encouraged a precautionary approach to development of the
Thames frontages. Wherever possible residential property has been designed so that living
accommodation is above the 0.5% flood level and sleeping accommodation is a minimum of 0.6
metres above the 0.1% flood level. This has tended to result in town-house forms of
development. This can have benefits for the developer and house purchaser where river views
may be enhanced.
Current policies (e.g. PPG13) have a preference for regeneration and densification around
public transport nodes. This may have the secondary effect of diverting residential development
away from waterfront sites, although it should be noted that a considerable amount of new
transport infrastructure of Kent Thameside, such as the CTRL and Fastrack links, is in areas of
high residual flood risk.

4.3

Knowledge Management

The way in which information about past flood events is recorded, disseminated and used, is
material to the development of knowledge about flood risk and the development of solutions to
risk avoidance and reduction.
The Environment Agency maintains records of past flood events and these are used in the
preparation of the flood risk maps which are regularly revised and publicly available on the
internet. Southern Water is understood to keep records of surface and groundwater flooding
arising from surcharging of drains and sewers within its responsibility.
4.3.1
Awareness
The level of awareness of past flood events varied considerably. The most detailed source being
officers of longstanding employment who could be relied upon to recall from memory past
flood events, their causes, effects and any remedial measures taken. Officers in engineering
departments are more likely to be aware of these events than their planning colleagues because
or their historic responsibility for drainage, but this knowledge has waned substantially since
certain maintenance responsibilities were transferred to Thames Water and Southern Water.

13

Association of British Insurers, 2004 op cit
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Given the turnover of staff and the fact that officers of longstanding will eventually retire, there
is an urgent need to begin the process of codifying tacit knowledge held by employees and
recording it on a database accessible to all officers who may need it.
4.3.2
Codification
Such information should be held in a central register in a GIS database format with clear
responsibility for inputting and updating of data. To ensure the accessibility of information to
all officers needing to refer to it, we would suggest that responsibility for maintaining the
database should be given to a corporate function, rather than to a line department. The
Emergency Planning Officer, who has a direct interest in ensuring that such information is
readily available for use if an incident occurs, would seem to be an ideal post to designate with
this responsibility. Our discussions with local authority officers indicated that the emergency
planning function is relatively highly developed at both County and District level and that flood
risk management had been taken seriously. Involvement of all authorities in Operation Triton
(an emergency planning exercise based on a major flood scenario) has helped to raise awareness
and develop response procedures. Some excellent progress had also been made in codifying
sources of risk, particularly the location and condition of flood gates. And the existence of a
Kent-Wide Flood Warning Group represented an exemplar for other areas to emulate. The
group meets twice a year to discuss strategic flood management issues and attracts attendance
from the local authorities, the Environment Agency, water companies and other interested
parties. It could provide a forum through which the current SFRA could be discussed and its
recommendations implemented.
The introduction of the National Coastal and Flood Defence Database (NFCDD) should help to
keep operating authorities informed of the condition of flood defence assets and assist in the
economic appraisal of future schemes.
4.3.3
Knowledge Management and Innovation
Effective mobilisation of the knowledge held by individuals through formalised processes for
knowledge management can provide a route to innovation.14 By sharing and managing
knowledge which was previously in the private domain those involved with flood risk can be
assisted to gain insights to the issue and generate new ideas and solutions.

4.4

Design of Defence and Mitigation Measures

Elsewhere in this report mention has been made of the range of measures available to mitigate
flood risk, particularly residual risk in defended areas with otherwise high probability of
flooding. These included land raising, non-habitable ground floors, secondary defences,
temporary barriers, flood resilient design and flood warning procedures.
4.4.1
Urban Design
The layout and form of new development can assist in reducing flood risk. The location of built
forms of development should be such that identified routes for floodwater, particularly in rapid

14

Nonaka and Takeuchi, The Knowledge Creating Company, Oxford, 1995
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inundation zones, are safeguarded. It is also good practice to set built development back from
river frontages to enable access for future maintenance or improvement works. Where ground
anchors or ties support frontages these should be taken into account.
Confining habitable rooms to upper floors can reduce the immediate risk of loss of life in a
flood event, however, this measure can have adverse consequences for the appearance of the
property and the streetscape. Ground floors with garages and utility areas, or flatted residential
development with car parks at ground level can present inactive frontages at street level,
resulting in an austere appearance. This is undesirable in aesthetic terms and can have adverse
consequences for perceptions of safety and security for residents. There may also be problems
complying with disabled access requirements. Solutions such as mixed-use development with
commercial uses on the ground floor provide a more acceptable design solution, but are limited
by the market for such property. Small offices and workshops in predominantly residential
districts can provide active frontages but also have a limited market and there is a similarly
limited capacity for local convenience retailing.
4.4.2
Recreation, Amenity and Ecology
Elsewhere we have referred to various ‘green’ solutions for flood mitigation, such as green
grids, polders, canals and ponds, as well as sustainable urban drainage systems, for flood storage
and the conveyance of rain water away from impermeable areas.
The desirability of creating new green space in developments is already acknowledged. The
concept of multifunctional green space was promoted in ODPM and DEFRA's joint "Greening
the Gateway" strategy published in January 2004 15 and ‘Kent Thameside Green Grid’ will
incorporate sustainable flood defences such as greenspaces and riverside walkways. However,
the issues which such an approach raise need to be more widely understood.
Public access to riverside locations should be considered. Greenspace is an ideal use for areas
where flood risk is greatest and other forms of development would be inappropriate.
Features with flood storage capacity (such as bunded open space and water features with
freeboard) have the potential to double as local amenities, providing attractive features, space
for recreation and wildlife habitats subject to an to an appropriate assessment if necessary.
4.4.3
Flood Resilience
Flood resilient construction certainly has potential for wider adoption in areas of high flood risk.
Reference has been made elsewhere to BRE Guidance 16, and ODPM have published guidance
on improving the flood resistance of residential property and small business premises 17 which is
of potential use to local authority officers. It should be noted that the ODPM guidance draws
attention to the limitations of the Building Regulations in the control of flood risk:
“The Building Regulations are made to secure reasonable standards of health and safety,
welfare and convenience of people in and around buildings. The Building Regulations cannot

15

Creating Sustainable Communities- Greening the Gateway, DEFRA/ODPM, 2004

16

BRE, 1996 op cit

17

Preparing for Floods, ODPM October 2003
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be made for purposes of property protection. However, where flooding may have implications
for health and safety, appropriate guidance may be given in supporting documents.”
Hence, within the scope of current guidance, local authorities will have to rely on the planning
and development control system rather than the building control system to regulate the design of
buildings with regard to flood resilience.
4.4.4
Vulnerable Uses
Certain types of development should be directed away from areas of high residual flood risk
wherever possible and be subject to detailed LFRA and special defence measures if other factors
dictate they must be located there. PPG25 explicitly advises against locating certain functions
in higher risk areas:
“Subject to operational requirements in terms of response times, these (Zone 2) and the higher
risk zones … are generally not suitable for essential civil infrastructure, such as hospitals, fire
stations, emergency depots etc. Where such infrastructure has to be, or is already, located in
these areas, access must be guaranteed and they must be capable of remaining operational in
times of emergency due to extreme flooding.”
Clearly, there are issues relating to the present location of some such functions within high risk
areas in the Thames Gateway, however, future provision needs to be more carefully planned.
This is especially the case for large scale developments where it may be proposed that such
facilities are provided on-site through developer contributions. Certain elements of transport
infrastructure, properly designed, can provide secondary defence against flooding. Raised
highways and railway embankments have been used successfully elsewhere for this purpose,
providing a secondary barrier against the spread of flooding. This function is specifically
mentioned in ‘Making Space for Water’ 18 in relation to protection from coastal and inland tidal
and fluvial flooding.
In addition, caution should be exercised over the location of development accommodating
vulnerable people, such as schools and homes for elderly people. Areas subject to risk of rapid
inundation should be avoided altogether for these types of development. Special consideration
also needs to be given to development attracting large numbers of people, which would present
problems of safe evacuation and dispersion in a flood event, such as sports arenas and public
transport termini.
4.4.5
Sewers and Surface Water Drainage
Significant issues were brought to our attention related to the design, performance and
particularly responsibility for maintenance of sewers and surface water drains.
Failure of surface water outfalls could occur either through reverse flow during high tide, as
result of failure of the outfall flap valve or through inability of the outfall to operate as a result
of tide-locking.
In Dartford, no instances of major surface water flooding were recalled, although there have
been reports of flash flooding in Milton Road, Swanscombe in local newspapers. In
Gravesham, localised surface water drainage problems were reported in the vicinity of an
18

DEFRA op cit
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industrial estate arising from inadequate design and poor maintenance and highway flooding
problems have been experienced in the Meopham area as a result of the filling in of storage
ponds in domestic gardens. These are issues which need to be addressed and resolved
satisfactorily if localised flood events are to be avoided in future and Sustainable Drainage
Systems are to be used more widely in the Thames Gateway.
The second area of concern relates to the provision of foul drainage for the potential new
development areas. Whilst this is not a direct risk to the development areas, there remains a
potential health risk if surface water flooding causes inundation or failure of the foul drainage
systems. It is probable that foul water pumping stations will be required to drain these low
lying areas, and it is essential therefore that these are protected from inundation at the very least
to the 1% risk. Detailed consideration must be given to the siting and design of such apparatus.
Whilst much of this will be dealt with by Utility Companies as part of their adoption process, it
is important that planners appreciate the need for protection of such apparatus. Inundation of
the foul sewerage system is much more difficult to guard against. Consideration may need to be
given to sealed manholes, but this will not necessarily prevent unwanted surface water inflow to
the system because of the large number of potential inlets on private property (gully inlets,
deliberate lifting of inspection covers to drain curtilage etc). A thorough review of building
details will be required to avoid this type of inundation, and consequent failure of the foul
drainage system.
4.4.6
Flood Gates
In both Dartford and Gravesham there are a number of foreshore access gates in the Thames
Tidal Defences. These gates are provided to allow businesses and properties to access jetties
and areas of land on the estuary side of the defences. When open, these gates are effectively
gaps in the defence line and are therefore of concern with respect to tidal flooding. The adopted
policy is that these gates are normally closed except when access is required. An example of
such a gate (in its closed position) is given in Figure 4.1, below.
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Figure 4.1

Example of Gate in Thames Tidal Defences

When these gates are closed, they provide a continuation of the Thames Tidal Defences and
maintain the required standard of protection. During the site visit, however, it was noticed that
a significant number of gates were left open, and many of these had clearly not been closed in
recent past. If these gates were left open in an extreme flood event, the level of protection
provided by the Thames Tidal Defences would be significantly reduced, since water could flow
through the open gates.
It is understood that it is the responsibility of the riparian land owner to close the gates in the
tidal defences. In theory, these gates should remain closed at all times, and only opened as and
when access to the foreshore is required. It is clear from the site visit, and from discussions
with Gravesham Borough Council, that this is not the case for a significant number of gates.
This is not a problem, however, provided that these gates are closed in the event of an extreme
flood warning. The landowners with responsibility for closing the gates are all connected to the
Environment Agency flood warning system and will receive an automated message notifying
them that a flood warning is in operation. Once this warning is in place, it is their responsibility
to ensure that the gate(s) for which they are responsible are closed.
Unfortunately, the fallibility of human nature suggests that it is unlikely that all gates will be
closed if a flood warning is received. Discussions with Gravesham Borough Council indicate
that in the event of a flood warning, the Emergency Planning team will check the gates to ensure
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that they are closed. There are, however, a number of problems with this ‘failsafe’ that are
likely to mean that one or more gates may remain open:
• It is impossible for the Emergency Planning team to check all of the gates in a short
enough period of time to ensure that they are all closed before an unusually high
tide causes water to flow through the gate left open;
• There is no guarantee that the Emergency Planning team will be able to access the
gates to ensure that they are closed. This may be as a result of problems with land
access or concerns of health and safety working close to the River Thames during
an extreme flood event.
The potential consequences of a gate being left open during an extreme high tide were modelled
and assessed in Stage 2 of this SFRA. It demonstrated that even for a small gate (4.33 m wide)
with a high sill level (4.94 mAOD) a substantial quantity of water could flow through the gate
during an extreme high tide if it were left open. The consequence of this is that a relatively
large area could be flooded. Given these potentially significant consequences, it is considered
that the gates in the Thames Tidal Defences represent a critical source of flood risk. It is
therefore recommended that measures are taken as part of local planning policy to ensure that
all of these gates are maintained to full working order and that their closure in the event of an
Environment Agency flood warning is guaranteed.
Review of lead times and operational response should be undertaken by EA and Local Authority
to confirm the effectiveness of current provisions. Regular inspection of the gates state of
maintenance as well as simulation exercises to ensure appropriate emergency planning
responses should be carried out.
It is recommended that when the opportunity arises, such as when new development occurs, a
policy of replacing flood gates with solid defences should be adopted. The provision of new
gates to enable access to the foreshore should be discouraged.

4.5

Developer Contributions To Flood Risk Measures

In recommending more adequate flood defence and mitigation measures it is necessary to
identify how the capital costs will be met, who will accept financial responsibility for ongoing
maintenance and how these responsibilities will be enforced.
4.5.1
Planning Background
The statutory planning system provides the means by which developers can be required to
reduce the level of flood risk arising from their proposed development. Para 57 of PPG 25
points out that it will be a material consideration in determining planning applications. This is
achieved either by the attachment of conditions to planning permission or by requiring
developers to enter into planning obligations under Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990. In accordance with PPG25 (para 60 and 61), the need for conditions and
planning obligations may be established as a result of a (local) flood risk assessment being
requested in pre-application discussions and carried out prior to the application being submitted.
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4.5.2
Planning Conditions
The Environment Agency will generally be consulted as a matter of course by the Local
Planning Authority when planning applications are being assessed which lie within Zones 2 or 3
or otherwise appear to be subject to risk of flooding. The Agency has a set of standard
conditions (see Appendix C) which can be adapted to particular circumstances. The planning
conditions cover the following matters:
•

Preparation and construction of a scheme for maintaining flood defences;

•

Preparation and implementation of a scheme for protecting flood defences during
construction;

•

Approval of arrangements for drainage outfall and discharge into the Thames;

•

Approval of arrangements for maintaining rivers and flood defences within the application
site;

•

Agreement of a method statement for any temporary works which may affect flood
defences;

•

Assessment of the works necessary to ensure that flood defences remain structurally sound
for the lifetime of the development;

•

Proof that it is possible to raise flood defences by a minimum height of 600mm above the
statutory flood defence level in a sustainable manner;

•

Preparation for the maintenance and renewal of the river wall and enhancement of the
riverside;

Clearly not all these conditions will be proposed for every application and they are capable of
amendment, however, the combined effect is to ensure that developers construct adequate
defences for their proposed development, safeguard existing defences during construction and
consider the impact on the environment and long term maintenance (See Environment Agency
Standard Conditions in Appendix D).
4.5.3
Planning Obligations- Section 106
PPG 25 states (para 61) that ‘where other material considerations outweigh the risk of flooding
and point to the proposed development being permitted, any necessary flood defences or flood
alleviation works required because of the development form part of the development (and)
should normally be fully funded by the developer’. The legal mechanism proposed by PPG 25
is Section 106’
The new guidance relating to s106 19 continues to require planning obligations to be necessary,
relevant to planning, directly related to the permitted development, and be reasonable in scale
and kind and reasonable in all other respects. Developers may therefore be required to agree to
construct primary and secondary flood defences or make a contribution to them being carried
out by another body, vest the resulting defences in an operating authority if appropriate and
provide a sum sufficient to cover maintenance for an agreed period.
19

Circular 05/2005, Planning Obligations, ODPM 2005
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The new circular clarifies the situation with regard to types of contribution. Sections B18 to
B20 allow agreements to be made with developers for the maintenance and physical upkeep of
infrastructure, but indicate that where an asset is intended for wider public use, the costs of
subsequent maintenance should be borne by the body or authority in which the asset is vested.
Pump priming maintenance should be time limited and not required in perpetuity. This has
clear implications for the upkeep of flood defences provided through s106 agreements.
A new provision for pooled contributions may pave the way of funding major flood risk
infrastructure which has a wide benefit, spanning several developments. The circular states:
“Where the combined impact of a number of developments creates the need for infrastructure, it
may be reasonable for the associated developers’ contributions to be pooled, in order to allow
the infrastructure to be secured in a fair and equitable way. Pooling can take place both
between developments and between local authorities where there is cross-authority impact.”
Later in this report we make recommendations about mitigation options, however, estimation of
the cost and identification of the sources is beyond the scope of the brief. We recommend that
consideration be given to incorporating policies within the emerging LDFs to enable local
authorities to negotiate both provision of flood management infrastructure and pump priming of
maintenance costs where appropriate within s106 agreements for new development.
4.5.4
The Thames Flood Acts
Neither the Thames Flood Acts nor the Environment Agency’s Thames Tidal Contributions
Policy, which applies between Teddington Weir and Dartford Creek, the latter being on the
western boundary of Kent Thameside, could be used in Kent Thameside.
It is important to note that the responsibility for provision, maintenance and improvement of
flood defences rests with the riparian owner. The Environment Agency has no statutory duty to
do this work, it does, however, have permissive powers to undertake flood defence works. Such
works are subject to cost benefit analysis and the availability of funds. Priority will be given on
a risk-based approach.
The River Thames within Southern Region is not a designated ‘main’ river. The estuary is
treated as a coastal location and the Sea Defence Byelaws 1981 apply. Prior consent of the
Environment Agency is required for most works between low water mark and a line fifteen
metres inland from the landward toe of any flood defence.
The Environment Agency seeks to retain this 15 metre wide ‘byelaw margin’ free from
obstruction. Consent under byelaws is separate from, and additional to, any planning consent.
The River Darent and the River Ebbsfleet (along with some smaller watercourses in the area)
are designated main rivers and the provisions of the Water Resources Act 1991 apply to works
in, over or under, the channel of the watercourse. For these non-tidal main rivers an eight metre
wide byelaw margin applies. In tidal rivers such as the River Thames, the margin is generally
increased to at least 16 m. As above, the Environment Agency seeks to retain this eight metre
wide ‘byelaw margin’ free from obstruction.
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5.

Review of Local Plans

5.1

Flood Planning Policies

This section provides a broad overview of how each of the Boroughs of Dartford and
Gravesham have considered flood risk within their local plans and to assess their policies and
supporting text against the key principles of PPG25.
Any flooding policies will reflect the guidance which is available at the time of preparation.
Since PPG25 was published in 2001, its content and guidance could only have been taken fully
into account by those polices that emerged after this date. To assess the local plans objectively,
a simple matrix was prepared which draws out the key objectives and requirements of PPG25.
The assessment was fairly broad brush taking into account both planning policies and
supporting text. Table 5.2 contains the results of this assessment.
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5.2
Table 5.1

Assessment of the Policies
Current Local Plan Status and Summary of Information Available

Borough

Local Planning
Documents

Timescale of Emerging UDP / LDF

Relevant SPG

Notes

Dartford Borough Council

Dartford Local Plan

Local Plan Adopted in 1995

None identified.

Local Plan available through the Council’s website
Portal

Dartford Local Plan
Review – Amended
2nd Deposit

April 2004

None Identified.

Copy of DP provided by Council.

Local Development
Scheme

March 2005

None identified.

Copy of LDS provided by Council.

Gravesham Local Plan

Local Plan Adopted in 1994

None identified.

Local Plan available through the Council’s website
Portal

Gravesham Local Plan
Second Review
Deposit Draft

May 2000

None identified.

Deposit Plan available on-line.

Local Development
Scheme

February 2005

Gravesham Borough
Council

Copy of LDS provided by Council.
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Table 5.2

Assessment of Local Plan Flood Policy and Supporting Text

Criteria

Dartford

Dartford

Gravesham

Gravesham

Development Plan Assessed

Adopted Plan
1995

Amended
Second
Deposit 2004

Adopted Plan
1994

Deposit Draft
2000

Does the DP Policy include reference to:
Identify the Sequential Approach being adopted to
the identification of Development Sites (zones 1, 2
and 3a, b and c).

I

Highlight the adoption of the precautionary principle
to development

I

Recognition of susceptibility of land to flooding

I

I

I
I

I

Assessment of flood risk and affect of climate
change
Recognition of role of floodplain and washlands
Recognition of potential impact of defences on
downstream
Request FRA/SFRA and identification of measures
to deal with flood risk

I

Identify need for the management of surface water
run-off (e.g. grey water recycling, rainwater
harvesting or sustainable drainage systems SuDs).

I

5.3

Preliminary Conclusions

5.3.1
Dartford Borough Council
The Dartford Local Plan was adopted in 1995 and makes no reference to flood risk issues.
Given that it was adopted well in advance of the publication of PPG25, this comes as no
surprise. The Council have begun work on the preparation of a revised Local Plan, with the
publication of the Second Deposit Plan in 2002. This plan was published after the publication
of PPG25 and, with the exception of reference to climate change, it includes a full range of
policies that do comply with the guidance.
The Second Deposit Plan, however, only has the status as a material consideration in the
determination of planning applications. In January 2004, the Council resolved that further work
on the plan would not proceed and that work would transfer instead to the production of a Local
Development Framework (LDF). In making the decision, the Council made it clear that the
2004 version of the amended plan would provide interim policy advice until the LDF is in place.
5.3.2
Gravesham Borough Council
Similar to Dartford, the current adopted Local Plan for Gravesham pre-dates the publication of
PPG25, and makes no reference to flood risk issues. As in Dartford, the Council began to
review the plan, with the publication of a second deposit version in 2000, however work on this
plan has also been abandoned so that an LDF can be prepared. The second deposit represents
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the most recent policy approach for the Borough, however it was published before PPG25, and
whilst it contains some policy references to tidal flooding and acknowledges the need to
minimise risk to life and property, it does not reflect the current thinking.
5.3.3
Conclusions
Overall there is a varied mix of planning policies within Kent Thameside that relate to flooding
issues. On the one hand there are up to date, albeit not adopted policies for Dartford, compared
with very limited policy guidance within Gravesham. What is common to both Boroughs is that
the adopted local plans for the area contain no policies on flood risk. It should, however, be
acknowledged that the adopted (1996) Structure Plan does contain a flood related policy (see
details of NR5 above) and this taken with the adopted Local Plan currently constitutes the
Development Plan for each area.
With the introduction of the reforms of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, both
Councils have stopped work on their reviews of the adopted plans in order to concentrate on the
preparation of LDFs.
The new Act retains the principle of primacy of the Development Plan in determining planning
applications. The transitional arrangements laid down in the Act do not allow local plan review
policies to be saved where they have not been adopted, hence there is currently not a direct
reference point in adopted local plans for taking into account flood risk in determining
applications. For the time being, government guidance and emerging policy are only material
considerations and do not carry the same weight as adopted policy.
The new planning system provides the ideal opportunity for existing planning policies to be
reviewed and we would therefore recommend that policies which deal with flooding issues are
amended to ensure that the guidance and advice contained within PPG25 is accurately reflected.
However it will take some time before the revised policies are adopted, and we would therefore
recommend that the SFRA can help as guidance on the flooding constraints for Kent
Thameside.
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6.

Development Sites

The KTRF aims to deliver some 30,000 new homes and 50,000 new jobs with Kent Thameside.
The regeneration programme will be driven forward through co-ordinated action against six key
strategic objectives.
In response to the development pressure from Regional Planning Guidance and Sustainable
Communities Plan, both Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils are required to identify a
significant amount of strategic land for development.
This section describes the sites that have been allocated and gives some background information
on them. It is this information that forms the basis for the sequential test which is described in
later sections.
Table 6.1 below clearly shows the significant level of development that is proposed within Kent
Thameside. It is also clear that a large number of the main regeneration sites lie within the
flood risk zone. Of the total 25 strategic sites, 16 of them lie within the flood risk zone. This
places significant pressures on the local authorities who, on the one hand are required to deliver
sufficient housing to satisfy their strategic requirements, whilst ensuring that development
accords with the search sequence established in PPG25. The failure to bring some of these sites
forward for development could have implications for the deliverability of housing targets as
currently proposed, however this will be for others to assess.
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Table 6.1

Site Name

The Bridge
(North Dartford)

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Location

Site is adjacent to
Junction 1a of the M25
motorway and QEII
Bridge.

Local
Planning
Authority
Dartford

Size

104ha

Existing land use

Comprises former
Joyce Green Hospital
and Littlebrook Lakes.

Proposed
development

1,500 new dwellings
About 150,000m² of B1
employment use
including a Business
and Science Park

Current planning Status

Timescale for
implementation

North Dartford Planning
Brief Adopted March 1999

750 dwellings by
2011.

Outline planning
permission granted for the
development of 1,500
homes and 185,800m²
(approx) of employment
development

750 dwellings from
2011 onwards

Is site
within
flood
zone
Yes

Full planning permission
for 61,179 m² logistics
depot
Full planning permission
for a three storey
Innovation Centre
providing 2,700 m²
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Table 6.1

Site Name

• Eastern
Quarry
•
•
•

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Location

• Site lies to the
north of A2, east
of Bluewater
Regional
Shopping Centre
and west of
Ebbsfleet Valley.

Local
Planning
Authority

• Dartford

Size

Existing land use

• 294
ha

• Operational chalk
quarry

•
•
•

Proposed
development

• Up to 7,750
dwellings
• 380,000 m² of
employment
floorspace, retail
and supporting
community
facilities

Current planning Status

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

• Eastern Quarry
Planning Brief July
2002

• 1,350 dwellings
between 20062011.

• Outline planning
permission granted
for the development
of 6,250 dwellings
and 230,000 m² for
mixed uses, subject
to Highways Agency
and s106 agreement.

• 6,400 dwellings
from 2011
onwards.

• No

• Northfleet West
Switching Station:
outline planning
application for 1,500
dwellings and
69,500 m² for mixed
uses
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Table 6.1

Site Name

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Location

Local
Planning
Authority

Swanscombe
Peninsula
West

Swanscombe
Peninsula West is the
land between Ingress
Park and the Channel
Tunnel Rail Link
(CTRL)
alignment
and north of North
Kent Railway Line.

Dartford

Swanscombe
Peninsula East

Swanscombe
Peninsula East is the
land east of CTRL
alignment, including
Swanscombe Point,
Swanscombe
Marshes and Part of
Botany Marsh.

Dartford

Size

90ha

83ha

Existing land use

Proposed
development

Parts have been used
for waste tipping,
former gas works,
and cement works.

• 1,700 dwellings

Includes Broadness
Salt Marshes and
western
part
of
Botany
Marshes.
Whole site is covered
by
CTRL
safeguarding.

• Unlikely
that
development will
take place before
2011 and the
amount
of
development
is
dependant
on
CTRL.

Current planning Status

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

• Adopted Planning
Brief

600 dwellings by
2011.

• Planning
Application
submitted for 1750
dwellings,
commercial
floorspace,
community facilities
and associated
infrastructure.

1100 dwellings
from 2011
onwards.

•

1,000
dwellings
from
2011
onwards.

Allocated in Local
Plan Review
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Table 6.1

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Site Name

Ebbsfleet
Station
Quarters
Northend
South

Location

–

Ebbsfleet Valley lies
1km south of the
River Thames, and is
to the east of Eastern
Quarry.

Local
Planning
Authority

Dartford

Size

100ha

Existing land use

Currently damaged
land arising from
extensive
chalk
quarrying
and
subsequent land-fill

Proposed
development

• 265,000m² of
Class B1
employment
• 1600 dwellings
• 115,000m² of core
space, inc hotels,
leisure/entertainm
ent
• 16,750m² of Class
A1 retail
• 76ha of open
space (includes
land within
Gravesham BC)

Current planning Status

• Ebbsfleet
Development and
Environmental
Framework adopted
as SPG in June
1996.

Timescale for
implementation

370 dwellings
2006-2011.

Is site
within
flood
zone

Yes in
part

1,230 dwellings
2011 onwards.

• Outline planning
permission for
mixed use
development granted
by Dartford and
Gravesham
Councils. Work on
further master
planning underway.
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Table 6.1

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Site Name

Stone Castle

Location

The
site
lies
immediately north of
Bluewater Regional
Shopping Centre.

Local
Planning
Authority

Dartford

Size

46ha

Existing land use

Site partly previously
used for quarrying
and waste fill.

Proposed
development

• 650 dwellings
• 50,000m² of
predominately B1
uses including
some leisure use

Current planning Status

• October
2000
planning permission
granted for 201
dwellings on 3.9ha
of site (known as
Waterstone Park)
• Planning permission
granted for phase 2
for 450 dwellings

Dartford Fresh
Marshes

North of Dartford
Town Centre along
the River Darent

Dartford

26

Fresh marsh

• 58,000m² of
predominately of
Class B1
employment use

Darenth Road

South of Dartford
Town Centre

Dartford

8

Part previously
developed part
greenfield

• 16,000m² of
predominately of
Class B1
employment use
• 60 dwellings

Allocated for
employment uses in
Adopted Local Plan and
for a mix of housing
and employment in the
Local Plan Review

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

Stone Castle Phase
1 – 201 dwellings
completed

Has a
LFRA
been
carried
out

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Phase 2 – 0
dwellings 20032006
450 dwellings
2006-11

Housing by 2007
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Table 6.1

Site Name

Lowfield
Street

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Location

South of Dartford
Town Centre
opposite the Council
Offices

Axton Chase
School

Local
Planning
Authority

Size

Existing land use

Proposed
development

Current planning Status

Timescale for
implementation

Is site
within
flood
zone

Has a
LFRA
been
carried
out

Dartford

3

Commercial uses

• 516 dwellings

Allocated for a mix of
retail and residential in
Local Plan Review.
Planning application for
retail floorspace and
516 dwellings
submitted.

Housing by 2007

Yes

No

Dartford

6

Secondary school

• 75 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2007

No

No

Bow Arrow
Lane

Former Fantaseas
site, Bow Arrow
Lane

Dartford

4

Former leisure pool

• 69 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2007

No

No

Stone House
Hospital

Hospital site north of
London Road, Stone
and Cotton Lane

Dartford

2

Former hospital

• 130 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2009

No

No

West Hill
Hospital

West Hill Hospital,
Spital Street

Dartford

4

Former hospital site

• 200 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

2006-2008

No

No

Watling Street
Phase 2

Watling Street,
Dartford

Dartford

2

Former commercial
uses

• 70 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2009

No

No
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Table 6.1

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Site Name

Location

Local
Planning
Authority

Size

Existing land use

Proposed
development

Current planning Status

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

Has a
LFRA
been
carried
out

London
Rd/Craylands
Lane

Greenhithe adjacent
to A226

Dartford

2

Former commercial
uses

• 150 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2007

Yes

?

St Mary's
Road Stone

Crossways

Dartford

1

Greenfield site

• 40 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2007

Yes

?

Station Road
Greenhithe

Greenhithe

Dartford

1

Former commercial
uses

• 120 dwellings

Allocated in Local Plan
Review for housing

by 2008

Yes

Yes

Northfleet
Cement
Works

The site lies adjacent
to the River, to the
west of Gravesend.

Gravesham

32ha

The site is occupied
by the cement work
and includes two
wharves. The
cement works is still
in operation.

• A range of
employment
development
including port
related activity

The site was occupied
by the cement work and
includes two wharves.
The cement works is
still in operation. It
forms part of Northfleet
Embankment West
study area

500 dwellings
between 2006 and
2011

Yes

No

Planning permission
granted for 227

151
dwellings
between
2001-

Yes

No

• 500 dwellings
• A major sports
facility

North
East
Gravesend

Lies to the north-east
of Gravesend urban

Gravesham

41ha

The majority is low
lying marshland.

• 258 dwellings
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Table 6.1

Site Name

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Location

Local
Planning
Authority

Size

Existing land use

area, to the south of
North Kent Railway
Line and Thames
Medway Canal.

Proposed
development

• B2 or B8
employment use
on land north and
east of Comma
Oil

Current planning Status

residential units, with
130 units completed by
Summer 2005

Timescale for
implementation

Is site
within
flood
zone

2006.
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Table 6.1

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Site Name

Location

Former
Northfleet
Power Station

Site lies to the west
of Gravesham on
land adjacent to the
Thames Riverside.

Local
Planning
Authority

Gravesham

Size

21.5

Existing land use

Formerly occupied
by power station that
closed in 1991, and a
former chalk quarry.
It is divided into
three parcels, A, B
and C.

Proposed
development

Site A
• Port related
employment
development
Site B
• Employment uses
comprises
principally B2 or
B8, but with some
B1 use.

Site C
• A leisure centre
may be
appropriate
subject to
sequential testing.

Current planning Status

Timescale for
implementation

Is site
within
flood
zone

Yes

• Rosherville Way
development
completed
• Part A was granted
permission in 1998
for the conversion of
the former power
station to full port
operational use.
• Site B has
permission for open
storage and trailer
parking.
• Forms part of
Northfleet
Embankment East
study area
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Table 6.1

Site Name

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Location

Local
Planning
Authority

Size

Existing land use

Proposed
development

Swanscombe
Peninsula

Swanscombe
Peninsula is to the
east
of
CTRL
alignment,
includesBotany
Marshes and part of
Broadness
Salt
Marsh.

Gravesham

32ha

Subject to extensive
tipping and existing
marsh land.

• Land
to
be
safeguarded and
planning brief to
be prepared.

Canal Basin
Area

Site is a low lying
area to the east of
Gravesham Town
Centre. It extends
from the Canal Basin,
to the open
countryside to the
east and is bounded
to the south by North
Kent Railway Line
and to the north by
River Thames.

Gravesham

45ha

Comprise small
scale, fragmented
industrial uses. It
comprises three
areas; Canal Basin;
East of Canal Road;
and East of Mark
Lane.

Canal Basin
• 1000 dwellings
East of Canal Road
and Mark Lane
• Mix of
employment uses
including river
related activities
and light
industrial
premises

Current planning Status

• Amended planning
brief adopted 2002,
new planning
framework being
developed to cover
this area and North
East Gravesend

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

300 dwellings
between 2001 and
2006.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

• Outline planning
permission granted
for Phase 1 - mixeduse development
incorporating 1000
residential units.
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Table 6.1

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Site Name

Location

Ebbsfleet
Valley
–
Springhead
Quarter

Springhead Quarter is
part of the larger
Ebbsfleet
Valley,
which lies 1km south
of the River Thames,
and is to the east of
Eastern Quarry.

Local
Planning
Authority

Gravesham

Size

35ha

Existing land use

Currently damaged
land arising from
extensive
chalk
quarrying
and
subsequent land-fill

Proposed
development

• 50,000 m² of B1
class employment
use
• 480 dwellings
• 10,000m² of
schools,
community
facilities and local
shops (A1 Class)

Current planning Status

• Ebbsfleet
Development and
Environmental
Framework adopted
as SPG in June
1996.
• Masterplan indicates
480 dwellings

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

964
dwellings
between 2006 and
2011 (this a total
for
whole
of
Ebbsfleet Valley
area
within
Gravesham BC)

No

• 1,500m² of hotel
and
leisure/entertainm
ent
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Table 6.1

Major Development Sites from deposit draft Local Plans

Site Name

Location

Ebbsfleet
Valley
–
Northfleet
Rise Quarter

Northfleet
Rise
Quarter is part of the
larger
Ebbsfleet
Valley, which lies
1km south of the
River Thames, and is
to the east of Eastern
Quarry

Local
Planning
Authority

Gravesham

Size

31ha

Existing land use

Currently damaged
land arising from
extensive
chalk
quarrying
and
subsequent land-fill

Proposed
development

• 75,000 m² of B1
class employment
use
• 464 dwellings
• 7,000 m² of
schools,
community
facilities and local
shops (A1 Class)
• 30,500m² of hotel
and
leisure/entertainm
ent

Southfields
School

The
Southfields
School site lies to the
east of Singlewell
Road
Gravesend,
approximately 5km
south of the River
Thames.

Gravesham

Disused Secondary
School campus.

• Mixed use
including
residential (210),
leisure uses and
community
facilities

Current planning Status

• Ebbsfleet
Development and
Environmental
Framework adopted
as SPG in June 1996
• Mixed use
development
approved in
principle by
Dartford and
Gravesham
Councils. Work on
further master
planning underway.

Is site
within
flood
zone

Timescale for
implementation

964
dwellings
between 2006 and
2011 (this a total
for
whole
of
Ebbsfleet Valley
area
within
Gravesham BC)

• planning permission
granted for 210
dwellings,
community uses and
open space.
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7.

Application of Sequential Flood Risk
Test to Kent Thameside

The previous sections described the planning framework under which potential development
sites need to be tested. This section defines the methodology for carrying out the PPG25
sequential test, gives an assessment of flood risk for the main development sites and draws the
main conclusions.

7.1

Methodology for the Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment

7.1.1
SFRA Process - The PPG25 Sequential Flood Risk Test
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) is a planning tool. It is an assessment of flood risk
that is designed to inform the spatial planning process of relevant issues of flood risk. The
degree of detail in the assessment must therefore be commensurate with this objective. This
section of the report describes the strategic approach that has been taken in assessing the flood
risk in Kent Thameside.
The methodology sets out a robust approach to a Sequential Flood Risk Test or SFRT that is
core to the SFRA process. An overview of the SFRT process is provided in Figure 7.1.
It shows an iterative process of identifying zones, breaking down Zone 3, and determining
where quantification of actual risk is required as opposed to a purely extent based assessment
primarily dependent on the Zone map.
The method involves reiterating the sequential test a number of times, each time using greater
resolution and understanding of the flood risks, and after testing how effective any mitigation
works may be. At each step, sites of lower flood risk are identified and are prioritised for
consideration within the planning tests required in the allocation process.
The first pass of the sequential test is based on the published Flood Zone maps, and where
alternative sites cannot be found in the lower risk areas, further examination of the risks is then
undertaken.
The High Risk Zone 3 can then be further divided into ‘developed areas’ (3a), ‘undeveloped and
sparsely developed areas’ (3b), and functional floodplains’ (3c). The definition of 3a and 3b is
based on land use from OS mapping and delineation of land use within the Local Plan. The
definition of 3c is subjective and open to debate, but in PPG25 it is described as “the
unobstructed or active areas where water regularly flows in time of flood”. In Kent Thameside,
this could be extended to include areas which could form part of the land drainage infrastructure
and areas adjacent to surface water systems such as the disused canal system at Gravesham,
which have strategic importance for flood management.
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Figure 7.1

The PPG25 Sequential Test

A further level of analysis maybe required where development is planned behind and/or
adjacent to defences, and the sustainability and robustness of the mitigation measures need to be
tested once an allocation has been passed through the planning filters that are integral to the
SFRT process.
Figure 7.2 shows the PPG25 flood risk zones for Dartford and Gravesham. The map displays
flood zones 2, 3a, 3b and 3c, below is a description of the source of these:
Floods Zone 2:

this is taken from the EA’s indicative flood plain maps.

Flood Zone 3a and 3b:

this is taken from 1 in 100 year flood envelopes, where available (the
Rivers Darent and Ebbsfleet have been mapped). The EA’s
indicative flood plain map for zone 3 has been used where this is
unavailable

Flood Zone 3c:

this is taken from the 1 in 20 year flood envelopes on the Ebbsfleet
(as it is available). For the River Darent, the 1 in 20 year flood
envelope does not exist, instead, the 1 in 100 year flood envelope
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has been hatched to indicate that part of the flood envelope would be
zone 3c. For other minor rivers and water courses, a 20m buffer was
shown to indicate the potential for the areas adjacent to the water
course to be considered functional floodplain.
7.1.2
Approach for Kent Thameside
The key concept of a strategic flood risk assessment is that of risk. Risk can be defined as the
product of probability and consequence, where probability is the chance of a particular event
occurring and consequence is the impact of that event. In situations where a relatively high
standard of protection exists, e.g. where the Thames Tidal Defences provide protection from
tidal flooding, the probability of flooding is less and the consequence becomes the more
important parameter. In the case of Kent Thameside the consequences of any overtopping or
breach of the defences would be severe.
The potential scale of flooding from these primary sources is considerably larger than flooding
from secondary sources such as urban drainage network or groundwater, although frequent
sewer flooding can have significant consequences. In general the management of the residual
risks from the primary sources will be sufficient to deal with the secondary sources but this
needs to be checked.
The identification of the potential sources of flooding and their effect within Kent Thameside
are explored in a ‘Source-Pathway-Receptor’ Model in the Stage 2 Report (See Appendix B)
which is summarised below.
The main sources of flooding are:
• failure/overtopping of the River Thames Tidal Defences;
• failure/overtopping of the River Thames Tributary Defences;
• surface water (including sewer flooding) and groundwater flooding;
• failure to operate flood defence gates (through mechanical fault or human error).
Historic flood extent shown in Figure 7.1 indicates that large areas of the River Darent
floodplain, the Dartford Marshes, the Swanscombe Peninsula and the Shorne Marshes to the
west of Gravesend were subject to extensive flooding during the 1953 tidal surge and that the
River Darent flooded extensively in 1958, 1968, 1974 and 1978.
Subsequently flood defences were raised and the level of protection against tidal and fluvial
flooding was significantly improved. However, for flood event that would exceed the flood
defence design standard, these areas would still be at risk.
7.1.3
Summary of Findings from Stage 2
The analysis of overtopping scenarios showed that the consequences of overtopping would be
severe and that if some embayments were protected to a higher standard than others through
landraising or higher flood defences, flood risk in other low-lying areas of the estuary could
increase.
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Breaching is likely to be the worst case scenario in terms of loss of life because of its sudden
and unpredictable nature. Several breach scenarios were investigated for a rare event of
significant magnitude. The analysis showed that the type and condition of the flood defence and
the elevation of the ground behind both have a significant influence on the consequence in terms
of flood depth and velocity. A hard defence with raised ground behind the defence will
typically allow a smaller volume of water to spill through a breach often at lower velocity,
thereby reducing the consequence and hence flood risk. Conversely, a breach in structurally
more vulnerable and less predictable tidal defence with low ground elevation behind will
produce a greater volume of water and higher flow velocity thereby increasing the consequences
and hence flood risk.
The rapid inundation zone (RIZ) was mapped for each of the breach scenarios. The RIZ is
given by the product of depth and velocity, which give an indication of risk to life (See Stage 2
report, Appendix B for more details).
Details of the design conditions agreed with the Environment Agency which were used for the
breach scenarios are given in the Stage 2 report (See Appendix B). The breach scenarios
modelled an extreme 1 in 1000 year tidal flood event (0.1% probability) at Southend on the
River Thames with an allowance of 300 mm for climate change and 20 m or 50 m wide breach
for hard and soft defences respectively. These breach scenario runs give an indication (based on
flood depth and proximity to tidal defences) of the level of risk in the different areas within the
tidal floodplain. Ten breach modelling runs were carried out covering the majority of Kent
Thameside area and giving a comprehensive indication of flood risk throughout the study area.
Comparison between modelled breach extent and Flood Zone 3 map as produced by the
Environment Agency shows that there is generally good agreement between the two extents
with the exception of some areas to the south west of the Swanscombe peninsula and along the
Dartford Marshes where modelled breach extent exceeds Flood Zone 3.
The analysis of S105 models fluvial flood envelopes showed that some properties along the
River Thames tributaries are defended to a lower standard than properties in the Thames tidal
floodplain which is why the fluvial floodplain is characterised as high residual flood risk.
The effect of new development on surface water flood risk was investigated. The outline
analysis showed that consequences can be significant in low-lying areas with small catchment
draining through the tidal defences (such as the Swanscombe peninsula) where major
development is proposed. However, breaching would have much larger consequences.
Similarly groundwater flooding could become an issue in these low-lying areas.
As the Thames Tidal Defences (TTD) provide a high level of protection, the study focussed on
the residual risks associated with the consequences of failure of those defences. A methodology
was developed to provide a more detailed graduation of flood risk within the large areas
defended by the TTD. This methodology is further refined in the sections below to delineate
flood risk areas and undertake the PPG25 sequential test for Local Plan Allocations.
7.1.4
Flood Risk Zones
The first stage of the sequential test is to delineate Zones 1, 2 and 3. In Kent Thameside there is
a relatively small areal difference between Zone 2 and 3, particularly within the Tidal frontage.
Figure 7.2 gives details of the three zones.
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The next stage involves sub-dividing the High Risk Zone (3) by current land use
Zone 3a
The delineation of Zones 3a and 3b has been carried out on the basis of land use (See OS
background in Figure 7.2). Much of the proposed development land in Kent Thameside was
previously developed and has been categorised as Zone 3a.
Zone 3b
For the purposes of this study Zone 3b has been identified as those areas of open space which do
not fall in Zone 3c and were not previously developed. The presumption should be to resist
development in these areas unless sites in lower risk areas cannot be found.
Zone 3c
The definition of functional floodplain is a subjective topic, which is open to debate. It is
described within PPG25 paragraph 23 as “the unobstructed or active areas where water
regularly flows in time of flood”. Functionality has often been considered solely as a measure
of the regularity with which an area is subject to flooding, but it could be considered in terms of
the extent of the impact that removal or alteration of a particular floodplain would have on flood
flows and levels.
For the purposes of this study we have defined Zone 3c as
• the 1 in 25 year fluvial floodplain (where available);
• areas identified as being low-lying land and within proximity of main surface water
drainage features (20 m from ditches and rivers).
Zone 3c status could be further extended to other low-lying areas within the Marshes which
could be used for future flood management e.g. to store possible increases in runoff/residual
breach floodwater due to climate change. It is particularly important that corridors along
smaller watercourses are preserved in this way and protected from culverting (which has often
been used in the past to allow more space for development).
Figure 7.2 gives an indication of the extent of Zone 3c where existing modelling information is
available. Figure 7.2 does not distinguish between Zones 3a and 3b. The distinction between
them should be initially based on the OS background provided with the figure.
7.1.5
Graduation of actual risk within Zone 3
The High Risk Zone 3 is a broad-scale map for identifying areas that are potentially at risk of
flooding. The Zone 3 extent is based primarily on the Environment Agency’s Flood Map. It
does not represent the actual flood risk but simply indicates where further investigation is
required. It generally assumes that there are no defences, no buildings and uses simple event
scenarios (1-in-200 year tidal event, 1-in-100 year fluvial event). Results from Section 105
studies have been used to refine the outline, where available.
As such the Flood Zone map does not identify the variations in actual flood risk across Zone 3
(i.e. the actual depth of flooding). For example, areas at the rear of the floodplain maybe
slightly higher, or protected by secondary features within the floodplain, or may be at risk from
other sources. For this study selected inundation modelling has been used to identify the very
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high risk areas within High Risk Zone 3, and then by deduction those of high, medium and low
risk.
Inspection of flood extent and mapping of flood hazard using the latest guidance on critical
combinations of velocity and depth parameters20 as provided by the EA was used for a number
of breach locations adjacent to the flood defences (See Stage 2 report). However this is fairly
simplistic and subject to inspection of factors used.
Topography remains the key driver of flood risk. Low-lying areas will clearly be at higher risk
of flooding than areas that are raised. Similarly areas that are close to the source of flooding
(for example, near defences) flood gates or surface water networks will be at higher risk. This
is particularly the case if the areas are located in the rapid inundation zone (RIZ) where there
may be a risk to public safety and greater potential damage to buildings. The RIZ areas have
been partly identified in the hazard maps produced in the Stage 2 report (See Appendix B) based
on depth and velocity.
It should be noted that the topographical information used to map the different flood risk layers
has limitations with respect to its level of accuracy and the date at which the topographical
survey was carried out. In particular changes in landform that have taken place after 1997 at
Crossways Park and 2001 to the east of Crossways and 2003 to the west of Crossways have not
been incorporated in this analysis due to lack of suitable information.
The approach taken in the gradation of actual risk within Zone 3 has been as follows:
• Fluvial floodplain (obtained as best estimate of 1 in 100 year (1%) undefended
floodplain) has been classified as high risk (HH). This is consistent with the lower
standard of protection provided in the River Thames tributaries compared with the
Thames Tidal Defences (designed to a 1 in 1000 year standard (0.1%));
• The land within Zone 3 which falls above the 1 in 1000 year (0.1%) Thames
Defence Design Level, as provided by the Environment Agency (Method 1 levels,
See Section 3 in Stage 2), has been classified as no risk, this is because flood levels
would need to be in excess of 1 in 1000 year event. This would represent islands
of high ground within Zone 3.
• The land within Zone 3 within 200 m of a tidal gate has been classified as high risk
(HH). This is because this land is likely to fall within the rapid inundation zone.
This does not mean that development in this area would necessarily be in the rapid
inundation zone, but rather that a more detailed local study needs to be carried out
at site specific level to prove that there is an appropriate level of understanding of
flood risk related to the site;
• The land within Zone 3, which is within the flood extent envelopes derived from
breach modelling (See Stage 2 report) and which floods to a depth above 2.5 m,
was classified as very high risk (VH), this is because even first floor

20

Steven Wade, Mohammed Hassan and Valerie Bain, Flood risks to people in defended areas, (HR
Wallingford Ltd) presented at the London CIWEM conference, January 2005.
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accommodation would not be sufficient to prevent flood damage and risk to life.
This area would also form part of the rapid inundation zone due to the significant
flood depth and, if close to a flood defence, significant velocity;
• The land within Zone 3, which is within the flood extent envelopes derived from
breach modelling (See Stage 2 Report) and which floods to a depth between 0.6
and 2.5 m was classified as high risk (HH), this is because flood damage and risk to
life are significant threats. This area also includes the rapid inundation zone;
• The land within Zone 3, which is within the flood extent envelopes derived from
breach modelling (See Stage 2 report, Appendix B) and which floods to a depth
below 0.6 m, and is away from the flood defence, was classified as medium risk
(MH), this is because risk to life and property damage would be more manageable.
• The land within Zone 3, which is not included in the flood extent envelopes
derived from breach modelling but which lies below the 1 in 1000 year (0.1%)
Thames Defence Design Level given by the Environment Agency (Method 1
levels, See Section 3 in Stage 2, Appendix B), has been classified as low residual
risk (LH), i.e. the end of PPG25 high risk Zone 3. This is either because this land
is protected by secondary defences or because the land surface is sufficiently high
to be safe in the event of a breach.

Table 7.1

Graduation of Flood Risk in Zone 3

Test

Zone 3 HIGH RISK

Very High
Risk (VH)

High Risk
(HH)

Fluvial floodplain (obtained
as best estimate of 1 in 100
year
(1%)
undefended
floodplain)

Yes

The land within Zone 3,
which is within 200 m of a
tidal gate

Yes

The land within Zone 3,
which is within the flood
extent envelopes derived
from breach modelling and
which floods to a depth
above 2.5 m and is in the
rapid inundation zone.
The land within Zone 3,
which is within the flood
extent envelopes derived

Medium
Risk (MH)

Low Risk
(LH)

Negligible
Risk

Yes

Yes
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from breach modelling and
which floods to a depth
between 0.6 and 2.5 m and
is in the rapid inundation
zone.
The land within Zone 3,
which is within the flood
extent envelopes derived
from breach modelling and
which floods to a depth
below 0.6 m

Yes

The land within Zone 3,
which is not included in the
flood extent envelopes
derived
from
breach
modelling and which is
below the 1 in 1000 year
(0.1%) Thames Defence
Design Level as provided by
the Environment Agency

Yes

The land within Zone 3
which falls above the 1 in
1000 year (0.1%) Thames
Defence Design Level as
provided
by
the
Environment Agency

Yes

Figure 7.3 shows how flood risk would be graduated within Zone 3 of the Kent Thameside
using the criteria above.
It is important to note that Low Risk in Zone 3 is NOT the same as Low Risk as defined by PPG
25. All Zone 3 is, in effect, High Risk.

7.2

Categorisation of Development Sites

The proposed development sites identified in section 6 were tested against PPG25. To carry out
the analysis, some of the sites were split by flood risk zones (See Figure 7.4).
Table 7.2 below summarises the areal extent and number of proposed new dwellings for each
development site that fall within the different risk zones21. For the purposes of this table it has
been assumed that the proposed new dwellings will be evenly distributed across each site.

21

Source: Dartford and Gravesham Local Plans
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Flood Zone 1 (PPG25 LITTLE or NO RISK)
More than half of the proposed development areas fall in flood risk zone 1 (i.e. Low Risk). It
should be noted that other sources of flood risk such as, overland flow, sewer flooding and
groundwater flood risk may still be present and the potential impacts of the development on
flood risk elsewhere still need to be taken into account. The majority of these developments
would be located at Eastern Quarry where stoppage of dewatering will be followed by an
increase in groundwater level. It is understood that this effect has been taken into account in the
design of the new development.
Flood Zone 2 (PPG25 MEDIUM RISK)
This zone is a limited area with Kent Thameside and there are no new developments proposed
in this zone.
Flood Zone 3 (PPG 25 HIGH RISK) and Low Residual Risk (LH)
About 9% of the proposed development areas fall within the low residual flood risk area, where
there is a marginal probability that these area will become at risk over time as climate change
reduces the level of protection granted by the flood defences.
Flood Zone 3 (PPG 25 HIGH RISK) and Medium Residual Risk (MH)
About 1% of the proposed development areas fall within the medium residual flood risk area,
where under an extreme breach scenario, a shallow depth (less than 0.6 m) would be realised.
Flood Zone 3 (PPG 25 HIGH RISK) and High Residual Risk (HH)
About18% of the proposed development areas fall within the high residual flood risk area,
where under an extreme breach scenario, a high depth (between 0.6 and 2.5 m) would be
realised. These areas are likely to be affected even under a smaller magnitude breach scenario.
Flood Zone 3 (PPG 25 HIGH RISK) and Very High Residual Risk (VH)
About 19% of the proposed development areas fall within the very high residual flood risk area,
where under an extreme breach scenario, a very high depth (more than 2.5 m) would be realised.
These areas are likely to be affected even under a smaller magnitude breach scenario.
A number of developments would take place in areas which ought not to be developed without
appropriate detailed understanding of the flood risk (Zone 3b, 3c).
A precautionary approach in applying PPG25 would imply that only about half of the
development sites identified in section 6 would be suitable for development. Other sites would
need to be relocated to lower risk sites if these could be found elsewhere in the Strategic Growth
Area. Sites with areas in Zone 3 may still be viable if the dwellings are restricted to the higher
ground within the site itself and the remaining site is set aside as flood storage or amenity area.
In any case a detailed analysis would be required showing how flood risk is assessed for the site
and its surroundings.
Many sites fall within the high flood risk zone (i.e. Zone 3 and very high, high residual flood
risk) and as a general principle there would be a presumption against development of those sites.
Detailed modelling work would be needed to decide whether the proposed sites are within the
rapid inundation zone or in low-lying areas and also to check whether, if development took
place, flood risk to other adjacent areas would be increased.
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Table 7.2 distinguishes the sites for which a full planning permission has been granted from the
ones that have been identified in the Local Plans, or emerging from new planning applications
or masterplans under development.
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Table 7.2

Sequential Test on development sites, including permitted or potential developments (percentage of the area is shown in parentheses) (Source:
Dartford and Gravesham BCs)

Total Area
(ha)

Total
Dwellings
Identified in
the Local
Plans

Total
Dwellings
with Full or
Outline
Planning
Permission

Total Dwellings with Full or
Outline Planning Permission
and/or Ide ntified in Local
Plans or More Recent Studies,
including underdetermined
planning applications

Canal Basin Area
(potentially extended to
Mark Lane) *

45

300

1,000

Ebbsfleet, Northfleet
Rise Quarter

31

464

Ebbsfleet, Springhead
Quarter

35

Former Southfields
School

Percentage of the area falling within the flood risk zone
Little or
no Risk
Zone 1

Low to
Mediu
m Risk
Zone 2

1,000 -1,870

0%

464

464

600

480

12

0

210

Hoo Junction

14

na

North East Gravesend**

41

165

Northfleet Embankment
East

52

Northfleet Embankment
West

Developme nt

High Risk Zone 3
LH

MH

HH

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

58%

0%

42%

0%

600

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

210

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

na

0%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

258 - 346

22%

0%

8%

0%

70%

0%

0

0

39%

0%

0%

0%

61%

0%

52

500

500

71%

0%

0%

0%

29%

0%

Swanscombe Peninsula
East (Dartford)***

83

1,000

1,000

20%

0%

0%

0%

23%

58%

Swanscombe Peninsula
West***

90

1,700

1,700

13%

0%

0%

5%

0%

81%

Ebbsfleet - Station
Quarters North and
South

100

1,600

1,250 – 2,115

75%

0%

12%

0%

13%

0%

Waterstone Park
(Phase II)

11

450

450

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Mabledon Hospital

14

na

na

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

The Bridge (North
Dartford)

104

1,500

1,500

2%

0%

22%

9%

14%

53%

Eastern Quarry

294

7,250

7,750

92%

0%

8%

0%

0%

0%

Darent Fresh Marshes

30

na

na

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

Darenth Road

8

60

60

75%

0%

0%

0%

25%

0%

Lowfield Street

3

500

516

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

Axton Chase School

6

75

75

93%

0%

0%

0%

7%

0%

Bow Arrow Lane

4

69

69

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Stone House Hospital

2

130

130

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

West Hill Hospital

4

200

237

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Watling Street Phase 2

2

70

70

100%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

London Rd/Craylands
Lane

2

150

110

66%

0%

0%

0%

16%

18%

St Mary's Road Stone

1

40

40

0%

0%

0%

0%

100%

0%

Station Road
Greenhithe

1

120

196

0%

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

Total

1,041

16,943

18,185-19,801

52%

0%

9%

1%

18%

20%

Total Area (ha)

1,041

593

-

103

15

206

228

1,197

-

290

-

1,375

-

10,445

-

1,384

220

2,048

2,829

Total Dwellings with Full
or Outline Planning
Application
Total Dwellings in Local
Plan

258**

450

2,862

2,862
16,943

Total Dwellings
10,8841,3902,814Potential (latest
18,185-19,801
220
11,552
1, 501
3,651
figures)
* At Canal Basin, up to 1000 units have outline planning permission, with details agreed on the first 350. These are currently being built out. The 1870 figure includes
the first 350 units plus all those identified north of the railway within the Canal Basin Area and North East Gravesend SPD (November, 2005).
** At North East Gravesend 151 of the 258 dwellings were completed by 30/09/05. The 346 figure includes the full amount under the planning permission plus 88
units identified within the draft Gravesend Canal Basin Area and North East Gravesend SPD (November, 2005).
*** Large portions of these developments would take place on Marsh Land which ought to be allocated to Zone 3b. However, the sites are also identified for housing
in RPG9a.
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7.3

Conclusions

In general a precautionary approach should be adopted to proposed development in Zone 3.
This affects about 48% of the areal extent of proposed development sites. 38% of the areal
extent of the development sites falls within High Risk Zone 3 (Zone 3 VH, HH). 41% of the
permitted development falls within Zone 1 (no or low risk), 11% within Zone 3 Low risk and
48% within the high risk zone (Zone 3 HH).
Similarly about 60% of proposed housing development in Local Plans falls within Zone 1 and
40% falls within Zone 3.
As part of the preparation of any Local Development Framework (LDF) consideration should be
given to re-allocating sites outside the boundary of Zone 3. This is in line with the advice given
in PPG25 of steering development away from high flood risk areas.
For sites where the wider needs of the community or Government objectives on creating
sustainable communities are served by the development in these High Risk Zones one further
stage of the SFRA has been undertaken. This considers the effectiveness of mitigation
measures as a means of managing the flood risks and the impact these measures may have on
other areas. This is a cursory review, described in Section 8, and does not replace the need for a
more refined assessment of the residual risk when considering planning applications. The
longer term sustainability of the development should be taken into consideration when deciding
to take forward development of these sites.
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8.

Strategic Management of Flood Risk in
Kent Thameside – Mitigation Measures

8.1

Introduction

Many of the new development sites fall within the high flood risk zone. Risk avoidance is
always the best option for risk management. However, the reallocation from these high risk
sites to lower risk areas is in many cases unlikely to be possible for such large scale
development. Therefore the next step of the PPG 25 sequential test is to develop mitigation
measures to reduce the residual flood risk further, in particular risk to life, and to test them
under the same pre-defined scenarios. Such scenarios would include the impact of climate
change.

8.2

Aims of Mitigation Measures

The major risk to life in most of the embayments comes from a potential breach of the existing
defences, which in some areas are significantly higher than adjacent ground levels. Therefore,
the aim of mitigation measures to manage flood risk is to:
•

reduce the likelihood (the probability of occurrence) and impact of a breach in the tidal
defences; and/or

•

minimise the number of habitable properties and key infrastructure that are inundated as a
result of a breach and hence potential loss of life

•

connect flood warning and emergency procedures so that a planned evacuation of the more
vulnerable areas can be effected.

Realising these aims would also minimise flood damage during a breach, and enable a faster
recovery in these areas following a flood.
A further principle is that no mitigation measures introduced should have an adverse affect on
other properties. Mitigation that reduces floodplain storage or obstructs flow is not desirable if
it increases the likelihood and/or severity of flooding elsewhere in the embayment 22. This is
supported by the Draft South East Plan and Kent and Medway Structure Plan. Equity of flood
risk, even when considering residual risk, is an important principle of this SFRA and best
practice in the strategic management of flood risk.
Proposed mitigation measures should also be sustainable in the long-term – this requires the
assessment of longer term social, economic and environmental impacts and the opportunities for
enhancement. To take one example - designing mitigation measures by taking into account
22

Low-lying area defended from tidal flooding which is hydraulically disconnected from other low-lying
areas
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nature conservation objectives could provide additional benefits by creating new habitats for
wild life.
It is not possible to eliminate residual flood risk, only reduce it to acceptable levels. The EA23
advises against locating vulnerable communities in high hazard zones unless there are strong
mitigating circumstances coupled with suitable design arrangements. Vulnerable communities
include some types of housing, schools and hospitals.

8.3

Integrated Strategic Approach to Flood Risk
Management in Embayments

Kent Thameside has the potential to integrate its spatial planning and necessary mitigation
works to enable development within the EA’s overall strategy of flood risk management for the
River Thames. This SFRA has raised the profile of flood risk, and the concept of equity of
residual flood risk within each embayment. A uniform and consistent approach to the analysis
of flood risk is essential, which will require access to good data and appropriate models.
Contribution to a wider and integrated suite of flood risk measures within an embayment also
needs to be considered and funded.

8.4

Generic Measures

There are a number of generic flood risk mitigation measures that should be considered in order
to reduce flood risk to specific developments. These are described below. It should be noted
that these measures can be and probably should be used in combination and that they are not
mutually exclusive.
It is important, however, that the specific use of any of these mitigation measures is considered
in detail through a detailed flood risk assessment, particularly to assess whether such mitigation
measures may increase the likelihood and/or severity of flooding elsewhere in the embayment.
8.4.1
Reduce Structural Fragility of Defences
The mechanics of defence failure are complex and difficult to predict. However, an earth
embankment is expected to result in a wider breach than a hard embankment due to greater
scouring (erosion of the defences by water flowing through the breach) of the material forming
the defence. The current understanding is that traditional earth embankments have a higher
inherent residual risk than hard embankments because they are subject to failure of a larger
magnitude, with correspondingly larger breach inflows.
Reducing the structural fragility of the embankments by adopting hard engineering solutions
would lower the residual flood risk in the embayment. However, this is a simplistic view and
the sustainability of introducing a hard engineering solution as well as the actual structural
composition of the flood defences that are currently in place would need to be reviewed.

23

Thames Gateway and Flood Risk Management- A Preliminary Assessment, Environment Agency, Ma y
2003
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Hard defences along the River Thames have been constructed using various construction
techniques, from sheet piling using ground anchors to concrete walls. These would have
varying levels of fragility and further inspection of the defences may be required as most of
these were constructed 20-30 years ago.
8.4.2
Land Raising
The use of land raising as a mitigation measure must be considered on its merits depending on
the local conditions of each embayment. As a general principle partial land raising within an
embayment is not a desirable option. This is because land raising reduces the amount of
available flood plain storage and could increase the depth and/or extent of flooding elsewhere.
However in some cases the potential negative effects of land raising could be countered by
designing-in areas to accept flood water to a greater depth without suffering greater
consequences, for example, public open space.
It may be necessary to cap brownfield sites before redevelopment due to existing land
contamination. This type of filling will often have a similar localised impact on residual flood
risk as full land raise and should be fully investigated. Alternative options for remediating land
contamination should be considered. This requires a balanced approach to all environmental
risks.
Partial land raising should be considered where it has the overall effect of reducing residual
flood risk in the wider embayment. Building up low-lying land immediately adjacent to flood
defences could lessen the likelihood and/or scour depth (and therefore inflow volume) of a
defence breach. The overall reduction in residual flood risk of the embayment may outweigh
any loss of floodplain.
Land raising could also be considered in areas that are hydraulically independent from the rest
of the embayment. For example, small areas of land that are bounded by road embankments,
rail embankments, watercourses or flood walls could be raised to reduce local flood risk without
increasing flood risk elsewhere. The whole area, however, may require infilling in order to
maintain parity of flood risk across the community.
On a smaller scale, some areas of land raising may be possible as part of specific developments
(e.g. adjacent to existing raised areas) where compensatory flood storage is provided and flow
conveyance is not affected (e.g. by using open spaces effectively).
It is important to assess any land raising options in a regional and catchment-wide context, in
addition to assessing localised and embayment-scale impacts. The regional impact of
incremental land raising in the embayments is to reduce available flood storage for extreme
events. This may increase residual flood risk in other parts of the Thames catchment. A
programme of raising defences or raising land behind defences to above defence levels in one
embayment will have the effect of increasing flood risk from overtopping in other embayments.
The impact of reducing flood storage could also extend outside of the Kent Thameside area,
affecting upstream and downstream areas and the opposite bank of the Thames. This requires a
significantly wider appreciation of the risks associated with land raising, particularly in terms of
strategies to mitigate the effects of climate change.
Land raising should therefore be used with caution by assessing the potential wider impact it
could have for other adjacent low-lying areas. Land raising has been used extensively as a
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mitigation option in the recent past, however other options which maintain the available flood
storage and allow the transit of flood water to low-lying land where the consequences of
flooding are lower should be considered in preference to this option.
8.4.3
Non-Habitable Ground Floor
The lowest-lying areas of land within the embayments are likely to experience the greatest
depths of flooding, and consideration should be given to land uses other than residential in the
areas with the greatest risk.
Designing dwellings with a non-habitable ground floor is one mitigation option for residential
development in low-lying areas. The ground floor could be used for flood compatible uses such
as car parking, flood resilient storage, public open space, etc. However, great care must be
taken in the urban design of areas with non-habitable groundfloors to avoid adverse perceptions
of safety and security by the local residents. There are also potential conflicts with the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act.
The main issue with this solution is that containment at first floor level for long periods of time
without power is unlikely to be feasible, therefore this solution would only work where
evacuation to high ground is obvious and does not involve moving through deep water.
Safe access and egress to higher land is key to the successful mitigation of flood risk through
this measure.
This is a mitigation option that has already been employed in a number of developments in
Gravesend. An example of this good practice is shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1

Example of Non-Habitable Ground Floor Development in Gravesend
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8.4.4

Secondary Defences – Flood Storage, Flood Bunds and Drainage
Improvements
Secondary defences can consist of a variety of structural or design features that reduce the risk
or consequences of flooding in an embayment. An effective secondary defence system will
integrate some or all of the following elements:
• ‘Green grid’ of flood storage and detention basins – open space and recreational
areas that are normally dry but are designed (and located) to preferentially flood
ahead of residential areas;
• Sustainable Urban Drainage systems as ways of reducing the volume and speed of
run off;
• Bunds – low level raised banks that are designed to protect sensitive areas by
excluding or delaying floodwaters. These can also be used to direct flood flows to
detention basins;
• Canals, lakes and water features – networks of water features and canals that are
designed with freeboard to provide additional flood storage. Canals can also act as
efficient flow paths to direct floodwaters into storage areas.
Secondary defences have the benefit of delaying the inundation of residential areas and slowing
the velocity of floodwaters. The extra warning time and reduction in flow velocity would
reduce the risk to life. The overall effectiveness of secondary defences, however, will depend
on location and magnitude of the flood inflows and the design and storage capacity of the
system, as well as the maintenance of these systems.
The design of such mitigation measures must ensure that they do not increase the risk of
flooding or the speed of inundation in localised areas elsewhere in the embayment, unless these
areas are specifically dedicated and safeguarded for this purpose.
Existing open spaces and potential redevelopment areas should be assessed for their potential as
secondary defences. Detention basins in recreational areas may have only localised impacts on
flood risk but could still be of benefit in reducing flooding of low-lying residential areas. The
greatest potential for developing secondary defences exists in the Dartford and Gravesham
embayments, and this is discussed as a potential mitigation option below.
The main draw back of secondary defences is their requirement for maintenance and inspection
particularly because they do not form part of the main flood defence system. There is a greater
likelihood of their function to be forgotten after their construction with a greater risk of the
flood defence failing to operate as designed.
8.4.5
Temporary Barriers
Temporary barriers can be used at ‘pinch points’ in the embayments. Such pinch points are
areas where the hydraulic connectivity between two parts of the embayment is provided by a
small area of low-lying land. Examples are culverts and confined flowpaths. A temporary
barrier (such as sandbags) can be placed at this location to contain floodwaters and prevent
inundation of sensitive areas.
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This mitigation option could reduce the volume of water entering the embayment from a breach.
However, it will change the timing and depth of flooding in the confined area and must be fully
investigated to determine the overall impact on flood risk.
A slight variation is to provide a temporary barrier that will be overtopped. This will delay the
inundation of a sensitive area to allow more time for emergency procedures to be implemented.
To be effective these measures would need to be combined with effective emergency planning
which would allow the swift placement of barriers if a breach was to occur.
8.4.6
Managed Re-alignment
This option would be difficult to apply to most of the Kent Thameside due to the significant
level of development already in place. There are locations such as the Dartford Embayment and
the Gravesend Embayment where this option could be envisaged. Managed realignment is
recognised as a potentially appropriate response to climate change and rising sea levels and also
provides environmental benefits such as habitat creation/replacement and reduced cost of flood
defences. This option could also be used in combination with land raising of other low-lying
areas.
8.4.7
Flood Resilient Design
New development should be designed using flood-proofing measures to ensure that it is
sustainable in the longer term. Details of appropriate flood proofing measures are outlined in
the reports ‘Design Guidance on Flood Damage to Buildings’ 24 and ‘Flood Resilient homes’ 25
and include measures such as choosing flood resistant materials (i.e. no plasterboard for low
levels) and installing electrical wiring above the flood level
8.4.8
Safe Access and Egress
New development in the floodplain that cannot be avoided should be designed to ensure safe
access and egress for emergency services to and from the development during a flood event.
8.4.9
Flood Warning and Emergency Procedures
Flood warning and emergency procedures will form an important part of the management of
residual risk in the embayments. Development of these plans will require a rigorous analysis of
multiple breach locations and events for each embayment. The type of elements that should be
covered in these plans include:
•

Responsibilities of authorities

•

Procedures to repair breaches

•

Evacuation routes and dry flood refuges

•

Community education

24

Building Research Establishment Scottish Laboratory, 1996

25

Association of British Insurers, April 2004
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•

Flood warning dissemination

•

Plans for vulnerable community sites (hospitals, retirement homes, nurseries etc.)

•

Plans for vulnerable infrastructure (tunnels, etc.)

Local authorities in coordination with the Environment Agency, emergency services and NHS
bodies are responsible of developing and updating emergency plans as part of the 2004 Civil
Contingency Act (See Stage 2 in Appendix B for a comparison of the level of risk used in the
SFRA).
The Environment Agency’s National Flood Warning Centre is already involved in the coordination and issuing of flood warning. Flood Warnings are issued from the Environment
Agency Area Offices by contacting the main stakeholders including blue light services.
Studies are in progress to address emergency planning issues. The Environment Agency is also
sponsoring a major research and development initiative, the “Flood Forecasting and Warning
Research Programme.” As flood warning is a national issue, it has been recommended that the
National Flood Warning Centre should manage the process to ensure consistent policy is
adopted using best practice guidelines.
In a drive to make flood warning more accessible to the general public the Environment Agency
has invested in an upgrade of Flood Line Direct which uses the latest technology such as e-mails
and text messaging.
Dartford BC has developed a Civil Contingency Plan which takes into account flood risk.
One of the issues facing all locations defended to a high standard of protection (SOP), such as
Kent Thameside, is that of complacency. Where a high SOP is provided residents are less likely
to be ‘flood aware’. In the event of a failure of defences or an event greater than the design
standard, residents are less likely to have taken appropriate action. Greater emphasis should be
taken to ensure development is intrinsically safe; less reliance should be placed on residents
acting appropriately.

8.5

Potential Mitigation Options for the Embayment

8.5.1

Dartford Embayment

Description
The Dartford Embayment covers the area between the River Darent to the west and the
Swanscombe Peninsula to the east. The embayment has mainly industrial and unused grazing
land type. There is a mixed topography within the embayment, with large areas of low-lying
undeveloped land, ~ 1 mAOD, and raised areas, ~5 mAOD, of industrial use.
The Dartford Embayment is protected to the north by the Thames Estuary defences and to the
west by the River Darent defences. The River Darent defences are large earth embankments.
The Thames Estuary defences are a mixed type, consisting of hard defences in front of industrial
areas and earth embankments in front of undeveloped land. The Dartford embayment also
contains the entrance to the M25 Dartford road tunnel, which has its own defences.
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Mitigation
Flood risk mitigation can and should include a combination of the different options envisaged in
section 8.4 of the report.
A few options are explored below as an indication of what could be done to mitigate flood risk.
This is by no means exhaustive and more detailed analysis through a detailed flood risk
assessment should be undertaken to get a better understanding of flood risk for a particular
development site. This detailed analysis might also show that other mitigation options would be
more appropriate.
Some sections of the earth defences in the Dartford Embayment fall below the design standard
level of 0.1% provided by EA Southern (which includes allowances for climate change). These
are indicated on Figure 8.2. Bringing these areas up to the required SOP is clearly an
opportunity to mitigate flood risk in the wider embayment. Another option would be to let
flood waters in an extreme event occupy lower value marsh land and provide secondary
defences for developed areas.
Most of the land developed immediately behind the defences is raised. Landraising in locations
removed from the defences is a mitigation option that should only be considered if there are
other benefits associated with this option. Care should be taken in ensuring that flood risk in
areas adjacent to the proposed landraising is fully taken into consideration.
It can also be noted that flooding from a breach event is so severe that reducing the flood
storage area is unlikely to significantly change flood risk in other areas that are already at risk of
flooding.
The defences of the M25 Dartford tunnel entrance may be overtopped in severe breach events.
Improvement to the standard of protection of those defences to reduce the residual risk of
inundation and consequent loss of life should be taken into consideration. The procedures for
closure of the tunnel in the event of severe weather conditions should be reviewed.
Developing effective flood warning measures should be explored, especially if more residential
developments were planned in the area and to mitigate the impact on the M25.
The applicability of the generic mitigation measures described in Section 8.4 to the Dartford
embayment is shown in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1

Dartford Embayment Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Under Potential Scenarios

Likelihood

Likely

Likely

Likely

Infrequent

Possible

Possible

Remote

Very Remote

Very Remote

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs once a
lifetime

Event occurs once every few lifetimes

Event occurs once every
few lifetimes

Event occurs annually,
with failure of the flood
defence

Event occurs once
every few lifetimes
with defence failure

Event occurs once every
few life times

<1% rainfall event

Annual tide with
flood defence left
open

Annual tide with
culvert outfalls
through tidal
defences left open

<1% rainfall event
coincident with high
tide

1% rainfall event coincident with high tide

Fluvial flood event in
excess of design levels

Annual tide with defence
breach

Extreme tide with
defence breach

Overtopping of Thames
Tidal Defences

Consequence

Negligible - no
reports of flooding
as a result of
surface drainage.
River Darent
defences able to
contain augmented
river flows

Low - localised
flooding around
some flood gates,
low depths, medium
velocities, few
properties damaged.

Negligible - no
reports of culvert
outlets with
potentially
faulty/unclosed
outfalls

Low - some localised
flooding adjacent to
outfalls to Thames due
to lack of hydraulic
gradient, although this
will largely be on
marshes

Medium - lack of hydraulic gradient on
drainage network as a result of closed
outfalls through Thames Tidal Defences
causes backing up of surface water runoff.
Flooding in lowest areas adjacent to
defences and outfalls, low - medium
depths, some properties damaged

Medium - possible high
flow velocities,
properties damaged
within fluvial floodplain potentially many
properties near Dartford
Town Centre

High - high water depths
and flow velocities, risks
to life, many properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to life,
many properties
damaged

High - high water depths
and flow velocities, risks
to life, many properties
damaged

Risk

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Description

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(1) Reduce Structural Fragility of Defences
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(2) Land Raising
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
(6) Flood Resilient Design

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes
(5) Temporary Barriers

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes

(4) Secondary Defences – Flood Storage, Flood Bunds and Drainage Improvements

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Not Applicable
(3) Non-Habitable Ground Floor

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Not Applicable

Yes
(7) Flood Warning and Emergency Procedures

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree
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8.5.2

Swanscombe Embayment

Description
The Swanscombe Embayment covers the area of the Swanscombe peninsula from Greenhithe to
Rosherville. The land type in the embayment is of mixed use with even mixture of industry,
residential and unused land. The topology is similarly mixed with very low-lying land, ~ 1m
AOD, raising to very high land, ~12m AOD, at the tip of Swanscombe peninsula.
The embayment is protected to the north by the Thames Tidal defences, as for the Dartford
Embayment, these are a mixture of hard and earth embankment types. The Ebbsfleet runs
through the embayment and flows into the Thames through Robins Creek, there are no defences
on this stream, although it runs through a culvert for approximately 500m before entering
Robins Creek.
The Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL) runs through the embayment with the Ebbsfleet
International Station near the Ebbsfleet and the entrance of rail tunnel under the Thames in the
low-lying areas in the middle of the peninsula.
Mitigation
Flood risk mitigation can and should include a combination of the different options envisaged in
section 8.4 of the report.
A few options are explored below as an indication of what could be done to mitigate flood risk.
This is by no means exhaustive and more detailed analysis through a detailed flood risk
assessment should be undertaken to get a better understanding of flood risk for a particular
development site. This detailed analysis might also show that other mitigation options would be
more appropriate.
Sections of the earth defences in the Swanscombe Embayment fall below the design standard
level of 0.1% provided by EA Southern (which includes allowances for climate change). These
are indicated on Figure 8.3. Bringing these areas up to the required SOP is clearly an
opportunity to mitigate the flood risk in the wider embayment. Another option would be to let
flood waters in an extreme event occupy lower value marsh land and provide secondary
defences for developed areas.
The proposed mitigation option identified in the Planning Application for the Swanscombe
Peninsula West development considers a combination of landraising around the Black Duck
Marsh, reinforcement of the flood defences and using the marsh for surface water storage and
ecological value. For landraising, care should be taken in ensuring that flood risk in areas
adjacent to the proposed development is fully taken into consideration.
Whilst it is not the purpose of this SFRA to comment on individual planning applications, the
options envisaged for the proposed development are in line with potential options explored in
this report. The site specific flood risk assessment should consider the positive/negative impact
of the proposed mitigation measures on adjacent land within the embayment and the potential
wider impact along the River Thames caused by the local landraising.
It is understood that there are no defences planned for the entrance to the CTRL tunnel under
the Thames. The area where the entrance is being constructed is very low lying and whilst not
directly behind the defences it would still experience severe flooding in the event of a breach.
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CTRL construction drawings provided by Dartford Borough Council (320-DDA-03360-00002AF) indicate that a wall is provided for the approach to the tunnel which would have a crest
level of 5.2 m AOD. It is not clear whether this wall was designed to sustain water pressure
from a breach. It is also understood that several vent shafts are present along the alignment of
the tunnel, these would need to be checked against flood risk.
Investigations in Stage 2 showed that for a breach located at Swanscombe Marshes combined
with an extreme tidal event, flood levels in the Swanscombe peninsula could reach 5.5 m AOD
with the consequence that the CTRL tunnel would be flooded under the River Thames .
Developing effective flood warning measures would be a potential mitigation option, especially
if more residential developments were planned in area and to allow the CTRL to be closed if a
severe tidal event is forecast.
There is also the potential to use secondary defences. The low-lying areas of the Swanscombe
peninsula are largely undeveloped and the consequences of flooding in these areas are therefore
lower than other areas of the embayment. It is therefore desirable to convey flood waters on to
these low-lying areas and away from the developed areas of the embayment. Secondary
defences as illustrated in Figure 8.3 could be used to protect the developed areas around
Northfleet from flooding.
The North Kent Line railway embankment also provides the opportunity to incorporate
secondary defences into the embayment. The railway line is elevated in the embayment, with a
number of tunnels and openings through the embankment. Temporary barriers could be used to
block these flow routes through the embankment in the event of a defence breach, thus creating
a secondary defence line. Depending on the breach location, this would protect low-lying areas
within the Ebbsfleet valley.
The applicability of the generic mitigation measures described in Section 8.4 to the
Swanscombe embayment is investigated in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2

Swanscombe Embayment Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Under Potential Scenarios

Likelihood

Likely

Likely

Likely

Infrequent

Possible

Possible

Possible

Remote

Very Remote

Very Remote

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs once a
lifetime

Event occurs once every few lifetimes

Event occurs once
every few lifetimes

Event occurs
once every few
lifetimes

Event occurs
annually, with failure
of the flood defence

Event occurs once
every few lifetimes
with defence failyre

Event occurs once
every few litetimes

<1% rainfall event

Annual tide with
flood defence left
open

Annual tide with
culvert outfalls
through tidal
defences left open

<1% rainmfall event
coincident with high
tide

1% rainfall event coincident with high tide

Fluvial flood event in
excess of design
levels

Flooding as a
result of high
groundwater
levels

Annual tide with
defence breach

Extreme tide with
defence breach

Overtopping of
Thames Tidal
Defences

Consequence

Negligible - no
reports of flooding
as a result of
surface drainage.

Low - localised
flooding around
some flood gates,
low depths, medium
velocities, few
properties damaged

Negligible - no
reports of culvert
outlets with
potentially
faulty/unclosed
outfalls

Low - some localised
flooding adjacent to
outfalls to Thames due
to lack of hydraulic
gradient, although this
will largely be on
marshes

Medium - lack of hydraulic gradient on
drainage network as a result of closed
outfalls through Thames Tidal Defences
causes backing up of surface runoff.
Flooding in lowest areas adjacent to
defences and outfalls, low - medium
depths, some properties damaged

Medium - possible
high flow velocities,
properties damaged
within fluvial
floodplain potentially many
properties

Low - only
affects low lying
areas with high
connectivity to
groundwater,
low depths,
some properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to
life, many properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to life,
many properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to
life, many properties
damaged

Risk

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

High

High

High

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes

Not Applicable

Yes

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes

Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Description

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(1) Reduce Structural Fragility of Defences
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(2) Land Raising
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
(6) Flood Resilient Design

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes
(5) Temporary Barriers

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes

(4) Secondary Defences – Flood Storage, Flood Bunds and Drainage Improvements

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Not Applicable
(3) Non-Habitable Ground Floor

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain degree

(7) Flood Warning and Emergency Procedures
Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain
degree

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain
degree
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8.5.3

Gravesend Embayment

Description
The Gravesend Embayment covers the area east of Rosherville, extending to and beyond the
boundary of Gravesham Borough Council. The majority of the embayment is formed by the
area of marshes to the east of Gravesend. The western end of the embayment covers Gravesend,
including north-east Gravesend and the mixed use land along the banks of the Thames Estuary.
The embayment is protected from flooding from the Thames by the Thames Tidal Defences,
which run along the length of the embayment. These defences are a combination of hard
defences (concrete wall) protecting Gravesend and earth embankments protecting the marshes.
The majority of the embayment is very low-lying, particularly the marshes. Ground levels on
the marshes are typically around 1 – 2 mAOD. The developed areas of the embayment are
typically slightly higher, with ground levels around 4 mAOD. The low-lying land of the
marshes is divided by a raised embankment running east-west across the marshes. The Thames
and Medway canal and the North Kent Line railway run east-west along this embankment.
The analysis of the impact of a breach in the defences along the Shorne Marshes given here
differs from the analysis carried out by HR Wallingford 26. In HR report’s, only breaches in the
soft defences were considered. The assessment of the breach dimensions was based on
observations of breaches from the 1953 flood event “typically 60ft long and 6 ft deep”. The
breach width was limited to 18m with an invert 1.8m below the bank level. HR also assumed
that the breach would occur at High Water Level. No modelling was undertaken and LiDAR
topographic data was not available to carry out a detailed assessment of the effect of
topography. Storage volume behind the flood defence was calculated based on 1:25,000 OS
maps.
The breaches considered in this study are 50m wide for the soft defences and 20 m wide for the
hard defences. The breach invert is at the same level as the ground behind the defences (i.e.
assuming the entire defence line is eroded) and it is assumed that the breach occurs at the
beginning of the tide.
This latter approach is consistent with the method used for the East London SFRA and follows
the Environment Agency latest advice on breach modelling. There is anecdotal evidence that
breaches can occur during the falling limb of the first high tide and that it is during the second
tide (i.e. when the defence has already partly collapsed) that tidal water enters the defended
areas. The approach used in this study tends to be conservative compared to HR Wallingford’s
but given the potential consequences (e.g. Flooding of New Orleans in 2005), raising sea level
and climate change, it is felt that this approach gives better account of the potential flood risk in
the future.
Additionally this study takes into account the dynamic effect of water flowing through the
breach which the previous study does not do.

26

HR Wallingford, 1999, Assessment of the tidal flooding at development site PM9, North eas t
Gravesend.
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The Table 8.3 below summarises the key differences between the current study (See Appendix
B for more details) and the HR Wallingford report.
Table 8.3

Comparison between HR Wallingford Report and this study

Item

This study

HR Report

Methodology

Combination of 1D and 2D
modelling, dynamic spreading
of tidal water

Simple broad crested weir
assessment

Base data

LiDAR 2 m spacing

1:25,000 OS map

Size of breach

50m wide by 5.4 m deep

18m wide by 1.8 m deep

Timing of breach

Beginning of the tide

At high water level

Head of water above the
breach

4.6m

2.5m

Breach volume

7 Million m3

0.42 Million m3

It follows that the volume of water considered in this study is considerably greater than that
used in the HR Wallingford report and that flood extents are considerably larger. The breach
geometry used in this study is consistent with the latest guidance provided by the EA. The
difference in the assumptions used for the breach geometry will have an impact on the flood risk
characterisation of the area protected by the flood defences.
Mitigation
Flood risk mitigation can and should include a combination of the different options envisaged in
section 8.4 of the report.
A few options are explored below as an indication of what could be done to mitigate flood risk.
This is by no means exhaustive and more detailed analysis through a detailed flood risk
assessment should be undertaken to get a better understanding of flood risk for a particular
development site. This detailed analysis might also show that other mitigation options would be
more appropriate.
Sections of the earth defences in the Gravesend embayment fall below the design standard level
of 0.1% provided by EA Southern (which includes allowances for climate change), particularly
in the vicinity of the marshes. Bringing these defences up to the required SOP is a clear
necessity in order to provide the appropriate protection to the embayment. Another option
would be to let flood waters in an extreme event occupy lower value marsh land and provide
secondary defences for developed areas.
There is very little scope in this embayment to raise land behind the defences to lessen the
likelihood of a defence breach. Within Gravesend, all of the land adjacent to the defences is
already developed. Land raising would not be suitable for any redevelopment in this area since
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it would reduce the local flood storage volume and increase the local extent and depth of
flooding.
The main opportunity for flood mitigation within the Gravesend embayment is provided by the
large area of marshland. The consequences of flooding in this area would be very small in
comparison to serious flooding of Gravesend. It is therefore desirable to ensure that any
flooding of the marshes is contained within them, and that any flooding elsewhere in the
embayment is conveyed to the marshes as quickly as possible. The mitigation options presented
below and shown in Figure 8.4, are specifically intended to achieve this aim.
In order to prevent flooding on the marshes (resulting from breaching or overtopping of the tidal
defences protecting the marshes) affecting Gravesend, a bund around the eastern edge of the
developed area could be constructed. The marshes provide significant flood storage and the
increase in flood depths resulting from the containment would not be significant. The bund
would, however, require culverts to allow any flooding on the western side (i.e. in Gravesend)
to flow through the bund and onto the marshes. These culverts could be controlled by flapvalves to prevent flooding from the marshes entering Gravesend.
The marshes are divided by the Thames and Medway Canal and railway embankment. In order
to fully utilise the flood storage provided by the marshes, regularly-spaced openings could be
put in this embankment to allow flood waters to flow into the area of the marshes to the south of
the canal/railway embankment. This would allow the southern marshes to provide active flood
storage and prevent any overtopping of the embankment, which the Stage 2 breach modelling
suggested was a possibility. Overtopping of the embankment would cause significant damage
to the canal and railway infrastructure.
A further measure to improve the flood storage potential of the marshes is the removal of
significant barriers to flow across the marshes. Towards the eastern end of the marshes a
number of raised tracks and embankments cross the marshes in a North-South direction. The
removal of these barriers would allow flood waters to flow freely and more rapidly across the
marshes. This would reduce flood depths at the western end of the marshes and reduce the
likelihood of flooding of the marshes affecting North-East Gravesend.
The marshes provide a large area of flood storage where the consequences of flooding are low.
Any flooding in the developed western end of the embayment should therefore be conveyed on
to the marshes. By this means, flood depths and extents within the developed areas of the
embayment can be reduced. The Thames and Medway canal could be used for this purpose.
The Thames and Medway canal bisects north-east Gravesend, running from the Canal Basin
through an industrial/commercial area and then across the marshes. A section of the canal
within the industrial area is currently filled in. By opening up this culvert and maintaining a
lower water level in the canal and canal basin, a channel could be created to allow flood waters
to be conveyed along the canal to the marshes. In order to allow this to happen, however, it is
important that water is able to overtop the canal on the embankment and flood on to the
marshes.
As a secondary defence measure, the railway embankment could be used to protect the land to
the south of the embankment. This would potentially require additional defences or temporary
barriers to be constructed adjacent to the railway line in order to achieve a consistent height of
defence.
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The applicability of the generic mitigation measures described in Section 8.4 to the Gravesham
embayment is shown in Table 8.4.
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Table 8.4

Gravesham Embayment Strategic Flood Risk Assessment
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Under Potential Scenarios

Likelihood

Likely

Likely

Likely

Infrequent

Possible

Possible

Remote

Very Remote

Very Remote

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs a
few times a
lifetime

Event occurs a few
times a lifetime

Event occurs once a lifetime

Event occurs once every few
lifetimes

Event occurs
once every few
lifetimes

Event occurs
annually, with failure
of the flood defence

Event occurs once
every few lifetimes
with defence failyre

Event occurs once
every few litetimes

<1% rainfall event

Annual tide with
flood defence
left open

Annual tide with
culvert outfalls
through tidal
defences left open

<1% rainfall event coincident with high
tide

1% rainfall event coincident with
high tide

Flooding as a
result of high
groundwater
levels

Annual tide with
defence breach

Extreme tide with
defence breach

Overtopping of
Thames Tidal
Defences

Consequence

Low - Some reports
of flooding as a
result of lack of
capacity in local
drainage system.
Low depths, low
velocities, few
properties damaged

Low - localised
flooding around
some flood
gates, low
depths, medium
velocities, few
properties
damaged.

Low - localised
flooding around
inland culvert
opening, medium
velocities, few
properties damaged

Medium - lack of hydraulic gradient on
drainage network as a result of closed
outfalls through Thames Tidal
Defences causes backing up of
surface water runoff. Some particular
areas of concern in west Gravesend
susceptible to flooding - low depths,
some properties damaged

Medium - lack of hydraulic gradient
on drainage network as a result of
closed outfalls through Thames Tidal
Defences causes backing up of
surface runoff. Flooding in lowest
areas adjacent to defences and
outfalls, low - medium depths, some
properties damaged

Low - only
affects low lying
areas with high
connectivity to
groundwater,
low depths,
some properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to
life, many properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to life,
many properties
damaged

High - high water
depths and flow
velocities, risks to
life, many properties
damaged

Risk

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Low

High

High

High

Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Not Applicable

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes

Yes

Yes, to a certain
extent

Not Applicable

Yes

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Description

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(1) Reduce Structural Fragility of Defences
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(2) Land Raising
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(3) Non-Habitable Ground Floor
Yes

Yes

Yes

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes

Yes

(4) Secondary Defences – Flood Storage, Flood Bunds and Drainage Improvements
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(5) Temporary Barriers
Not Applicable

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain extent

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

(6) Flood Resilient Design
Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Potential Mitigation
Measure
Is Mitigation
Effective?

Yes, to a certain degree

Yes, to a certain extent

Yes, to a certain extent

(7) Flood Warning and Emergency Procedures
Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain
extent

Yes, to a certain extent

Yes, to a certain extent
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9.

Guidance for Detailed Flood Risk
Assessments

9.1

General

In accordance with current planning policy guidance (PPG25), the planning process should
encourage sustainable development and require the precautionary principle to be adhered to
when making decisions based on estimates of present and future flood risks. The Kent
Thameside SFRA has concentrated on delivering a strategic approach to flood risk issues within
the boroughs, providing a planning tool for development in sustainable locations.

9.2

Standard Flood Risk Management Guidance for
Developers

The aim of a flood risk assessment is to ensure that implementation of a proposed development
will not increase flood risk, either to the new development or elsewhere.
Development in Kent Thameside should follow the standard flood risk assessment approach
suggested by the Environment Agency in its ‘National Standing Advice to Local Planning
Authorities for Planning Applications - Development and Flood Risk in England’ (June 2004)
and the CIRIA Report C624 “Development and Flood Risk – Guidance for the Construction
Industry” (2004).
These documents describe when a FRA is required and are commensurate with the advice given
in this SFRA. All proposed development sites require at least an initial assessment of flood
risks. A detailed FRA will be required for all developments that fall in the Medium, High and
Very High residual flood risk zones and other sites where significant flood risks are identified
(See CIRIA Guidance for more details).
If an FRA is required for development to progress, the details of the FRA should be appropriate
to the nature and the scale of the development and the risks involved. The FRA should also take
into account the findings of the SFRA, and hence may need to undertake the appraisal at
embayment level.
PPG25 (Appendix F) provides a non-structured list of issues and factors that need to be assessed
in an FRA. These FRA requirements can be split into those used for assessing the flood risk
posed to development in floodplains and flood risk posed to or by development in surface water
drainage problem areas, and are summarised below. In many FRAs both these assessments will
be required.
9.2.1
Floodplain Assessment
The SFRA has identified that some large areas planned for extensive future regeneration in Kent
Thameside fall within the High/Very High Flood Risk Zone. These areas can be separated as
follows:
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•

Defended floodplain areas along the Thames with existing 0.1% Standard of Protection
(SOP) but significant residual flood risk from defence failure or overtopping.

•

Fluvial floodplain areas along the tributaries – some of these areas may be defended with an
unknown SOP.

The existing Thames defences have a 0.1% SOP. However, it must be emphasised that this
SOP does not remove the requirement for a detailed FRA. Flood risk from other sources
(fluvial, groundwater, stormwater) will need to be assessed. Residual flood risk from
overtopping or failure of the defences must also be considered.
The FRA for sites in defended fluvial floodplain areas should indicate the SOP of the defences,
assess other sources of flood risk and consider residual flood risk from overtopping or defence
failure.
The FRA for sites in undefended fluvial floodplain areas should show that the development is
not impacted by an event of 1% annual probability including the potential effect of climate
change and does not exacerbate flood risk elsewhere. It should show that if required, mitigation
measures are effective.
The floodplain assessments could be conducted using Environment Agency hydraulic models
(where available), and 2D models. If an appropriate hydraulic model is not available for the
tributaries, a bespoke model may be required. Before any modelling is undertaken, a review of
available information should be conducted to assess if modelling is necessary. An assessment
of an elevation model or survey of the floodplain may yield an indication as to whether the
Flood Zone Maps have any obvious deficiencies in the floodplain, and whether or not modelling
of the river system under the 1% event would yield a more robust flood outline.
•

At this stage, and using the findings of the SFRA, the issues should be discussed with the
Environment Agency before embarking on more detailed modelling.

•

Before any modelling is undertaken, assessment of the hydrological regime is required,
using available gauging records and supported by Flood Estimation Handbook techniques.

•

Construct an in-bank model from up-to-date survey data.

•

Structures on the rivers (i.e. bridges, weirs, culverts, etc), can have major impacts on flood
levels, and should be included in any hydraulic model.

•

The in-bank model should then be extended to include floodplains. These will need to be
schematised carefully, and an appropriate hydraulic modelling approach used (i.e. extended
cross-sections, reservoir units, secondary channels, 2D modelling). The behaviour of the
floodplains at various levels, including floodplain interaction, should be carefully
considered. Both conveyance and storage processes need to be simulated.

•

An attempt to verify the model should be made using available data, and its sensitivity to
modelling assumptions and climate change scenarios assessed.

•

The flood extent in the floodplain should be mapped, with the flood risk to the development
assessed. The results should be discussed with the Environment Agency, and if appropriate,
investigation into risk mitigation measures and residual risks should be undertaken.
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•

In order to assess residual risk a whole continuum of flood risk sources should be used,
exceeding accepted design values, so that management of these risks are considered in the
design of the development

9.2.2
Surface Water Drainage Assessments
Surface water drainage assessments are required where proposed development may be at risk
from surface water drainage problems, or potentially impact upon known downstream flood risk
areas. The natural hydrological regime and the urban drainage system should be reviewed to
gain an understanding of how they interact to generate flood flows in the watercourse.
A qualitative assessment of how the proposed development drainage may alter the flow regime
in the watercourse should be conducted, with the scale of the investigation required discussed
with the Environment Agency and the Local Authority. An initial outline investigation is
shown in the Stage 2 report. Consideration should be given as to whether a “greenfield runoff
approach” to the assessment of source control is appropriate. This method is generally
satisfactory in the cases where the development is relatively small, isolated from other planned
sites and the runoff processes are fully understood.
Where the “greenfield runoff rate” is not applicable or requires further detailed determination,
the FRA should identify hydraulic pinch points at which the assessment of the impact of the
proposed development drainage needs to be assessed. Routing models, using either sewer
models or catchment hydrological models, could be constructed with the proposed outflow from
the development site superimposed. Varying discharge limits and phasing can be investigated
in order to identify the ‘no worsening’ condition.
Where the site is connected to existing drainage networks, the assessment must also consider the
impact on tide-locked systems. Existing drainage networks are likely to connect to a tide-lock
system where surface runoff is stored during high tide and released at low tide. New
developments and the resulting additional impermeable areas are likely to increase flood risk
downstream and on site attenuation may need to be considered to mitigate increased flood risk
in tide-lock conditions.
Additionally foul drainage, which is likely to be pumped in low-lying areas, needs to be
maintained through flood conditions. The siting and continuous operation of the foul pumping
station should be reviewed to ensure adequate protection against sewage flooding.
The FRA should conclude with an assessment of the scale of the impact, and the recommended
approach and methods of source control technique.

9.3

Additional Flood Risk Management Guidance for
Local Authorities and Developers in Defended
Floodplains

In addition to the above guidance on the requirements of an FRA, further guidance as how to
deal with the issues involved with the defended floodplains in Kent Thameside is included
below.
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9.3.1
Master Planning
Future development in the Kent Thameside area is likely to be extensive, with many planners
involved, and the need for strong and sustainable master planning is important.
The master planning needs to recognise that some of these areas have a high residual flood risk
and that the findings of the SFRA must be incorporated into the spatial plan in order for
sustainable development to proceed. It is important for the master plan to have a consistent and
clear goal for sustainable regeneration with regard to flood risk, so that the subsequent
individual development projects all work together with the same aim. If individual development
projects are not commensurate with the findings of the SFRA, they have the potential to
seriously impact on residual flood risk in the rest of the embayment.
Section 8 of the SFRA identifies potential mitigation options for each embayment. Detailed
assessment of these options should be undertaken before including them in any new master
plan. The 2D models from the SFRA should be rerun with updated topography to reflect the
proposed options. This would ensure that the master plans did not include any critical changes
to flow paths or storage in the floodplain, and that no significant change in flood risk would
occur.
9.3.2
Defence Failure Investigations
The breach analyses undertaken as part of this SFRA are not exhaustive and do not provide a
full indication of the residual flood risk due to defence failure. A comprehensive investigation
would include a variety of scenarios and multiple breach locations in each embayment.
However, the methodology used in this report is considered to be appropriate and applicable to
future studies.
The objectives of a breach analysis are as follows:
•

Determine the Rapid Inundation Zone where there is potential risk to life

•

Investigate the impact of the proposed development on the flood risk of others

•

Test the effectiveness of mitigation measures

A precautionary approach to the assessment of flood risk for proposed development sites in the
embayments is recommended. The first assumption should be that breach analysis is required
for all sites within the EA High Risk Zone 3. Proving that a site is not at risk from failure of
defences and would not increase the risk elsewhere is the responsibility of the developer.
Extensive data and technical inputs are required to undertake a breach analysis and it is difficult
to ensure consistency of approach and quality of results. It will be necessary to prepare a
comprehensive guidance for developers detailing acceptable methodology and assumptions,
with the EA providing the lead.
Determining breach inflow hydrographs is a relatively complex process requiring an established
hydrodynamic model (e.g. ISIS) of the defended reach. It is necessary to know or assume the
following:
•

Boundary conditions and hydraulic model inputs for event scenarios

•

Breach parameters such as width and scour level
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•

Event duration (e.g. single or multiple tidal cycles)

A review of the information and results presented in this SFRA will enable the EA/Local
Authorities to decide on acceptable assumptions.
It is recommended that a pre-determined set of breach inflow hydrographs for the embayments
be provided directly to developers. The hydrographs determined during this SFRA process
should be reviewed and may be suitable for adoption. Pre-determining breach inflow
hydrographs would remove extensive uncertainty from future breach modelling and go a long
way to ensuring consistency and confidence in the results. This approach also reflects the fact
that breach inflow estimation is imprecise, but needs to be realistic in scale in order to influence
the design of any mitigation measures.
The minimum data set required to undertake a breach analysis is as follows:
•

Pre-determined breach inflow hydrograph(s)

•

LiDAR data for the embayment or flood cell – this could be ready-cut and sold as an entity
rather than as unprocessed squares

•

2D software package (e.g. JFLOW or TUFLOW) – for use in determining flood extent,
depth and velocity

•

Modelling parameters – run duration, grid size, roughness factor. Stage 2 Report details the
parameters adopted in the breach modelling analyses for this SFRA.

•

Rapid Inundation Zone methodology

9.4

Public Interest in Flood Risk

As with the rest of the Thames Gateway public interest in the regeneration of Kent Thameside is
high. The message from the government is that the development is intended to provide
necessary additional housing and employment in the South East, and to regenerate the Thames
corridor. It is important for the Local Authorities (LAs) and EA also to have a clear message to
the public regarding flood risk.
The key message regarding flood risk should be that the existing 0.1% SOP will be maintained,
subject to continued funding, in developed areas, but also that the LAs want to ensure that their
communities are sustainable well into the future by preparing for extreme events above this
design standard or defence failure, should they occur. It should also be highlighted that all
planning guidance is being followed and that the development has been fully consulted on with
the Environment Agency.
Residual risk is a difficult concept to grasp, and it is likely that this may lead to some confusion
within the public. The public may query why the Environment Agency flood defence schemes
are not sufficient to safeguard their communities and why is residual risk an issue? The easiest
way to explain this is that the Environment Agency assume that their defences will work for
extreme events up to the Standard of Protection but that no defence can cater for every
eventuality. The SFRA has looked at what happens if the defences fail or if a larger than design
flooding event occurs. A more basic question that the public may ask is why do they need to be
concerned about flooding events that will never occur in their lifetime? Probability is never an
easy concept to explain, but this can be answered by explaining that although these extreme
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events are very unlikely (i.e. probability of less than 0.1%, or 1 in 1000 years), they have the
same chance of occurrence each year and could occur tomorrow, in ten years, in 100 years or in
5000 years.

9.5

Future Planning Applications

The first document that local planners should refer to when considering future planning
applications is the Environment Agency’s ‘National Standing Advice to Local Planning
Authorities for Planning Applications - Development and Flood Risk, England’ (June 2004).
The SFRA will help local planners through the Environment Agency document, and provides
further site specific advice as to the sustainable development of Kent Thameside.
The SFRA has made recommendations as to how the high flood risk areas in the defended
embayments could be developed in a sustainable manner. All future planning applications that
arise in these areas should be put through the same process as detailed in the SFRA. If they are
commensurate with the recommendations of the SFRA then they may be progressed, those that
are not may require further thought, with either physical modifications or reasoning required.
It is not the intention of the SFRA to be a rigid prescriptive document, but a philosophy to guide
future sustainable development. Minor planning applications for small extensions or garden
sheds on existing properties in areas that are designated not suitable for new development are
not intended to be prohibited.

9.6

Environment Agency Objection to Planning
Applications

The recommendations below assume that the Environment Agency has reviewed the SFRA and
has endorsed its findings.
The SFRA should be used to do a first pass to test the validity of the Environment Agency’s
objection to any future development.
If strategically the development meets with the recommendations of the SFRA then the specifics
of the objection should be addressed in a FRA.
If the FRA demonstrates that it can achieve the Environment Agency requirements, this will
usually result in the Agency lifting its objection and development proceeding.
If, after the FRA, the Environment Agency maintains its objection, and it is clear that the
proposed development is commensurate with the SFRA, then perhaps a discussion regarding the
core philosophy of the SFRA, and its original use as a planning tool will be required.
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10. Conclusions and Recommendations

10.1 Background
The Kent Thameside Delivery Board (KTBD) appointed Entec and JBA to undertake a
‘strategic level’ Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) of the Kent Thameside area. One of the
primary goals of the SFRA was to enable the two participating Borough Councils to undertake
the PPG25 sequential test, and thereby directly inform the strategic planning of Kent Thameside
by analysing the consequence of existing and proposed development in high flood risk areas.
The SFRA will also allow partners involved in the investment and delivery planning of future
developments to gain a better understanding of the cost implications of flood risk management.

10.2 Assessment of Flood Risk
Source Pathway Receptor Model
A source pathway receptor model was used to assess the potential impact of different sources of
flood risk. Overtopping or breaching of the tidal defences was found to be the most significant
risk to the Kent Thameside area, particularly when looking at threat to human life.
A substantial high quality base data was obtained for this study, with topographic data providing
the most informative dataset for the spatial determination of flood risk. Fluvial flood and
residual tidal flood risk has been defined across three main embayment areas (Dartford
Embayment, Swanscombe Embayment and Gravesend Embayment). Flood risk on non-tidal
rivers is less well documented, due its very local spatial and temporal variation. It was therefore
decided to take a precautionary approach on fluvial systems, both in the way that flood risk is
categorised, and by presuming against development in the fluvial floodplain.
Residual Flood Risk
The standard of protection from tidal flood events in Kent Thameside is high and the probability
of flooding is low. However, the residual risk of breaching or overtopping of the defences is
significant because the consequences of such an event would be very large, particularly in terms
of threat to human life.
The study therefore paid close attention to defining the residual flood risk in the areas defended
by the Thames Tidal Defences. A residual flood risk map was developed based on the outcome
from breach modelling runs and other available information (See section 7). The residual flood
risk map complements the PPG25 Flood Zones defined on the EA website.
PPG25 Zoning and Graduation of Risk within Zone 3
The sequential test described in PPG25 (Development and Flood Risk) has been fully explored
using a multi-tiered approach combined with flood risk data, maps and modelling output at
varying levels of detail. The starting point was to map the PPG25 flood zones 1, 2 and 3 to
appreciate the scale of flood risk in the Kent Thameside area. A method for delineating land use
Zones 3a, 3b and 3c within the high risk zone was then proposed and residual risk categories
Very High, High, Medium and Low were used to further split Zone 3a/b. In summary the
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approach taken in the graduation of risk, both actual and residual behind defences, within Zone
3a was as follows:
Very High Risk
• Low-lying areas within Zone 3, which would flood to a depth greater than 2.5 m in
an extreme breach event;
High Risk
• Low-lying areas within Zone 3, which would flood to a depth between 2.5 and 0.6
m in an extreme breach event and which are in the rapid inundation zone;
• Fluvial floodplain (defined as the best estimate of 1 in 100 year (1%) undefended
floodplain). This is consistent with the lower level of protection provided in the
River Thames tributaries as compared with the areas protected by the Thames Tidal
Defences (designed to a 1 in 1000 year standard (0.1%);
Medium Risk
• Low-lying areas within Zone 3, which would flood to depths not exceeding 0.6 m
in the modelled extreme breach events;
Low Risk
• The land within Zone 3 which falls between the modelled breach extent and the 1
in 1000 year (0.1%) EA Southern Design Level (Method 1, See Section 3 of Stage
2 Report).
Recommendation 1
We recommend that the tools developed under this study should be used to test future
developments and form the basis for requesting detailed flood risk assessments.
Implications of Climate Change
Climate change could have a very significant effect on flood risk in the longer term, as the
probability of occurrence of an event of a given magnitude is increased (See Stage 2). The
current guidance in PPG25 advises that an allowance should be made of 6 mm per year to
account for the effects of sea level rise and sinking of Eastern England and that an extra 20%
should be added to fluvial flow peaks when considering fluvial flows.
Climate change provides a significant challenge to managing flood risk by fuelling the rise of
sea level and increasing both the intensity and frequency of tidal surges and magnitude of
fluvial peaks. Climate change could have the effect of reducing the standard of protection
granted by present levels of the defences thereby potentially increasing the extent of the high
residual risk areas, the extent of the rapid inundation zone and the depth of flooding in these
areas.
The wider implications of climate change on the Thames system needs to be addressed through
the Thames 2100 program. It is recognised that climate change presents a significant challenge
not just to the proposed development in the Gateway but to the fabric of the economic and
societal base for Kent Thameside and beyond.
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Recommendation 2
We recommend that the latest findings on climate change from the TE2100 project and other
related projects should be taken into consideration when looking at developing in Flood Risk
Areas as and when they become available.

10.3 Flood Risk Mitigation
PPG25 Sequential Test
The PPG25 sequential test was applied to the main development sites as identified in the KTRF.
It was found that more than half of the sites identified in were in the EA Flood Risk Zone 1, i.e.
Low Risk and that about a third of the sites in the Very High to High Residual Flood Risk Zone.
The latter presents a clear challenge for spatial planning in the growth areas. Traditionally this
risk has been managed by the provision of primary defences, but for a sustainable community
the residual risk of flooding behind the defences also needs to be managed. This can only
sensibly be achieved through holistic design of mitigation measures throughout the embayment
as part of the planning process.
Flood Risk Mitigation at Embayment and Site Specific Level
To mitigate this residual flood risk, embayment specific mitigation options were developed.
These included measures such as provision of less fragile defences in critical areas, landraising,
non-habitable ground floors, secondary defences - such as flood storage, flood bunds and
drainage improvements, temporary barriers, flood resilient design and flood warning and
emergency procedures.
Site specific mitigation measures have not yet been developed for each housing site. If required
by the Steering Group, some of the mitigation options could be costed provided they can be
shown to be effective in specific locations. Such cost data, together with the information
provided by the graduation of risk within Zone 3, would allow robust spatial planning decisions
to be made. Each embayment has unique flood risk characteristics, and the mitigation measures
developed for each particular embayment will guide where development should be prioritised.
Options for more strategic estuarine management solutions such as the large-scale setback of
primary defences or creation of new inter tidal habitat areas are possible, particularly on the
Dartford Marshes and the Shorne Marshes to the east of Gravesend. We have expressed
reservations about the use of land raising as a mitigation measure, primarily because it can result
in a displacement of flood risk to adjoining areas, however a set back strategy of this type can
be used to offset the adverse effects of landraising where this has been chosen is an option for
development. These wider solutions will need to be considered in the EA Thames 2100
Strategy. Any such solution would also need to consider the impact on the existing freshwater
regime on the marshes and any nature conservation value and designation.
Recommendation 3
Whilst reliant on the provision of a high standard of defence along the Thames frontage, we
recommend that new developments need to ensure, through appropriate mitigation measures,
that flood damage is limited in order to remove the risk of loss of life. A number of proposed
development sites fall within the higher risk band of Zone 3, and in order to fully develop the
sequential test to examine the sustainability of these proposals, the scale and robustness of
mitigation measures has been considered. It is clear that even after the identification of flood
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risk mitigation careful consideration should be given as to whether to proceed with
development on certain higher risk sites.
Integrated Drainage Strategy
Recommendation 4
Opportunities for developing an Integrated Water or Drainage Management Strategy across
development site boundaries should always be explored, and a catchment led approach
should be adopted. This has been recognized in the recent consultation paper by Defra
“Making space for Water”.
Experience shows that integrated approaches often lead to a much more efficient and reliable
surface water management system at a comparatively lower cost because it enables a wider
variety of potential flood mitigation options to be used and a better overall design can be
achieved. For example, the development of the disused Thames and Medway canal system at
Gravesend could be used to effectively manage residual flood risk. Integrated management of
surface water has other benefits including improved water quality and a reduction of water
demand through grey water recycling.
Future Proofing
Recommendation 5
It is important that new developments are future proofed against uncertainty. Therefore it is
advised that recommendations are reviewed at local FRA stage as more information becomes
available.

10.4 Planning Policy Integration
Flood risk must be acknowledged as a severe constraint on development and should be given a
heavy weighting in spatial planning. Whilst investment in flood defence infrastructure and
flood resilient design can mitigate flood risk, it cannot remove it entirely and high residual risk
will exist in parts of the flood zone, even where defences are built and maintained to a high
standard.
In terms of balancing the pillars of sustainability, in order to deliver balanced development,
there needs to be greater recognition that whilst flood risk is often characterised as an
environmental factor, largely because the immediate threat is environmental in character, it has
a substantial economic and social impact. In order to conform with PPS1, and the new
emphasis on delivering sustainable development, all levels of the planning process will need to
adopt a more integrated approach in relation to new development, flood risk and its various
consequences.
Recommendation 6
Dartford and Gravesham are within the same sub-region; both face similar development
pressures and are subject to comparable flood risk, both in terms of level of risk and type. We
therefore recommend that broadly planning policies relating to flood risk are closely
compatible and that consideration is given to the adoption of a common Supplementary
Planning Document for development and flood risk. We have provided in Appendix C, model
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policies for the emerging Local Development Frameworks which are suitable for
modification by Dartford and Gravesham Borough Council, in accordance with local
circumstances.
Recommendation 7
Provisions should also be made for updating the SFRA outputs on a regular basis based on
the latest available information and in any case before the LDFs are due for revision. It is
proposed that the SFRA outputs should be revised in light of the latest available information
within 3 years. It is important to reinforce the message that detailed flood risk assessments
for specific sites or within a master planning exercise are still essential in order to fully
consider flood risk and its management in appropriate detail.

10.5 Assumptions and uncertainty
Use of Existing Models
Use has been made of existing models made available by the Environment Agency, and the
scenarios covered therein. No detailed review of the modelling assumptions or appropriateness
of the range of scenarios was carried out due to the strategic nature of the study and its limited
timescale. A detailed review might be required when using those models for a more detailed
assessment. However, the results obtained are judged to be sufficiently robust for the purposes
of this study.
Climate Change
Climate change has been taken into account using early recommendations from the Thames
2100 project (See Stage 2 report). The investigation shows how the high standard of protection
currently enjoyed by Kent Thameside could be significantly affected by climate change. The
Thames 2100 program will assess the wider implications of climate change for the proposed
development in the Gateway.

10.6 Use of SFRA Outputs
Validity/Timescale
The results of the SFRA should be used to inform the Core Strategy within the Local
Development Framework which needs to be in place by 2007. Provisions should be made for
updating the SFRA outputs on a regular basis based on the latest available information and in
any case before the LDFs are due for revision. It is proposed that the SFRA outputs should be
revised in light of the latest available information within 3 years of its publication.
SFRA and Detailed Flood Risk Assessments
Flood zone maps published by the EA do not describe the variation of risk within these large
areas, which do not take into account the moderating effect of the Thames Tidal Defences. By
use of the inundation models a two-strand approach to the identification of the higher risk areas
in Zone 3 has been developed. This is based on a typical extent of a zone of high velocity and
depth, known as the rapid inundation zone, in addition to areas of low topography where breach
water would flow. These tools should be used to test future developments and request detailed
flood risk assessments. It should be borne in mind that the modelling that was undertaken for
the SFRA is not site specific and was only appropriate for the strategic nature of the study.
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It is important to reinforce the message that detailed flood risk assessments for specific sites or
within a master planning exercise are still essential in order to fully consider flood risk and its
management in the appropriate detail.
Property of SFRA Datasets
The primary source of data to derive the risk maps and undertake the SFRA is not readily
available as most of it is the property of the Environment Agency. Consultations should be held
with the Environment Agency on the potential use of the data.

10.7 Managing Flood Risk
Knowledge Management
There is a wealth of knowledge on the incidence and causes of past flood events which resides
with practitioners in the local authorities, the Environment Agency and the water companies.
This needs to be recorded and codified in order that it can become permanently available and
accessible to others. Excellent progress has been made as part of the emergency planning
process, in terms of networking of agencies and recording of data. There is a real opportunity
here for the integration of the spatial planning process and the delivery of a sustainable flood
risk management strategy for the River Thames and its tributaries.
Recommendation 8
We recommend that this should be given greater focus in the light of this SFRA. In addition,
the introduction of the National Coastal and Flood Defence Database (NFCDD) should help
to keep authorities informed of the condition of flood defence assets and assist in the
economic appraisal of future schemes.
Flood Gates
In both Dartford and Gravesham there are a number of foreshore access gates in the Thames
Tidal Defences. When open, these gates are effectively gaps in the defence line and are
therefore of concern with respect to tidal flooding. The adopted policy is that these gates are
normally closed except when access is required.
Unfortunately, the fallibility of human nature suggests that it is unlikely that all gates will be
closed if a flood warning is received and there are currently a number of problems with ensuring
that the gates are closed within the time of a flood warning being issued.
The potential consequences of a gate being left open during an extreme high tide were modelled
and assessed in Stage 2 of this SFRA. It showed that the potential impact could be significant.
Recommendation 9
We recommend that further analysis of current practice in responding to flood warnings
within the timescale required (through simulation exercises) is undertaken. The work should
also draw on the recommendations of the Operation TRITON exercise and develop tools to
enable effective monitoring and testing of emergency planning procedures
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Recommendation 10
We recommend that an analysis of the maintenance and operability of flood gates closure
measures is undertaken to ensure that their closure in the event of an Environment Agency
flood warning is guaranteed.
Recommendation 11
We further recommend that when the opportunity arises, such as when new development
occurs, a policy of replacing flood gates with solid defences should be adopted. The provision
of new gates to enable access to the foreshore should be discouraged.

10.8 Paying for Flood Defence and Mitigation
The Environment Agency is a major source of capital investment in provision of new flood
defences and maintenance of existing defences, however, its powers are only permissive, the
principal responsibility rests with the riparian owner. Given the scale of development in Kent
Thameside which is within areas subject to flood risk it is reasonable, in appropriate cases, to
require developers to contribute to the cost. This can be enforced through the planning system,
either by the attachment of conditions to planning permission, or by the use of Section 106
planning applications.
Recommendation 12
We recommend that consideration be given to incorporating policies within the emerging
LDFs to enable local authorities to negotiate both the provision and interim maintenance of
flood management infrastructure as part of the process of granting planning permission for
new development.
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Appendix A
Stage 1 Collection and review of baseline
information
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Appendix B
Stage 2 Flood risk analysis
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Appendix C
Draft Policies for Local Development
Documents
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We have set out below some suggestions which may form the basis of draft policies for local
development documents. Clearly, these will need to be modified to take account of local
circumstances and may need to be summarised in order to achieve the right balance alongside
other planning policies. Greater detail can be provided within a Supplementary Planning
Document.
The Council will employ the principle of ‘balanced management’ in relation to flood risk,
allowing development which serves the social and economic needs of the community to proceed
whilst ensuring that flood risk is properly managed and mitigated, subject to the overriding
principle that the Council will not normally permit development which places people or
property at direct risk from flooding or displaces this risk into other areas.
The Council will therefore have regard to PPG 25: Development and Flood Risk and to the
most recent Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for the Borough in assessing the suitability of land
for development. It will apply the sequential test set out in paragraph 30 of PPG 25 in
allocating sites for development on the proposals map and in determining applications for
planning permission.
The Council acknowledges that parts of the Borough lie within the Thames tidal floodplain.
Although these are afforded a high standard of protection from primary flood defences, they are
nevertheless subject to significant residual flood risk which will be a material consideration in
the determination of planning applications
The Proposals Map will show all areas subject to flood risk, based on information supplied by
the Environment Agency. Development in Zone 3C (functional flood plain) will not be
permitted. Applications for development in Flood Zones 3A and 3B will be required to be
accompanied by a Local Flood Risk Assessment. Applications for development in Flood Zone 2
may be required to be accompanied by a Local Flood Risk Assessment, depending on the
outcome of consultations with the Environment Agency and other appropriate bodies.
Depending on the outcome of the Local Flood Risk Assessment, the Council may require flood
protection and mitigation measures to be included in developments which may be on or off site.
In areas already defended from flooding, this may include works, or contributions to the cost of
works to provide, improve and maintain flood defences. In such cases, planning permission
may be granted subject to appropriate planning conditions or planning obligations.
The Council will require new development to be set back from the rear of primary flood defence
sufficiently to allow ongoing repair, maintenance and improvement of existing and proposed
flood defence and mitigation measures.
The Council will require mitigating measures accompanying development proposals to be
subject to a sustainability appraisal. There will be a presumption in favour of measures which
employ good standards of urban design and high flood resilience; enhance local recreation and
amenity; protect ecology; safeguard water resources and utilise sustainable urban drainage
systems. Unsustainable solutions such as the culverting of watercourses will be resisted and
other engineered solutions will be scrutinised in order to determine whether a more
environmentally sustainable alternative may be more appropriate.
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Appendix D
Environment Agency Standard Conditions
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PLANNING CONDITIONS FOR FLOOD DEFENCE
CONDITION: No development approved by this permission shall be commenced until a
scheme for maintaining the flood defences has been approved by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall be constructed and completed in accordance with the approved plans.
REASON: To maintain flood defences whilst works are carried out which affect the permanent
defences.
CONDITION: No development approved by this permission shall be commenced until a
scheme for maintaining the flood defences during construction of this proposal has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall be
implemented in accordance with the approved details.
REASON: To maintain flood defences whilst works are carried out which affect the permanent
defences.
CONDITION: Prior to the commencement of any drainage works, details of the design,
location, number of outfalls and assessment of the effects of discharges from outfalls into the
River Thames shall be approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with
the Environment Agency. Such design shall seek to minimise impacts on both the flood
defences and foreshore ecology and shall be fully mitigated by appropriate engineering.
REASON: To maintain the integrity of the flood defences and minimise the risk of flooding
and to safeguard the ecology of the River Thames.
CONDITION: Details of the maintenance of rivers, and the operation and maintenance of flood
defences, within the Application Site shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority, in consultation with the Environment Agency, before development
commences. All affected rivers and flood defences shall be operated fully in accordance with
the approved details.
REASON: To ensure that rivers and flood defences are operated and maintained to appropriate
standards in perpetuity.
CONDITION: A full method statement and assessment of the effects of the working method
and any associated temporary works shall be submitted and agreed by the planning authority in
consultation with the Environment Agency. Such a method shall seek to minimise impacts on
both the flood defences and the foreshore and shall be fully mitigated by engineering works as
determined by the assessment. Such a statement shall be agreed prior to the commencement of
any development.
REASON: To maintain the integrity of the flood defences and impacts on river hydraulics to
minimise the risk of flooding.
CONDITION: No development approved by this planning permission shall be Commenced
until an assessment of the life of the flood defences and river wall is carried out. The
assessment should include any works necessary to ensure that the flood defences and river wall
remain structurally sound for the lifetime of the development. These works shall not create
adverse environmental or structural impacts or encroachment into the river channel. The details
shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall
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proceed only in accordance with the approved plans and time scale agreed by the local planning
authority.
REASON: To ensure that the flood defences and river wall have a life commensurate with the
life of the development in order to safeguard the development and area from the risk of
flooding. An investigation should have been included in the Flood risk assessment as the
results may affect the overall design of the scheme.
CONDITION: No development approved by this planning permission shall be commenced
until an investigation has been undertaken to prove that it is possible to raise the flood defences
by a minimum height of 600mm above the statutory flood defence level. The method and
extent of this investigation shall be agreed with the Local Planning Authority before the start of
the investigation. Details of measures to raise the flood defences shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Planning Authority before development commences. These
measures shall not create adverse environmental or structural impacts, encroachment into the
river channel, or entailing works that are disproportionate to the scale of the development or
excessive costs. Any structural works required to accommodate this scheme shall be submitted
to and approved by the Local Planning Authority before development commences.
The
development shall proceed only in accordance with the approved details.
REASON: To ensure the flood defences and river wall will have a life commensurate with the
life of the development in order to safeguard the development and area from the risk of
flooding.
CONDITION: No development approved by this permission shall be commenced until a
scheme for the maintenance and renewal of the river wall, including as appropriate the
enhancement of the riverside has been approved by and implemented to the satisfaction of the
Local Planning Authority. This must include the design, method of construction, dimensions,
elevation (in relation to tidal levels) and material.
REASON: To protect and enhance the ecological value of the River Thames.
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Disclaimer
Disclaimer on behalf of Kent County Council and Kent Thameside Delivery Board
This report has been prepared by Entec UK Ltd ("Entec") and was commissioned by
the Kent County Council ("the Council") on behalf of and for the sole benefit of the
Kent Thameside Delivery Board ("KTDB") for each of the following strategic
purposes:
(i)
enabling Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils to undertake the
sequential test described in the Government Planning Policy on "Development and
Flood Risk" and inform their Local Development Framework;
(ii)

informing the strategic planning of Kent Thameside; and

(iii)
presenting the potential consequences to existing and proposed
development in flood risk areas which would need to be assessed in more detail at
local level.
Neither the Council nor KTDB accept any liability (in negligence or otherwise) for or
make any representation as to or warrant the accuracy or correctness of the
information incorporated in the report. Third parties who rely on this information do
so at their own risk and are advised to obtain professional advice on specific issues.

Disclaimer on behalf of Entec UK Limited
This report has been prepared by Entec UK Ltd ("Entec") and was commissioned by
the Kent County Council ("the Council") on behalf of and for the sole benefit of the
Kent Thameside Delivery Board ("KTDB") for each of the following strategic
purposes:
(i)
enabling Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils to undertake the
sequential test described in the Government Planning Policy on "Development and
Flood Risk" and inform their Local Development Framework;
(ii)

informing the strategic planning of Kent Thameside; and

(iii)
presenting the potential consequences to existing and proposed
development in flood risk areas which would need to be assessed in more detail at
local level.
Entec does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness
or suitability for any purpose of the information contained herein, and to the fullest
extent permitted by law Entec (including its employees, agents, sub-contractors and
other representatives) hereby exclude any and all liability on its part for any use of, or
reliance upon, the Report by any third party. This exclusion of liability will not apply
in the event of personal injury or death resulting directly from Entec's negligence. You
are therefore advised to obtain professional advice if you intend to rely on the
information contained in the report."
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1. Introduction

1.1

Background

Kent T hameside is commissioning a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) in order to
inform the strategic planning of its area and take this important factor into account in investment
decisions and delivery of regeneration programmes in the area. The study takes place in the
context of a drive to create substantial volumes of new homes and new jobs within the next two
decades, whilst taking fully into account changes in the statutory planning framework and the
need to implement planning guidance specific to flood risk.
One of the primary goals of the SFRA is to enable Gravesham and Dartford Borough Councils
to undertake the PPG25 sequential test and thereby directly inform the strategic planning of
Kent T hameside through analysing the consequence of existing and proposed development in
flood risk areas. The SFRA also allows partners involved in the investment and delivery
planning of Kent T hameside to gain a better understanding of the implications of flood risk
management.

1.2

Scope

The study will be carried out in 3 Stages. These are as follows:
• Stage 1 (this report) which includes the collection and review of baseline
information collected to carry out the SFRA;
• Stage 2 which will focus on identifying and characterizing the sources of flood risk
by exploring the components of a source-pathway-receptor model, modelling the
effect of the most critical risk scenarios and producing a set of maps characterising
the flood risk;
• Stage 3 will use the output maps and breach modelling work undertaken in Stage 2
to assess residual risk and the consequences/impact with respect to risk to life and
economic and environmental damage.
The aim of Stage 1 of the project is:
• to review the baseline data obtained for the study, assess its suitability for use
within the SFRA and identify any data gaps;
• to identify any further information that might be required to undertake the SFRA.
This report reviews the data collected from the Environment Agency, Kent Thameside Delivery
Board, Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils, SEEDA, Southern Water and Thames
Water.
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1.3

Structure of Report

The report is divided into three sections:
• This section (Section 1) provides an introduction to the report;
• Section 2 summarises the data collected and provides a review of the data and its
comprehensiveness. Gaps in the data are identified and the agreed datasets to be
used in the project are defined;
• Section 3 gives conclusions and a summary of any major gaps in the data.
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2. Data Collected and Initial Review

2.1

Introduction

A substantial quantity of data has been provided by the Steering Group and others. It is
necessary to undertake a screening process to decide which datasets are most appropriate to use
on a strategic project of this nature to complete it within the limited time period available.
The data received from the Environment Agency, included a number of Hydraulic Modelling
Reports, various GI S layers (including Flood Zones) and topographical data (LiDAR and SAR).
Additional information was collected from Kent Thameside Delivery Board, Kent County
Council and the Borough Councils of Dartford and Gravesham.
Additional sources of information include the Environment Agency Flood Defence and
Development & Control Teams, Southern Water, T hames Water and SEEDA.

2.2

Topography

An accurate Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is an essential tool for providing greater resolution
in flood risk.
LiDAR data is available for most of the project area in a band approximately 2.5 kilometres
from the shore of the River Thames Estuary. T here is a gap in the LiDAR dataset which Entec
has received between the M25 Dartford River crossing and the Greenhithe area. T he
Environment Agency indicates that LiDAR for this area does not exist but that the 1997
photogrammetry could be use d instead. T he upper reaches of the River Thames T ributaries
(Rivers Darent, Cray and Ebbsfleet) SAR data was made available as there is no LiDAR data.
The LiDAR data has an expected vertical accuracy of 0.15 m (unfiltered) or better whereas for
SAR the vertical accuracy is of 1 metre. As the LiDAR data covers the most important part of
the area of interest (i.e. the River Thames Floodplain), a relatively high degree of accuracy in
the description of the topography can be achieved.
LiDAR data is provided in filtered and unfiltered format. Unfiltered LiDAR data include
buildings, vehicles and most of the vegetation. In the filtered LiDAR dataset, most buildings
and some of the vegetation have been removed from the Digital Elevation Model. T his provides
a more realistic representation of the bare earth topography.

2.3

GIS Data

GI S data layers were provided principally by the Environment Agency (T werton and Southern
Region), but also by the Gravesham and Dartford Borough Councils.
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Only relevant GIS layers were requested for the assessment: Flood Zones, Rivers, Artificial
Features such as Canals and Flood Storage Areas, Sewer Network, Infrastructure, Historical
Flood Envelopes, S105 Flood Envelopes, Borough Council Boundaries and Flood Defence
Data.
T able 2.1 reviews the various GIS layers obtained and gives an assessment of:• each dataset and its suitability for use on the study;
• whether it were to be used in the study and, if so, how;
• whether is has been obtained;
• any gaps in the datasets; and
• any licensing or copyright issues.
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Table 2.1

Summary of GIS data

Source

Data Type

Notes

Review

Use in SFRA

Status/Licensing

Embayments

Embayment
Outlines

According to the Environment Agenc y, the
Embayments Outlines i n Southern Region are not as
accurate as in other areas .

No

Not recei ved –
mapped from
topographical data

Infor mati on publicly availabl e on the Environment
Agenc y Web site. Flood Zones i n Thames Region
are for med as an amalgamati on of EF O (Extreme
Flood Outlines), Historical flooding information, Ri ver
Inspector Ass ess ment, other.

Flood Z ones will be used to
carry out an i nitial screening of
the proposed devel opments
during the sequenti al testi ng of
devel opments.

Received.

As such the flood zones do not repres ent a full y
consistent dataset.

One of the outputs of the s tudy
will be to attempt to refi ne
Zone 2 and 3 i n light of other
wor k and breach modelling
runs.

Entec will not be abl e to us e the embayment outlines
to split breac h modelling areas. A detailed anal ysis
of the topographical i nfor mati on and outcomes of the
site visit will be used instead.
Hydrol ogy

Flood Z one 2
Flood Z one 3

Environment Agen cy –
Southern Region

Can be us ed in other
studies as long as the
Environment Agenc y
is informed.

Yes

Historic Flood
Map, Flood Events

Dataset incomplete, repr esents worst historic but
does not cover all flood events or areas. Some of
the flood outlines are not acc urate as s ome lines are
found not to follow the topography.

Historic Flood map to be us ed
as one of the outputs of the
sources of fl oodi ng map to
show potential flood extent.
Yes

Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
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Source

Data Type

Notes

Review

Use in SFRA

Status/Licensing

Hydrol ogy

River Catc hments

Useful information for s urface water modelling
purpos es.

Yes

Not recei ved –
mapped from F EH CD

Will be used to identify
sources of fl oodi ng.

Received.

Catchments are gener ally mor e difficult to define in
urban environments.
River networ k

Based on 50k OS map. At ti me slightl y inaccurate.
Only Main ri vers. Small ditc hes and sewer network
is missing.

Canal networ k

Environment Agen cy –
Southern Region

Requested – not yet recei ved.
Canal c an be mapped from OS map

Flood Storage
Areas
Reservoirs
Aerial
Photographs

Covers study area

Requested – not yet recei ved.
Can be mapped from OS map

Not reviewed but appears to c over all the study ar ea

Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.

Yes

Will be used to identify
sources of fl oodi ng.

Not recei ved –
mapped from OS
maps

Yes
Will be used to identify
sources of fl oodi ng.

Not recei ved –
mapped from OS
maps

Yes
Aerial photography is to be
used to i dentify type of breac h
and structures in the LiDAR
DSM to ensure that fl ood
extent through breac hing is
realistic.
Yes

Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
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Source

Data Type

Notes

Review

Use in SFRA

Status/Licensing

Admi nistrati ve
Boundaries

County
Boundaries

Accurate repres entation

Yes

Received.
Can be us ed in other
studies as long as the
Environment Agenc y
is informed.

District Boundaries

Flood Defence
Characteristics

Environment Agen cy –
Southern Region

Structures

Provi ding SOP
and defence
conditi on grade

Flood Defence
Gate

Critical information which will be used to understand
standard of protec tion and c ondition of the flood
defence and how resi dual flood risk should be
interpreted

To be us ed in combination
with LiDAR to decide breac h
location

Useful to simulate a breac h via the failure of a gate
closure during a s urge event

To be us ed to decide br each
location

Yes

Yes

Hydraulic
Model

Section 105
modelling layers of
the D arent, Cray
and Ebbsleet

See r eview of modelling reports below.

Layers will be us ed to
understand actual risk along
river corridors.
Yes

Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
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Source

Data Type

Notes

Review

Use in SFRA

Status/Licensing

Hydraulic
Model

Thames Tidal
Model Cross
Section Locati on

The extent of the model is Mol esey to Southend in
River Thames and Redbrige to Ri ver Thames at
Barki ng on Ri ver R oding.

The model will be used to
wor k out breac h sc enarios and
overtopping al ong tidal
defences .

Received.

The model is inbank and would therefor e have the
tendenc y to over predict flood levels particularl y for
the extreme flood events where water could be
overtopping the banks al ong the Es tuary.
Other Layers

Geolog y Solid/Drift

Solid and Drift layers ar e based on 1 in 50k
geological maps from British Geological Survey

Yes
Could be used to describe
ground water flooding ris k and
ground water connecti vity
through geological layers
Yes

Environment Agen cy –
South Region

Topography

Photogrammetr y
Produc ed i n 1997

Utilities
10k OS tiles
Digital

Sewer networ k

There are no buildings pres ent in the data – which
are pres ent in the LiDAR.

To be us ed to where LiDAR is
missing to the eas t of M25.

There is a miss- matc h in elevation at the boundary
with the LiDAR

Yes

Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y
Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
Requested - Not
availabl e

Not available
No Review needed

Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y

Essenti al to produce mapping
outputs.
Yes

Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
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Source

Data Type

Notes

Review

Use in SFRA

Status/Licensing

Topography

LiDAR (filtered,
unfiltered, mas k)

LiDAR data have 0.15 m accurac y or better and are
spaced at 1 m west of M25 and 2 m inter vals east of
M25.

Essenti al to produce mapping
outputs, breaching and
calculating flood depths.

Received.

One area to the east of M25 is missing - requested
1997 photogrammetry i nstead

Yes

SAR data have 1 m vertical accurac y and ar e
spaced at 5 m i nter vals.

Could be used to produc e
mapping outputs, breaching
and calculating flood depths
where LiDAR is not available.

Environment Agen cy
(Twerton)

SAR (filtered,
unfiltered)

Yes
Ordinanc e
Survey
Infor mati on

Master Map

Requested – not recei ved

Woul d be us ed if obtai ned in
time. Other wise OS tiles and
aerial photography will be
used instead.

Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
Received.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Environment
Agenc y.
Requested – not
received

Yes
Dartford Borough
Council

Future
Development
Database

Green Spaces,
Propos ed
Development and
Empl oyment Sites
databas e

Requested – not recei ved
Figures of the loc al plan wer e us ed and updated
using latest information from KCC and masterpl ans
from SEEDA. Updates were also r ecei ved of latest
devel opments by fax.

Main database to be us ed to
test site identified for possi ble
devel opment.
Yes

Requested – not
received
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the D artford Bor ough
Council
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Source

Gravesham Borough
Council

Data Type

Notes

Review

Use in SFRA

Status/Licensing

Ordinanc e
Survey
Infor mati on

Master Map

Requested – not recei ved

Woul d be us ed if obtai ned in
time. Other wise OS tiles and
aerial photography will be
used.

Requested – not
received

Yes
Future
Development
Database

Green Spaces,
Propos ed
Development and
Empl oyment Sites
databas e

Requested – not recei ved

50 year surface
water design
levels, including
pipe c apacity
problems

Useful information to char acterise s urfac e water
flood risk

Flooding
histor y
information

Summary of dg5
register

Useful information to char acterise s urfac e water
flood risk

Flooding
histor y
information

Summary of dg5
register

Model run
results
Southern W ater

Thames W ater

Figures of the loc al plan wer e us ed and updated
using latest information from KCC and masterpl ans
from SEEDA. Updates were also rec ei ved of latest
devel opments by fax.

Main database to be us ed to
test site identified for possi ble
devel opment.
Yes

Mapping of surface water flood
risk
Yes
Mapping of surface water flood
risk
Yes

Useful information to char acterise s urfac e water
flood risk. Ver y few properties have been rec orded
as having surfac e/foul water flooding problems in the
past 10 years.

Mapping of surface water flood
risk
Yes

Requested – not
received
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Graves ham BC.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Southern Water.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the Southern Water.
Only licens ed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from
the T hames Water
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2.4

Hydraulic Models

A number of hydraulic models and corresponding modelling reports were provided by the
Environment Agency which cover the River Thames, the River Darent and the River Ebbsfleet
valleys. A more detailed review is provided on T able 2.2.
Their use in the SFRA is described belo w:
• The River Thames tidal ISIS model (Halcrow), with suitably simplified boundary
conditions, will be used to generate T hames event scenarios for breach modelling,
overtopping, climate change and regional analysis;
• The River Darent and associated watercourses modelling outputs (PDMM), which
include fluvial and tidal flooding, simplified breach analysis and analysis of flood
gate failure along the Dartford BC boundary with the T hames, will be used to
compare mapped flood extent and breach modelling outputs. The River Darent
model will also be used to investigate an overtopping scenario along the Darent
Valley to model the hypothetical case of Darent Barrier failing to close.
• The River Ebbsfleet Flood mapping study (Halcrow) where modelled flood extent
for different return periods will be used to characterise flood risk in Ebbsfleet
Valley.
No detailed review of the modelling assumptions or appropriateness of the range of scenarios
was possible within the limited timescale of the project, nor is it part of the brief. Instead the
model review is limited to the suitability of the models for use on the study and focussed on the
areas where hydraulic modelling outputs would be use d to derive tidal and fluvial conditions
and levels.
In general the available hydraulic models were appropriate for the scope and scale of this study.
More details on the hydraulic models review can be found in T able 2.2.

2.5

Reports

2.5.1
Flooding
A number of technical reports were obtained from the Environment Agency for flood risk
modelling studies. T able 2.3 below reviews the reports obtained for the study.
The main technical references for the study are the Tidal T hames - Calculation of Defence
Levels (May 2002) and the River Darent and Associated Watercourses: Flood Risk Mapping
Study of T idal Risk Areas - Phase II Report (Nov 2004).
Other modelling reports will be use d as reference sources for historical flooding information.
2.5.2
Planning and Development
An SFRA is essentially a planning exercise and Stage 3 of the study will perform a sequential
test on existing and proposed development sites. Meetings have therefore been held with the
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two district councils and SEEDA to discuss the planning context for the study and development
proposals that may emerge from regeneration studies and masterplanning exercises. These
meetings also covered surface water flooding issues, emergency planning procedures relating to
flood events, condition of infrastructure and flood defences and flood mitigation measures.
Various documents and information was obtained during and after the meeting in electronic and
hard copy format related to the spatial planning of the study area for use in Stage 3.
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Table 2.2

Summary of hydraulic models obtained for the study

Source

River or
Catchment

Model
Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing

River
Ebbsfl eet

ISIS model of Ri ver
Ebbsfl eet

None

Mapped output to be us ed in
preference to model.

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the
Environment Agenc y.

No
River Darent

Isis model of the
River Darent, Basic
exc el model by
PDMM to anal yse
flood risk in low-lying
areas

None

Mapped output to be us ed in
preference to model.
Model to be us ed to model
overtopping scenario along the River
Darent Valley. If the D arent Flood
Barrier was to fail to clos e.

Environment Agen cy –
Southern Region

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the
Environment Agenc y.

Yes
Tidal Thames

ISIS Model of the
used for the
Operati on of the
Thames Barrier

Inbank model fr om M olesey to
Southend i n River Thames and
Redbrige to River Thames at
Barki ng in River Rodi ng. The
inputs to the model include the
operation of the Teddington weir
gates and the Richmond Gates at
the upstr eam end and the tidal
boundary at Southend, whic h is
normally updated with the
forecast made with Sheerness tide
data.

The ISIS model is the ess enti al tool
to deter mine input hydrographs for
the breac h models. It will also be
used to c arry out some broad
assess ment of the i mpac t of
devel oping across embayments and
to look at overtopping scenarios

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the
Environment Agenc y.

Yes
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Table 2.3

Summary of reports obtained for the study

Source

Environment Agen cy –
Southern Region

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

River Ebbsfl eet Fl ood
Mapping Report

Report by Halcrow on c onstruc tion of
hydrodynamic model for Ebbsfleet.
Includi ng the gener ation of
hydrological inputs using the FEH
statistical method, due to large
groundwater component of flow, and
adjustments due to impact of
cessation of dewatering in the area.

Impact of halting dewatering in the
area on ri ver fl ows will be us eful to
assess potenti al ground water risk
impac t.

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Environment
Agenc y.

Useful document to understand Ti dal
Flood Ris k in the River Darent
Catchment. J oint probability analysis
of Tidal T hames and Climate C hange
Impact have also been ass essed and
will be c ompar ed with outputs fr om this
study.

Useful cross reference for Tidal
Design Flood Levels and breac h
modelling extent.

Flood Ris k Mapping Study
of Tidal Ris k Areas +
Study of Tidal Ris k Areas
due to a Failur e to Close
Flood Gates

Tidal surge and breac h model in Excel
for mapping of tidal fl ood inundation

Flood Ris k Mapping Study
of Fluvial Ris k Areas +
Study of Fluvial Risk
Areas Model Handover
Annex

Reports on the construction of
hydraulic models for the Ri vers Darent
and Cray and assess ment of the
standard of their defenc es

Mapped outputs will als o be us ed to
characterise flood ris k.
Yes

Design flood defence l evels to be
used to assess residual risk.

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Environment
Agenc y.

Yes

Flood extent envelopes and design
Flood Levels to be used assess
residual ris k
Yes

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Environment
Agenc y.
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Source

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

Kent Thameside
Regenerati on Framework

Outline of R egener ation Framewor k
for Kent T hameside.

Useful document whic h provi des the
bac kground to the study and in
particular regenerati on needs.

Freely available to the public

SFRA and SUDS are mentioned as
part of one of the Strategic Objec tives.

Kent Thamesid e
Deliver yBoard

Creating sustainable
communities: Greening
the Gateway Impl ementation Plan

Plan for the use of Green areas in the
regeneration of the T hames Gateway.

Creating sustainable
communities: Greening
the Gateway - A
greenspac e strategy for
Thames Gateway

Overvi ew of the us e of Green s pac es
in regeneration.

Preliminar y Flood Ris k
Assessment for Imperial
Wharf, Gravesend

Mentions the role SFRAs have in the
design and i mplementation of green
spaces to mitigate flooding.

Yes

Useful document whic h provi des the
bac kground to the need for
implementation of green s paces .

Freely available to the public

Yes

No

Freely available to the public

Assessment of Tidal Flooding.

Useful bac kground information.

Brief discussi on of fl ood risk iss ues.

No

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Gravesham
BC.

Mentions the us e of green spaces to
mitigate Flood ris k
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Source

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

Canal Basin Graves end
Kent - Flood Risk
Assessment and revisions
1995/1996 & 1999

Assessment of Tidal Flooding bas ed
on historical information and
topography fr om OS maps.

Useful bac kground information.

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Gravesham
BC.

Development site, North
East Gr avesend, Kent Assessment of tidal
floodi ng

Kent Thamesid e
Deliver yBoard

Discussion of 1 i n 1000 yr flood l evels
up to 2060. Breac h scenarios
envisaged were si milar to those
obser ved for the 1953 fl ood event.
Relativel y ol d report (1996).
Assessment of Tidal Flooding from the
River Thames and from the Medway
Canal.
Details of likelihood of defenc es
overtopping. Discussi on of wave
height pr obabilities.

AEI Cables - Gravesend
Flood Ris k Ass essment

Kent Thameside
Regenerati on Study
Findings CH 9:Flood ris k
review

Some of the l evel calc ulations c ould
be c ompared with other esti mates.
Yes

Useful bac kground information.
Some of the volume and level
calculations could be c ompared with
SFRA findi ngs.
Yes

Assessment of Tidal Flooding.

Useful bac kground information.

Breach modelling done using weir
equations and Excel s preadsheets .

Some of the l evel calc ulations c ould
be c ompared with SFRA findings.

Assessment of flooding for different
breach scenarios.

Yes

Outline of r elevant documents key
points on development and flooding,
including PPG 25 and Local
Development Frameworks

Useful guidance on EA expectations
and summary of developments’ flood
risk issues and potenti al.

Also includes EAs s pecific
expec tations of Kent SFRA and details
of developments in the area and
specific flood ris k issues

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Gravesham
BC.

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Gravesham
BC. Onl y licensed for this
study. Licensing to be
obtained directl y from the
Gravesham BC.
Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the KTDB.

Yes
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Source

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

Easter n quarry 2
environmental s tatement
vol ume 1 - main report

Assessment of Groundwater Flooding
risks following cess ation of dewatering
for a quarry. Ver y detailed
assess ment of groundwater flooding
specific to the site.

Useful bac kground information

Publicl y available

Referenc e to 1972 groundwater
contour map which c ould be compared
to ground level.

Dartford Borough
Council

Referenc e to ground water contour
map could be investigated further.
No

Ebbsfl eet Development
and Environmental
Framewor k

Framewor k for propos ed development
of Ebbsfl eet

Useful bac kground information.

Easter n Quarry Planning
Brief - Supplementary
Planni ng Guidanc e

Planni ng Guidanc e for Eastern Quarr y
– following on from ES.

Useful bac kground information.
No

Publicl y available

Swanscombe Peni nsula
West Planning Brief Supplementar y Pl anni ng
Guidance

Development framewor k for
Swanscombe peninsula.

Useful as this represents the latest
guidance given on planning issues .

Publicl y available

Useful bac kground information,
referenc e to green grid and land
raising issues.

Yes

Land at North Dartfor d
Planni ng Brief

Development framewor k for North
Dartford.

Useful bac kground information.

Dartford Par k –
Environmental Statement:
Appendix B Flood Ris k
Assessment

Detailed Flood Risk assess ment of
Tidal Flooding

Useful bac kground information.

Useful referenc e to the methodol ogy
for generating tidal breach fl ood
vol umes usi ng spreadsheet tool.

Publicl y available

No

Publicl y available

No
Publicl y available

Some of the l evel calc ulations c ould
be c ompared with other esti mates.
Yes
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Source

Dartford Borough
Council

Environment Agen cyThames R egion

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

Dartford Local Plan
Review Sec ond Deposit
Draft September 2002

Provi des the Council’s planning
polices for the deliver y and c ontrol of
all aspects of development including
housi ng, leisure, r etail, and community
devel opment. Includes policies for the
protecti on and enhanc ement of green
spaces and natural resources.

Useful framework and specific
guidelines for development in the
flood plan.

Publicl y available

Yes

Sets out detailed requirements for
devel opment in floodpl ain to protect
flood storage and to mitigate fl ood
risks.
Environmental Impact
Assessment Volume 1 –
Swanscombe Peni nsula

EIA and Geotec hnic al Report on land
raising development.

Useful referenc e document and
methodolog y.

Calculation of storage volumes and
loss of flood pl ain storage.

Yes

Northfleet West SubStation Site – Masterplan
Report

Exc erpts of Mas terplan showing an
over view of the SUDS options that
may be used in the Devel opment

Infor mati on available in more detail
elsewhere.

Station Road, Greenhithe
Flood Ris k Ass essment

FRA of devel opment on the waterfront
in Greenhithe, where mini mum fl oor
level was taken as 600mm above 1 in
1000 yr tidal surge level

Infor mati on available in more detail
elsewhere.

Very us eful doc ument to understand
joint probability anal ysis of Tidal
Thames.

Design flood defence l evels to be
used to assess residual risk.

Tidal Thames - Calculati on
of Defenc e Levels (May
2002)

Publicl y available

Publicl y available

No
Publicl y available

No

Yes

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from the Environment
Agenc y.

(Thames Bar rier)
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Source

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

Flood Ris k Management
Plan for Devel opment at
The Embankment

Review of flood risks and mitigation
measures for the development and
details of the Flood Acti on Points
(flood management issues to be
address ed in cas e of floodi ng).

Example of Flood Ris k Management
Plan.

Only licens ed for this s tudy.
Licensing to be obtained
directly from Gravesham
Borough C ouncil.

Useful referenc e document when
looking at emergenc y planning and
use of SFRA outputs.
Yes

Gravesham Borough Local
Plan Revi ew March 2000

Provi des the Council’s planning
polices for the deliver y and c ontrol of
all aspects of development including
housi ng, leisure, r etail, and community
devel opment. Includes policies for the
protecti on and enhanc ement of green
spaces and natural resources.

Useful framework and specific
guidelines for development in the
flood plan.

Publicl y available

Yes

Sets out detailed requirements for
devel opment in floodpl ain to protect
flood storage and to mitigate fl ood
risks

Gravesham Borough
Council
Local D evelopment
Scheme

Identifies how Gravesham will pr oduce
their LDF and sets out 3 year plan for
the preparation of LDDs over the next
3 year period, incl uding ti metables and
provisional dates for community
consultation.

Yes

Canal Basin
Supplementar y Pl anni ng
Guidance

Sets out the pl anni ng framewor k for
the deli ver y of devel opment on the
site. Identifies fl oodi ng as an issue.

Yes

Publicl y available

North East Gravesend
Masterplan

Provi des a strategic layout pl an for the
devel opment of the site, identifying
sites for development.

Yes

Publicl y available

North East Gravesend
Supplementar y Pl anni ng
Guidance

Sets out the pl anni ng framewor k for
the deli ver y of devel opment on the
site. Identifies fl oodi ng as an issue.

Yes

Publicl y available

Publicl y available
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Source

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

RPG3B/9B – Strategic
Guidance for the Ri ver
Thames

Guidance r efers to flood risk and the
need for development to allow
sufficient space on the riverside for the
potential s trengtheni ng of fl ood
defences .

Yes

Publicl y available

Kent Struc ture Plan –
1996

Provi des s trategic planni ng polices for
Kent and incl udes referenc e to flood
risk.

Document pre dates PPG25 and is
therefore of limited use as it has been
overtaken by Regional Guidance and
a review of the plan

Publicl y available

No
Planni ng Polic y Forum
10th June 2005

Document that c onsidered the Draft
South East Plan and incl udes policies
in relation to flood defenc e.

Yes

Publicl y available

South East Plan District
Housing Distribution

Establishes a draft framework for the
distribution of housing across the
south east and includes a sec tion and
policies on flood risk management.

Yes

Publicl y available

Kent CountyCouncil

PPF- KPOG and
HOUSEBUILDERS
LIAISON MEETING 7th
June 2005
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Source

Report Information

Review

Use in SFRA

Licensing/copying

Kent and Medway
Structure Plan – Deposit
Draft September 2003

Provi des s trategic planni ng advice for
the area and identifi es sites and
locations for new development.

Identifies areas for strategic
devel opment and the princi ples for
assessing development within flood
risk areas

Publicl y available

Sets out detailed polices for
devel opment within flood ris k ar eas

Kent CountyCouncil

RPG9a – Regional
Planni ng Guidanc e for
Thames Gateway

Provi des s trategic planni ng policies
from the deli ver y of str ategic
devel opment ai ms across the area.

Department of the
Environment

Yes

Identifies areas for strategic
devel opment and the princi ples for
assessing development within flood
risk areas

Publicl y available

Yes
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3.

Conclusions

Section 3 summarises the main conclusions of the data review and identifies the major gaps in
the data, with recommendations for further work where required.
Topographical Data
Coverage of topographical data is comprehensive and is a composite of LiDAR, SAR and
Photogrammetry flown at different times. Some clarification on photogrammetry accuracy is
still pending and it will not be possible to ascertain it within the timeframe of this study. This
will have an impact on the flood extent predicted where the photogrammetry is used. Outline
checks of the interface between LiDAR and photogrammetry have shown that there appears to
be a good match between the two datasets. However, the LiDAR data appears to be a lot
“ grainier” than the photogrammetry. In spite of these differences, the data is of adequate quality
for the purposes of this study. The resultant DEM covers the whole of the areas of interest
mostly to a high degree of accuracy. Lesser accuracy is achieved in the upper reaches of the
River Thames tributaries where this information is not as crucial.
One should also note the different dates at which the topographical information was collected
(2004 for the 1m grid LiDAR to the west of the M25, 2001 for the 2m grid LiDAR to the east of
the M25 and 1997 for the photogrammetry). T herefore significant earth movements that took
place at Ingress Park, Crossways and on the Ebbsfleet Valley, will not be reflected in the flood
risk maps to be developed for this study. No other suitable information was made available to
reflect the changes that have taken place.
GIS Datasets
The GIS datasets received for the study are fairly comprehensive and will use d for the next
stages of the study.
Hydraulic Models
Only limited use will be made of available hydraulic models in the river tributaries. A detailed
assessment of fluvial flood risk and production of additional flood envelopes would require a
significant amount of resources and may not be required to assess flood risk. More detailed
studies at individual LBC level or FRAs at individual site level would be able to make good use
of existing hydraulic models. Issues such as climate change and detailed breach modelling
analysis along the tributary banks may not be required.
Re ports
A number of reports ranging from Planning Documents, Masterplans and EIA to detailed flood
risk assessments were received and reviewed. T hey provide useful background information for
stages 2 and 3 of the study where flood risk will need to be mapped and potential development
allocations tested.
Surface Wate r and Groundwate r Flooding
A summary output from Thames Water Sewer Flooding Database was made available for the
study. Southern Water was able to provide detailed historical flooding information as well as
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outputs from 50 year design storm which will be use d to characterise surface water flood risk in
Gravesham BC.
Information on Groundwater flooding and geological layers were made available to the study
and will be used to address potential ground water flooding, particularly as a potential effect of
stoppage of dewatering activities. T able 3.1 below summarises the gaps and limitations
identified in the various datasets grouped according to the main sources of flooding.

Table 3.1

Summary of the information gaps identified in the datasets

Source of
Flooding

Tidal Flooding from
the Ri ver T hames

Data Available

Gaps

Comments

Thames ISIS i nbank
model

Tidal defences
elevati on (particularl y
for earth
embankments)

It is gener ally felt that the information
provided is adequate for the SFRA

Details of flood
defences structures
failure mec hanis ms
and structural integrity

Gaps i n tidal defence elevation data
might restrict overtopping
investigations , gaps will be infilled usi ng
LiDAR data .

Modelling includi ng
climate change

S105 modelling outputs will allow to
understand fl uvial flood risk, however,
the i mpact of climate change might not
be possible

Partial information on
surface water fl ooding
from manholes in a 50
year event

Infor mati on on
historical flooding due
to surface water drain
lack of c apacity.

Surfac e water drainage floodi ng
information is limited but bes t us e will
be made of the infor mati on c ollected to
address flood ris k

Lidar and SAR
topography

Infor mati on made
availabl e by Southern
Water and Thames
Water

Lidar and SAR
topography

Groundwater level
data, hydrogeol ogical
map

Lidar topography and
1997 photogrammetry
Design Flood D efence
Levels
Defenc e Standard of
Protecti on, C ondition
Grade and El evation

Thames Tributar y
Fluvial Floodi ng

S105 Modelling
Outputs for the Ri ver
Darent and the Ri ver
Ebbsfl eet
Lidar and SAR
topography

Surfac e Water
Flooding

Groundwater
Flooding

Geolog y layer
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Disclaimer
Disclaimer on behalf of Kent County Council and Kent Thameside Delivery Board
This report has been prepared by Entec UK Ltd ("Entec") and was commissioned by the
Kent County Council ("the Council") on behalf of and for the sole benefit of the Kent
Thameside Delivery Board ("KTDB") for each of the following strategic purposes:
(i)
enabling Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils to undertake the
sequential test described in the Government Planning Policy on "Development and Flood
Risk" and inform their Local Development Framework;
(ii)

informing the strategic planning of Kent Thameside; and

(iii)
presenting the potential consequences to existing and proposed
development in flood risk areas which would need to be assessed in more detail at local
level.
Neither the Council nor KTDB accept any liability (in negligence or otherwise) for or
make any representation as to or warrant the accuracy or correctness of the information
incorporated in the report. Third parties who rely on this information do so at their own
risk and are advised to obtain professional advice on specific issues.

Disclaimer on behalf of Entec UK Limited
This report has been prepared by Entec UK Ltd ("Entec") and was commissioned by the
Kent County Council ("the Council") on behalf of and for the sole benefit of the Kent
Thameside Delivery Board ("KTDB") for each of the following strategic purposes:
(i)
enabling Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils to undertake the
sequential test described in the Government Planning Policy on "Development and Flood
Risk" and inform their Local Development Framework;
(ii)

informing the strategic planning of Kent Thameside; and

(iii)
presenting
the potential consequences to existing and proposed
development in flood risk areas which would need to be assessed in more detail at local
level.
Entec does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy, completeness or
suitability for any purpose of the information contained herein, and to the fullest extent
permitted by law Entec (including its employees, agents, sub-contractors and other
representatives) hereby exclude any and all liability on its part for any use of, or reliance
upon, the Report by any third party. This exclusion of liability will not apply in the event
of personal injury or death resulting directly from Entec's negligence. You are therefore
advised to obtain professional advice if you intend to rely on the information contained in
the report."
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

Kent Thameside Delivery Board is commissioning a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA)
in order to inform the strategic planning of its area and take this important factor into account in
investment decisions and delivery of regeneration programmes in the area.
One of the primary goals of the SFRA is to enable Gravesham and Dartford Borough Councils
to undertake the PPG25 sequential test and thereby directly inform the strategic planning of
Kent Thameside area through analysing the consequence of existing and proposed development
in flood risk areas. The SFRA also allows partners involved in the investment and delivery
planning of Kent Thameside to gain a better understanding of the implications of flood risk
management.

1.2

Scope

The study will be carried out in 3 Stages. These are as follows:
• Stage 1 which includes the collection and review of baseline information collected
to carry out the SFRA;
• Stage 2 (this report) which focuses on identifying and characterizing the sources of
flood risk by exploring the components of a source-pathway-receptor model,
modelling the effect of the most critical risk scenarios and producing a set of maps
characterising the flood risk;
• Stage 3 will use the output maps and breach modelling work undertaken in Stage 2
to assess residual risk and the consequences/impact with respect to risk to life and
economic and environmental damage.
This report presents the outcomes of Stage 2 and should be read in conjunction with the Stage 1
report which gives a review of the baseline data.
The aim of Stage 2 was to use information made available to the project to undertake a strategic
assessment of risk of flooding to land in accordance with PPG 25 and Stage 3.1 in the EA
‘General Principles Development and Flood Risk’ document.
As stated in the brief, the purpose was to identify:
• the areas and principal development sites within Kent Thameside that are at risk of
flooding for all zones within table 1 of PPG 25;
• within flood zone 3, to identify the variations in the actual flood risk including the
presence and standard of any defences;
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• for all zones, the effect of the increase in surface water run off from proposed
developments, and any areas where the receiving system is known to be
inadequate;
• the effect of flood defence failures, principally bank breaching, to identify areas of
rapid inundation and the extent and depth of flooding from such a breach;
• the implications of land raising on development sites, which is addressed in Stage
3;
• the potential increase in flood risk having regard to the IPCC medium and high
climate change scenarios.
For clarity of understanding, the full SFRA development process, including the development of
the tools and methodology for carrying out the PPG 25 sequential test will be described in the
main Stage 3 report.

1.3

Structure of Stage 2 Report

The report is divided into six sections:
• An introduction to the report is given in this section;
• Section 2 reviews the sources of flood risk and identifies the ones that need further
analysis;
• Section 3 gives an analysis of the tidal design levels from various sources and
suggests a suitable approach;
• Section 4 outlines the approach and methodology for assessing risk from
overtopping;
• Section 5 covers the modelling methodology employed for the breach scenarios
and comments on each breach;
• Section 6 details the approach and methodology for assessing surface water
flooding in Kent Thameside;
• Section 7 provides a conclusion and a way forward for delineating residual risk in
the Stage 3 report.
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2.

Approach to Flood Risk in Kent
Thameside

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1
Background
A Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) is a planning tool. It is an assessment that is
designed to inform the spatial planning process of relevant issues of flood risk. The degree of
detail in the assessment must therefore be commensurate with this objective. This section of the
report describes the strategic approach that has been taken in assessing the flood risk in the Kent
Thameside area.
The key concept of a strategic flood risk assessment is that of risk. Risk is a product of
probability and consequence, where probability is the chance of a particular event occurring and
consequence is the impact of that event. In situations where a relatively high standard of
protection exists, such as Kent Thameside, where the Thames Tidal Defences provide protection
from tidal flooding, probability becomes a lesser parameter in the calculation of risk, with
consequence becoming the more important parameter. Whilst the River Thames defences
reduce the probability of tidal flooding, the consequences of any overtopping or breach of the
defences would be severe.
The potential scale of flooding from these primary sources is considerably larger than flooding
from secondary sources such as urban drainage network or groundwater, although frequent
sewer flooding can have large consequences. The management of the residual flood risks from
the primary sources1 will normally be sufficient to deal with the secondary2 sources.
The identification of the potential sources of flooding and their effect within the Kent
Thameside are explored in a ‘Source-Pathway-Receptor’ Model in the section below.
2.1.2
Source-Pathway-Receptor Model
Table 2.1 below gives an overview of the potential sources of flooding in Kent Thameside, the
pathways to receptors of flooding and their likely impact. The probability of the event
occurring and the scale of the consequences are noted. An overall risk for each source is then
given by combining probability and consequence. The calculation of the level of risk is made
according to the product of probability and consequence, as illustrated in Table 2.2 and
described below the table.
The summary Source-Pathway-Receptor matrix shown in Table 2.1 is used to assess the sources
of flooding and their associated flood risk. In the main report, more detailed Source-Pathway-

1

Source of flood risk with significant impact such as fluvial or tidal flooding

2

Souce of flood risk with lesser overall impact such as surface water or groundwater flooding
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Receptor matrices are presented for each ‘embayment’ within the Kent Thameside area,
summarising the results of the risk assessment for the sources of flooding in each embayment.
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Table 2.1

Summary Source-Pathway-Receptor Matrix

Source

Pathway

Receptor

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk

Tidal flooding from River
Thames during 0.1% event

Breach

Properties and people behind Thames Tidal
Defences, civil infrastructure, lowest lying areas at
particular risk, Rapid Inundation Zones in areas
closest to breach location

Remote

High

High

Tidal flooding from River
Thames as a result of
extreme tidal surge well in
excess of 0.1%

Overtopping

Properties and people behind Thames Tidal
Defences, civil infrastructure, areas adjacent to
defences and lowest lying areas at particular risk

Very Remote

High

High

Human error/mechanical
failure in operating small
tidal defences (gates in
Thames Tidal Defences,
drainage outfalls)

Manually operated gates or locks left open
resulting in effective breach of tidal
defences, drainage outfall sluices not closed
allowing tidal water into surface water
drainage system or sewage system

Properties and people behind tidal defences,
particularly those close to gates and in low lying
areas.

Likely

Medium

High

Human error /mechanical
failure in operating large
tidal gates (flood barriers on
rivers)

Gates remain open resulting in effective
breach of tidal defences.

Properties and people behind Thames Tidal
Defences, civil infrastructure, areas adjacent to
defences and lowest lying areas at particular risk

Remote

High

High

Thames Tributary (Darent,
Ebbsfleet) fluvial flooding in
excess of river flood
defences

Breach/overtopping of fluvial defences,
overbank flooding

Properties and people in fluvial floodplain, civil
infrastructure

Possible

Medium

Medium
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Source

Pathway

Receptor

Likelihood

Consequence

Risk

Surface Water Flooding,
Tide-lock flooding

Blockage of pipes/culverts, failure of pumps
or outfalls (sluices/flap valves), lack of
hydraulic gradient in drainage system at
high tide resulting in backing up of surface
water drainage

Properties adjacent to surface water drainage
infrastructure, particularly properties in low lying
areas close to the Thames Tidal Defences

Likely

Low

Medium

Flash flooding from minor
tributaries/dry valleys

rainfall exceeding infiltration resulting in
surface water flow in excess of the capacity
of the surface drainage infrastructure,
particularly large dry valleys with significant
areas of hardstanding

Properties and people in low-lying topographic
valleys where debris laden flow could lead to loss
of life

Remote

Medium - High

Medium

Groundwater flooding

Rising groundwater levels, potentially
exacerbated by cessation of dewatering at
quarries

Properties in low lying areas with high connectivity
to groundwater, particularly properties in dry
valleys on the Chalk

Possible

Low

Low
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Table 2.2

Risk as a product of Likelihood (Probability) and Consequence
Likelihood (Probability)

Consequence
(impact on people
and property)

Likely

Infrequent

Possible

Remote

Very Remote

High

High

High

High

High

High

Medium

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

NOTE: ’Negligible’ consequence in the above table was defined as no damage to property. ‘Low’ consequence was defined as minor damage to property, with low depths of floodwater
(<0.5m) and low velocity. ‘Medium’ consequence was defined as moderate damage to property, with moderate depths of floodwater (<1m) and moderate velocity. ‘High’ consequence
was defined as high damage to property or loss of life, with high depths of floodwater (>1m) and high velocity.
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In order to categorise the qualitative likelihood (probability), terminology from a paper
presented at the 2004 DEFRA Flood and Coastal Management Conference was used and
adapted for this specific case3.
‘Likely’ events are considered to be events of relatively common occurrence that an individual
may experience a few times in their lifetime. These correspond approximately to events lying
between the 10% (10 year return period) and 4% (25 year return period) events. These are
currently satisfactorily managed through the provision of the Thames Tidal Defences and the
fluvial defences along the River Darent and Ebbsfleet.
‘Infrequent’ events are considered to be events that an individual may experience once in a
lifetime. The modelled hydrology that was used approximated to a 1% event. Again this is
managed by the Thames Tidal Defences and model outlines for the River Thames tributaries
have been produced.
‘Possible’ events are considered to be rare events that may be seen once in every few lifetimes.
These correspond approximately a 0.1% event using standard best practice. Although these
events are managed by the Thames Tidal Defences they represent a very significant event on
fluvial systems.
‘Remote’ events are considered to be events of low order likelihood combined with a breaching
of the defence.
‘Very Remote’ events are considered to be events where the Thames Tidal Defences would be
overwhelmed such as for an extreme overtopping scenario.
Relation with Civil Contingency Act 2004
It should be noted that the risk categories identified in this SFRA are different from the risk
categories of the Civil Contingency Act 2004. Appendix A shows how the two relate. In
essence, due to the high level of protection granted by the flood defences in Kent Thameside,
the SFRA focuses much more on distinguishing risk categories at the higher end of the risk
spectrum, where very extreme flood events would have a very low probability of occurrence but
very significant consequences.

3

Hother, J., Applying Reliability Risk Analysis to Flood Risk Management, 39th DEFRA Flood and
Coastal Management Conference, 2004.
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2.2

Sources of Flooding

2.2.1
EA Flood Risk Zones
Figure 2.1 shows the EA flood risk zones for Dartford and Gravesham Borough Councils
Boundary. These flood risk zones correspond to the PPG 25 flood risk zones identifying areas
of Low, Medium and High flood risk which correspond to Flood Zones 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
A description of the source of these zones is given below:
Floods Zone 2:

this is taken from the EA’s indicative flood plain maps.

Flood Zone 3a and 3b:

this is taken from 1 in 100 year flood envelopes where available (the
Rivers Darent and Ebbsfleet have been modelled), the EA’s
indicative flood plain map for zone 3 has been used where this is
unavailable

Flood Zone 3c:

this is taken from the 1 in 20 year flood envelopes on the Ebbsfleet,
as it was available, for the Darent the 1 in 20 year has not been
mapped and so zone 3a/3b has been shown hatched as potential zone
3c, elsewhere a 20m buffer has been shown around the river.

2.2.2
Tidal Flooding From the River Thames
The Kent Thameside area is protected from tidal flooding from the River Thames by
embankments, flood walls and the movable Darent Barrier. The defences form a nearcontinuous boundary protecting low-lying areas from inundation at high tides. The only
exception to this is in the centre of Gravesend, where a small area around the Clarendon Hotel
lies outside of the Thames tidal defences and remains protected to a much lower standard. It
should be noted however that in this area many of the properties are individually protected.
The Environment Agency state that the Thames tidal defences in the Kent Thameside area
provide protection from flood events up to the 1 in 1000 year tidal level (the 0.1% annual
probability event). The quality of the defences is categorised by the Environment Agency as
‘Grade 2’, indicating that they are of ‘fair/good’ quality. The site visit undertaken as part of the
SFRA, in conjunction with representatives from the Environment Agency, revealed that in some
isolated areas the defences are of lower quality and some remediation or improvement works
will be needed. The Environment Agency regularly monitors the flood defences.
The risk of tidal flooding from the River Thames is assessed in two ways as part of the SFRA.
An assessment of the consequences of the defences being overtopped by an extreme high tide is
made (Section 4 of this report). The consequences of the defences being breached is also
assessed. A breach in the tidal defences would allow water to flow through the defences onto
the low-lying land behind the defences. The risk of flooding as a result of breaches in the tidal
defences is assessed through a series of example breach models at particular locations along the
tidal defence line. This is discussed in Section 5 of this report.
Embayments
The defended areas are divided into topographically separate low-lying areas called
embayments. These embayments are divided by points of high ground preventing flood flow
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from one embayment to another. For the purposes of this SFRA the Kent Thameside area has
been divided into three embayments, entitled ‘Dartford Embayment’, ‘Swanscombe
Embayment’ and ‘Gravesend Embayment’. The boundaries between these embayments are
shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2

Embayments in Kent Thameside

2.2.3
Fluvial Flooding From Thames Tributaries
Fluvial flooding is a significant risk in some areas of Kent Thameside. Within the area covered
by the SFRA there are two major tributaries of the River Thames: the River Darent and the
River Ebbsfleet. They both drain largely chalk catchments and use of existing flood mapping is
proposed to assess the level of flood risk.
The River Darent flooded in 1968 including Dartford Town Centre. Following the flood event,
defence works were constructed to defend Dartford Town Centre up to 1% standard (1 in 100
year). Flood defence measures include use of former quarries as lakes to attenuate flood flows.
There is an EA report on flooding in the Darent Valley completed in 2003.
Traditionally embankments along the fluvial reaches of the tributaries have a much lower level
of protection (1% or less) than the tidal reaches, which infers that risk is lower from the fluvial
sources. However for the purposes of the SFRA high residual risk status has been conferred to
the River Thames tributaries, due the relative difference in standards.
The Standard of Protection provided for the River Thames tributary defences could not be
assessed more accurately due to the lack of information in the datasets provided. However,
S105 flood envelopes provided for the main tributaries (Darent and Ebbsfleet) enabled a broad
assessment of the protection afforded (See Table 2.3 for more details).
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Table 2.3

Flood Risk Along Thames Tributaries

River Reach

Comment

Darent between South Darenth
and M25

There is no available digital data on the standard of defences in this area. The
river is bifurcated along this stretch and both banks and the centre appear to act
as functioning flood plain. The properties north and south of Devon Road appear
to be protected to a standard lower than 1 in 100 (1%).

Darent between M25 and A225

The standard of defences on this stretch of the river appear to be lower than 1 in
100 years (1%), with the exception of the Dartford Trade Park. Here the left-hand
bank is protected at least 1 in 100 year standard, however, in extreme events
there appears to be a flow route over Powder Mill Lane from the flood plain to the
north, which is defended to a much lower standard. There are very few properties
on the remaining reach and both banks act as functional floodplain.

Darent between A225 and Overy
Liberty

Properties along Lowfield Street and the Sports Grounds in this area appear to be
protected to a standard lower than 1 in 100 years. The Library and properties on
Market Street appear to be protected to a standard greater than 1 in 100 years
(1%).

Darent between Overy Liberty and
the Confluence with the Thames

The properties in this reach appear to be protected to a high standard, greater
than 1 in 100 years (1%).

River Darent (full length within
study area)

Climate change will affect the flooding frequency and intensity. It is likely that as a
result flood risk along the River Darent will increase over time. The Environment
Agency indicative floodmap (100 and 1000 year undefended outlines) gives an
indication of the areas that could potentially be affected by flooding in the future.

Ebbsfleet between the A2 and the
Railway Line

There appears to be no defences in this reach of the river and the surrounding
land acts as functional flood plain. The Sewage Works appear not to be protected.
It is understood that as part of the works for the Channel Tunnel Rail Link station
of Ebbsfleet the floodplain outline will be affected. The development on the
Ebbsfleet valley will substantially reduce the capacity of the floodplain to attenuate
flood flows. The Robins Creek will be used instead as an effective flood
attenuation reservoir. Works were undertaken to clear the culvert linking the
Ebbsfleet with Robin’s Creek. However, stoppage of dewatering of the Eastern
Quarry and climate change could affect flood risk along the valley by increasing
runoff.
Additionally culvert blockage, embankment failure, frozen catchment or excessive
weed growth in the Ebbsfleet could increase flood risk in the future.

2.2.4
Surface Water Drainage
Flooding may also occur as a result of a failure of the local drainage network. Although not
explicitly addressed as a defined ‘zone’ by PPG25, surface drainage flooding can result in
substantial damage and distress to residents and businesses if not carefully managed. It is
essential, therefore, that future development takes due consideration of known problems or
issues with the surface water drainage network.
Whilst the data collected through Water Utilities for this SFRA has revealed that there is no
significant history of surface water drainage flooding within the two boroughs, the register of
past 10 year reports of 17 houses in Dartford and 1 house in Gravesham (See also Appendix A).
Additionally Southern Water also provided locations of manholes and spill volumes through the
manhole for a 1 in 50 year (2% probability) design storm which would overwhelm the drainage
system.
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Both Southern Water and Thames Water have a rolling programme for upgrading their sewer
system so that flood risk can be reduced.
In both boroughs the surface water drainage infrastructure drains to the River Thames via
outfalls through the Thames Tidal Defences. These outfalls are controlled with flap-valves
designed to prevent water flowing from the Thames into the drainage system during high tide
when the water level in the Thames is above the level of the outfall, thereby ‘locking’ the
surface drainage system. During high tides in the Thames Estuary surface and fluvial water is
unable to discharge to the Thames due to this tide-locking effect. Lower lying areas adjacent to
the Thames are therefore at risk from flooding during rainfall events combined with high tides.
As the tide cycle takes approximately 12 hours there is a period of approximately 6 hours when
tide levels are at or above the mean tide level. During these periods the tide locking may
contribute to flood risk in low-lying areas adjacent to the Thames.
The potential effect of this tide-locking mechanism is examined more in detail in Section 6 of
this report.
The second area of concern relates to the foul drainage particularly for the potential new
development in low-lying areas. Whilst this is not a direct risk to the development areas, there
remains a potential health risk if surface water flooding causes inundation or failure of the foul
drainage systems. It is probable that foul water pumping stations will be required to drain these
low lying areas, and it is essential therefore that these are protected from inundation at the very
least to the 1% risk.
2.2.5
Groundwater Flooding
Groundwater flooding occurs when the water table level, normally below ground, intersects the
ground surface or non-lined underground infrastructure (e.g. basements, cellars, tunnels, etc.).
If this happens, groundwater can cause flooding for a significant period of time.
As a broad assessment, groundwater flooding is most likely to occur in the lowest lying areas, as
the water table is likely to be closest to the ground surface in these areas. Groundwater flooding
is also dependent, however, on the underlying rock type, with rocks that hold a large amount of
water and have a fluctuating water table being more susceptible. Most of the catchments within
Kent Thameside drain towards the River Thames and are underlain with chalk. Chalk is highly
permeable and given the right conditions (very wet winter for example) can give raise to
groundwater flooding issues.
The Environment Agency explained that two main areas where groundwater flood risk could
change in the future are the Blue Lake area (Lafarge cement mills when dewatering stops) and
the Eastern Quarry (again when dewatering stops).
The main concern of Environment Agency is the development of the Swanscombe peninsula as
water levels in the peninsula could be directly affected by stopping dewatering at Eastern
Quarry. Cessation of dewatering is estimated to cause groundwater levels at the Eastern Quarry
to recover to at least 5-8 mAOD, the Ebbsfleet tostart flowing again and potentially the lowlying areas of the Swanscombe peninsula (between 0 and 4 mAOD) will be at greater risk of
flooding due to the high connectivity through the chalk between the Eastern Quarry and the
Swanscombe peninsula, particularly through a drainage path at Knockhall. The drainage
infrastructure through the flood defences of the Swanscombe peninsula might not be able to
cope with this additional groundwater inflow.
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Similarly when and if de-watering at Blue Lake stops, areas to the north of Blue Lake in
Rosherville are likely to experience higher groundwater levels and the level of risk would be
increased.
2.2.6

Other Sources of Flooding

Flash Flooding
Flash flooding from minor tributaries/dry valleys for rainfall exceeding infiltration rates which
would result in surface water flow in excess of the capacity of the surface drainage
infrastructure could be another potential scenario. Properties and people in low-lying narrow
valleys could be at risk. However, in Kent Thameside there is no evidence of such event taking
place and given the high infiltration rate of the chalk, it is felt that this type of flood event is less
likely in Kent Thameside. However, in extreme events (such as frozen catchment), rivers in dry
valleys could become active therby causing flash flooding.
Human Error
Failure to operate one or more of the tidal gates during a significant tidal event is a much more
likely scenario which will be investigated further in Section 5.

2.3

Pathways

2.3.1
Topography
Topography is a key indicator of flood risk, particularly in relation to breach or overtopping of
the Thames tidal defences. Low-lying areas will clearly be at higher risk of flooding than
higher areas.
The flood storage available in the flood cells was calculated from the filtered LiDAR data and is
presented in Appendix B. The data will be used to model overtopping scenarios and to
understand flood storage capacity and flood risk of low-lying areas.
The filtered (i.e. with buildings and trees removed) LiDAR topographical information provided
by the Environment Agency for the SFRA is shown on Figure 2.3. These data provide a key
resource in assessing flood risk and flood pathways in the SFRA. The influence of topography
on flood risk in relation to the identified sources of flooding is summarised in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4

Influence of Topography on Flood Risk

Topographical
Characterisation

Source of Flooding

Comment

Low lying areas (below height of tidal
defences)

Breach/overtopping of tidal defences,
surface runoff, groundwater

High flood risk

High ground (above height of tidal
defences)

Overtopping, surface runoff

Low flood risk

Land close to raised defences

Breach/overtopping resulting in rapid
inundation by flood waters

Very high flood risk
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2.3.2
Man-Made Features
Man-made features, such as road and rail embankments, tunnels and buildings affect flood risk
by blocking, diverting or transferring flood waters to different areas than those to which they
would naturally flow. Roads and embankments will tend to obstruct flood flows and direct
flood waters along the road alignment. For example, the main railway line that runs through the
Dartford Embayment in an east-west direction along an embankment will provide a significant
boundary to flood flow. The flow of water across the embayment in a north-south direction will
be severely impeded concentrating on culverts and bridges under the rail embankment. Table
2.5 summarises the main man-made features which affect flood risk within the study area.
Appendix F has a map showing the tunnels under the A226 and North Kent line, Table 2.5
includes the larger openings.
Table 2.5

Man-Made Features Affecting Flood Risk

Embayment

Man-Made Feature*

Effect on Flood Risk

Dartford
Marshes

Dartford Crossing (M25)

The M25 anticlockwise carriageway tunnel could potentially flood. There
is a flood defence bund around the entrance to mitigate flood risk, which
forms a barrier to flood water moving in the east-west direction.

Dartford Crossing (M25)

The M25 bridge over the Thames, immediately to the east of the tunnel
extends the line of the flood defence bund at its lower end, preventing
east-west flow.

North Kent Line
(Railway)

The railway line that runs east-west across the embayment on an
embankment provides a barrier to flood waters moving south into the
embayment.

Former Charles Street
Tunnel, Greenhithe

The former Charles Street under the railway line and provides a conduit
for flood waters to flood the low-lying areas of Greenhithe and beyond.

Flue Ash

By-products of the concrete factory form large mounds on the
Swanscombe peninsula which act as a tidal flood defence.

Lafarge Cement Works
access road under A226
and railway

This road passes through tunnels below Station Road and the Railway
Line and would convey flood water to the low-lying areas around the
Sewage Works

Church Path pit railway
tunnel under A226

This tramline passes through tunnels below Station Road and the
Railway Line and these would convey flood water to the low-lying areas
around the Sewage Works

Thames Way – A226
access

This road passes under the railway line and provides a flow path for
flood water, both for tidal flooding to pass to the low lying areas around
the Sewage Works and, in extreme events, to convey fluvial flood water
from the Ebbsfleet to the Industrial areas northeast of the railway line

Ebbsfleet Culvert

The Ebbsfleet enters a culvert as it passes below the railway line and
emerges approximately 500m further downstream at the corner of Grove
Road. This culvert poses a risk to flooding if it became blocked.

North Kent Line

The main railway line running east-west across the embayment is
embanked in East Gravesend, providing a barrier to flood flows.

Canal Basin

The canal basin in East Gravesend may potentially provide flood
storage in the event of a breach if the water level in the basin is low. It
could also act as pathway conveying flood water more rapidly in lowlying areas.

Canal

The canal passes across the marshes to the east of Gravesend. The
canal is embanked and provides an obstacle to the flow of flood waters
across the marshes.

Swanscombe

Gravesend and
Marshes
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Marsh ditch network

The ditch network on the marshes provides flow routes that may allow
flood water to propagate rapidly across the marshes. It could also have
the potential effect of acting as buffers to flood inundation.

Note: * The assessment of the features affecting flood risk is based on conversations with Dartford BC, Gravesham BC,
the Environment Agency and reviews of OS plans and aerial photographs. No site visit was undertaken to assess
whether they have all been correctly identified. A detailed site visit should be undertaken to ascertain their influence
and the list drawn in this table should not be exclusively relied upon.

2.3.3
Tidal Flood Defences
Figure 2.4 shows a long section of the Thames Tidal Defence crest levels as provided by the
Environment Agency Southern region and modified using other sources of information. Design
flood levels (0.1% probability including climate change to 2060) provided by the EA Southern
region are also shown on the figure. As can be seen the defence crest line appears to provide a
high standard of protection for most of the tidal frontage with the exception of a few locations
as reported on Table 2.6. It should be noted that the Environment Agency are currently doing
some intrusive investigations on the soft defences at Dartford and Gravesend/Shorne Marshes to
investigate why the defences some of the defences have slumped.
Table 2.6

Location of Low Spots on Tidal Frontage based on LiDAR Information

Location

Defence Level
(m AOD)

EA Southern
Design Levels
(mAOD)

Comment

Dartford
Marshes

6.7

6.8

750 m where defence line appears to be lower than
design level by 100 mm. This does not affect the
sewerage treatment works, However, if a breach at
this lower spot was to occur, it could have significant
consequences (See Section 5).

Dartford Tunnel
to Crossways

approx. 6.5

6.7

1200 m where defence line appears to be lower by
200 mm. However, this assessment is based on less
accurate topographical information derived from the
1997 photogrammetry. More up to date
topographical information is being collected by the
Environment Agency as part of their TE 2100
strategy.

East of Ingress
Park

6.35

6.7

35 m where defence line appears to be lower than
design level by approximately 350 mm

Reconstructed
defence line at
Shorne Marshes

6.4 to 5.7

6.5

400 m where defence line appears to be lower than
design level by 100 mm and 900 m where defence
line appears to be lower by 800 mm

2.3.4
Geology
Figure 2.5 shows the geology underlying the study area. As can be seen a large proportion of
the catchment areas to the south is on chalk which is highly permeable and act as an effective
buffer storing large parts of the runoff during intense rainfall events and releasing water as a
constant base flow during most of the year.
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Increasing the impermeable areas through development of greenfield areas will reduce this
dampening effect, particularly for the smaller catchments in low-lying areas near the tidal
defence line.

2.4

Climate Change

2.4.1
General Guidance in PPG25
There is mounting evidence that the global climate is changing as a result of human activity.
This will affect flooding in two principal ways: increasing sea level and storm patterns will
increase the frequency of extreme high tides; and changes in rainfall duration and intensity
patterns will affect peak river flows and surface runoff. These impacts of climate change are
recognised by PPG25 as being of great significance in relation to the consideration of future
flood risk. The current guidance in PPG25 asks that an allowance should be made of 6 mm per
year to account for the effects of sea level rise and sinking of Eastern England and that an extra
20% fluvial flow should be considered in assessing fluvial flows. However this was based on
the UKCIP98 Scenarios and predated the more recent UKCIP02 Scenarios.
In addition to predicting a general rise in sea levels, the UKCIP02 Scenarios also predict that
changes in storminess, sea level and land movement mean that storm surge heights will
increase, and that this increase will be greatest in the south-east of England.
UKCIP02 Scenarios are currently being used to assess the potential impact of climate change in
the UK based on different global emission scenarios. There is a very high level of uncertainty
related to the dataset, more details can be found on the UKCIP web page
(http://www.ukcip.org.uk/). Four UKCIP02 scenarios have been derived from climate model
runs at the Hadley Centre and are described in detail in the UKCIP02 Scientific Report. Each of
the climate scenarios is based on a different global emissions scenario that was developed for
the IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES).
During the East London SFRA, the Thames Estuary 2100 project provided the project team with
estimates of the potential effect of climate change under different scenarios at the confluence
between the River Roding with the Thames. The changes reported at that location would
probably of a similar nature in Kent Thameside. These are summarised in Table 2.7 and Figure
2.6.

Table 2.7

Interpretation of UKCIP02 at Confluence between Rivers Roding and Thames

Interpretation of UKCIP02 Scenarios

Return period (Years)

at the Confluence between River Roding and River Thames*

20

50

100

1000

Current Situation

5.35

5.49

5.60

6.10

5.40

5.54

5.65

6.15

Land Movement to 2050

1mm/year to 2050
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Interpretation of UKCIP02 Scenarios

Return period (Years)

at the Confluence between River Roding and River Thames*

20

50

100

1000

Thermal Ocean expansion

UKCIP low

14cm (7-30)

5.49

5.63

5.74

6.24

2050s

UKCIP medium-high

15cm (8-32)

5.50

5.64

5.75

6.25

UKCIP high

18cm (9-36)

5.53

5.67

5.78

6.28

-

5.89

-

-

5.35

5.49

5.60

6.10

1mm/year to 2100

5.45

5.59

5.70

6.20

Total to 2050

TE2100 interpolated Incl.
allowance for increased
storminess

Current Situation
Land Movement to 2100
Thermal Ocean expansion

UKCIP low

28cm (10-57)

5.63

5.77

5.88

6.38

2100s

UKCIP medium-high

39cm (17-75)

5.74

5.88

5.99

6.49

UKCIP high

46cm (19-89)

5.81

5.95

6.06

6.56

Increased storminess to
2100

TE2100 interpolated

50cm increase to
1:50 year event

5.60

5.99

6.28

7.20

Total to 2100

TE2100 interpolated

6.09

6.48

6.77

7.69

Note: * All levels are given in mAOD

By combining all influences - land movement, sea level rise and changes to tidal surge peak, the
1 in 50 year tide level for 2050 might increase by +40cm and for 2100 by +100cm (medium
high scenario and 4 to 18 cm higher for the high emission scenario).
It is important to consider mean sea level rise and tidal surge separately and in conjunction.
Mean sea level rise will impact pumping station performance to drain the land behind the tidal
defences for example, whereas tidal surge could be a hazard with a large direct flood risk but of
course a low probability.
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Potential Effect of Climate on Flood Defence Standard at the Confluence with the

Further analysis of the potential effect of climate change in the event of an extreme tidal surge
and a breach are provided in section 5.7.
2.4.2
Effect on Surface Water Runoff and Groundwater
In Kent Thameside, increased storminess and higher peak rainfall values could mean even
greater increases of urban runoff. Whilst the water companies currently report that there are no
significant problems with surface water runoff, increased urban runoff may result in the capacity
of the drainage network being exceeded on a more regular and widespread basis. In addition,
the problems noted above regarding the ‘tide-locking’ effect on the surface drainage system
may be exacerbated by both higher tides and increased surface runoff.
The UKCIP02 predictions indicate that for extreme rainfall events precipitation could increase
by 40% in winter months and reduce by 20% in the summer months but with increased
likelihood of summer storms. This could potentially be made worse by urban heat island
effects. Due to wetter winters, groundwater levels might increase in winter months giving
potentially an increase in groundwater flooding problems for low-lying areas.
2.4.3
Consideration of Climate Change in the SFRA
In PPG25 risk needs to be assessed for the present time. Within an SFRA climate change needs
to be examined to assess the robustness of the mitigation measures proposed, and also to assess
how the high risk zone may increase in lateral extent, and scale of its flood risk.
The climate change scenarios provide a challenge not only to how we adapt or modify tidal
defences but also whether it is sustainable to develop in areas where significant investment is
required to protect these areas in future.
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Zone 2 provides a good indicator of the sensitivity of the real extent of risk to more severe
fluvial/tidal events. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, there is little difference between the Zone 2
and Zone 3 boundaries, therefore the consequences of climate change are mainly related to
increased depth of flooding. The impact of climate change (increased tidal levels) will be that
the low-lying areas within Zones 2 and 3 could flood to a greater depth for a flood event of the
same return period. Flooding could also be more frequent. However, the topography of Kent
Thameside is such that the flood extent would not increase significantly, this is because lowlying areas are bordered by chalk hills with steep slopes.
Figure 2.6 above gives an indication of the potential reduction in the Standard of Protection of
the Defences if they were kept at the same level. The EA Thames Estuary 2100 strategy will be
examining the impact of climate change and will outline solutions for the long-term
management of flood risk to take it into account.
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3.

Design Conditions

3.1

Different Sources of Design Levels

Whilst preparing the set up for the breach modelling scenarios, Entec was provided with EA
Southern Region Flood Design Levels along the River Thames tidal frontage. It became quickly
apparent that different datasets exist which give different design levels for a 1 in 1000 year tidal
event. Table 3.1 below presents the datasets collected as well as their source.

Halcrow 2002 (2002
horiz.)

2

Gallions

3

6.50

6.47

6.15

R Roding

5

6.48

6.40

6.10

Erith

14

6.25

6.84

6.20

5.91

Dartford

16

6.8

6.21

6.79

6.16

5.87

Littlebrook

18

6.7

6.16

6.68

6.12

5.82

Greenhithe

21

6.7

6.10

6.48

6.06

5.76

Broadness

23

6.6

6.04

6.44

6.01

5.71

Northfleet

26

6.5

5.96

5.94

5.63

Gravesend

29

6.5

5.91

5.88

5.58

Shornmead

33

6.4

5.79

5.48

Higham

35

6.3

5.74

5.43

Lower Hope Point

38

6.3

5.67

5.36

Southend

65

5.27

4.95

Note:

6.55

5.93

JBA 2000 (2060
horiz.)+ Thames
Barrier Reflection
(1969 study)

North Woolwich

JBA 2000
no Thames Barrier
reflection
(2060 horiz.)**

0

EA Southern
(2060 horiz.)

Thames Barrier

Location

Halcrow 2002 (2052
horiz.)

Posfords Breach
Design Levels (2004
study)

Posfords 2004
gauge records (2060
horiz.)**

Comparison of 0.1% Probability Design Flood Levels
Chainage from
Thames Barrier (km)
*

Table 3.1

6.53

6.85

6.41

* Derived from ISIS Model provided by the Thames Barrier Operation
** No Thames Barrier reflection.
In red derived by linear interpolation

These levels are also presented on Figure 3.1 below.
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There are three main sources of design flood levels which involve different approaches:
• Method 1 - Old Southern Water Model: the EA Southern Development Control
team uses design levels derived from an old model originally built by Southern
Water to derive the design flood levels. These levels appear to be high compared to
other methods and we were initially asked to match those design levels in deriving
the breach inflow hydrographs;
• Method 2 - Extreme Sea Level Analysis (2000, 2004) + Thames Barrier Reflection
Report (1969) used for the Darent Flood Mapping Study: the design levels are
derived from a statistical analysis of the extreme water levels at various ports along
the Thames Estuary. A 6 mm per year allowance was added to the Extreme Levels
to account for climate change and additionally the effect of the reflection of the
Thames Barrier was added based on a 1969 study (see JBA 2000 series on Figure
3.1 for details on how this was obtained).
• Method 3 - Halcrow (2002) Calculation of Flood Defence Levels by
Hydrodynamic Modelling: Halcrow and CEH calculated the joint probability
analysis of fluvial and tidal flood events in the Thames Estuary by running 180
simulations with different tidal and fluvial boundary conditions which enabled
CEH to calculate a structure function giving a maximum river level at a site for a
particular river-flow and sea-level condition. Statistical models were developed to
represent river-flows and sea-levels including their statistical dependence. The
study gives flood design levels for various locations along the estuary. Outputs
from this study were used to derive design tidal events for the East London
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment.
Figure 3.1 shows how Method 1 appears to estimate higher design flood levels than the
other methods including extrapolation of gauge records.
Method 2 appears to match the design levels of Method 1 at the mouth of the River Darent
and then diverge to lower design levels towards the Swanscombe peninsula.
Both methods overestimate the design levels by 400 to 600 mm compared to the Method 3
which is based on a more sophisticated scientific estuarial process approach. Method 3 is
more consistent than individual port analysis. The method omits wind effects, which in Kent
Thameside would not be significant.
It should be noticed that Method 3 appears also to be matching better design flood estimates
as derived from the analysis of gauge records which include climate change.
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Effect of Boundary Conditions on Graduation of
Flood Risk in Kent Thameside

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 below show the effect of using different tidal flood levels on breach extent
at Dartford Marshes. The breach extent on both figures was obtained by using a design tidal
level of 6.14 m AOD at Southend – Method 1 - (to match a design tidal level of 6.7 m AOD at
Dartford Marshes using EA Southern method) and a design tidal level of 5 m AOD at Southend
– Method 3 - (i.e. 1 in 1000 year design level using Halcrow 2002 method) for figures 3.2 and
3.3 respectively. Both tidal events were run in the ISIS model used by the Thames Barrier for
flood warning purposes.
As can be seen the flood extent as well as the total flood volume spilling through the breach
(See Table 3.2 below) is significantly different. This in turn has a significant effect on the
graduation of flood risk in the low-lying areas of Kent Thameside.
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Table 3.2

Effect of Boundary Conditions on Breach Volume at Dartford Marshes

Method used to estimate
design flood levels

Design Tide Level
at Southend
(m AOD)

Design Level at
Dartford
Marshes
(m AOD)

Spill volumes through 50
m breach
(1 tidal cycle)
3
(1000 m )

6.14

6.75

1,400

5

5.63

400

Method 1
EA Southern Design Levels

Method 3
Halcrow 2002 Design Levels
(2002 horiz.)

3.3

Discussion

Method 1 uses design levels which are high compared to other methods whereas the Method 3
uses design levels which are more scientifically based and give a better estimation of the actual
flood risk. Method 1 would be appropriate to set building floor levels along the tidal frontage
because it predicts conservatively high levels and is therefore safer.
Method 1 also gives a breach flood extent which is comparable with the extent of Zone 3 on the
EA flood map. It therefore does not facilitate the graduation of flood risk within the low-lying
areas. If one was to follow this precautionary approach, development currently shown within
Zone 3 would fall out of the sequential test, and if passed through the test further, the lack of a
realistic assessment of risk may suggest that the development is rejected.
Further testing of how to bring the site forward in that environment would demonstrate that
significant mitigation works are required. An informed view may not be possible for the SFRA
using such a precautionary approach. However, the risks are high and even with a refined
assessment of flood risk, the sequential test may still suggest that development is steered away
from these sites.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 compare the calculation of the Rapid Inundation Zone using design levels
for Methods 1 and 3 respectively. As can be seen, using design levels of Method 1 most of the
area lies in the rapid inundation zone due to the high flood depth and velocity. Method 3 on the
other hand shows that the Rapid Inundation Zone develops only next to the breach location on
the tidal frontage.
Method 3 enables the analysis to be focused on low-lying areas and areas of rapid inundation
along the tidal frontage. It is more risk based and would help more credibly the discussion on
flood risk and development of the areas at flood risk in Kent Thameside.
This method also has the advantage of being similar to the approach taken for the East London
SFRA which would give consistency in the estimation of residual flood risk across the
administrative boundaries.
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Further to discussion with the EA Southern, it was agreed that method 3 should be used as more
scientifically based and more up to date assessment of flood design levels
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4.

Overtopping Assessment

4.1

Approach and Methodology

4.1.1
Flood Defence Crest Line
Data on the crest height of the tidal defences were made available by the Environment Agency.
Where no data were available LiDAR or design flood levels given by the Environment Agency
were used to produce a continuous flood defence height line.
On the Kent Thameside frontage, flood defence levels range from a maximum of 8.5 to a
minimum of 5.7 mAOD with an average level of 6.85 mAOD. Earth embankments tend to be
higher that concrete walls and sheet piles due to a greater freeboard allowance.
Figure 2.5 shows a longitudinal profile of the flood defences along the tidal frontage,
highlighting areas where the flood defence line appears to be lower. The figure compares the
flood defence line with the design flood levels given by the Environment Agency.
4.1.2
Embayment Volumes
The embayments were represented by flood storage areas in the ISIS Tidal Thames
hydrodynamic model. Storage-area-elevation curves for each embayment were generated from
the unfiltered LiDAR data. The Flood Defence Crest Line was used to generate Spill Units to
be included between ISIS cross-sections to represent the embankments and to link the Thames
Estuary with the flood storage areas (See Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1

Overtopping Schematisation
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The embayments are assumed to be entirely separate for the purposes of this analysis.
The results shown in Table 4.1 include an estimation of the final flood level for the entire
embayments, based on the total overtopping volume.
4.1.3
Thames Overtopping Event
An extreme overtopping event in the Thames was simulated using the ISIS model supplied by
the Environment Agency (Halcrow, 2004). This was used to assess the potential quantum of
inundation that could be caused by an event that exceeded design levels by about 300mm.
The boundary conditions for this event are summarised as follows:
• Thames barrier closed about 2.5 hours before high water;
• No tributary inflows;
• Thames fluvial inflow of 100 m3/s at Teddington;
• Extreme tide of 6.38m at Southend.
The high tide level at Southend of 6.38m was estimated with regard to the following
components:
• 3.0m astronomic tide (around MHWS);
• 0.3m sea level rise;
• 3.08m surge (2.7m surge as occurred in 1953 and 0.4m of wave allowance)
coincident with high tide.
No attempt has been made to estimate the probability or realism of this event which would be in
excess of 0.01% (i.e. more than 1 in 10,000 years return period). It should also be noted that the
impact of climate change on the magnitude of a surge event cannot be estimated accurately.

4.2

Overtopping Results

The results for the overtopping analysis are given in Table 4.1. The peak level in the Thames
for the simulated overtopping event is about 7.14 m AOD at cross-section XS3.22 in the ISIS
model and exceeds the Defence levels by on average to 0.3m. The embankments are
overtopped for a period of about 1 hour, as shown in Figure 4.2.
The results were compared with the river levels given in the report ‘Tidal Thames –
Hydrodynamic Modelling, Calculation of Defence Levels’ (Halcrow / EA, 2002) for various
return periods. The report gives a 1 in 10,000 year level at Southend of 5.838 mAOD (with
climate change allowance to 2052), about 0.6m lower than the peak level of the simulated event.
As a result large parts of Kent Thameside frontage are essentially fully inundated (See Figure
4.3).
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4.3

Wider Impact of Preferential Defence Standards

The wider impact on the study area of a large reduction in available flood storage in a single
embayment was investigated. The analysis was undertaken by re-running the overtopping
scenario without the Swanscombe peninsula flood cell. This simplified approach was designed
to demonstrate what might happen in an overtopping event if all flood storage in the
Swanscombe embayment was unavailable, either because the land or defence levels were raised.
The results of the regional analysis are shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2. As can be seen, the
effect of removing the Swanscombe floodplain storage increases the peak level in the Thames
by about 0.04 m for the simulated overtopping event. The water levels in the Dartford Marshes
and Gravesend flood cells are increased by about 0.2 m and 0.1 m respectively.
Table 4.1

Results of Overtopping and Regional Analysis

Overtop Kent Thameside

Overtop Kent Thameside
excluding Swanscombe

Peak
Inflow
(m 3/s)

Inflow
Volume3
(1000m )

Final Water
Level
(mAOD)

Peak
Inflow
(m 3/s)

Dartford Marshes

4,000

11,200

4.4

4,300

Swanscombe

1,460

3,450

4.4

Gravesend

2,600

10,450

3.5

Peak Level in Thames at
the Swanscombe Peninsula

7.14 m AOD

2,700

Inflow
Volume
3
(1000m )

Final Water
Level
(mAOD)

12,000

4.6

-

-

10,800

3.6

7.18 m AOD

*Halcrow ISIS model cross-section XS 3.22
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Water level in the Thames (XS 3.22)
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Figure 4.2

4.4

Water Level Dartford Marshes

Water Level Gravesend

Water Level Dartford Marshes ( No Sw anscombe)

Water Level Gravesend (No Sw anscombe)

Regional Overtopping Analysis - River Level in Thames (top) and Water Level in
Dartford Marshes and Gravesend Flood Cells

Limitations of the Approach

The results for the overtopping and wider impact analyses are only indicative. The ISIS model
used in the SFRA does not include any floodplain areas along the estuary and is not designed
for overtopping investigations. If such an extreme tidal event was to occur, it is likely that
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overtopping would be taking place further downstream of the Estuary and that the flood peak
would therefore be attenuated further (as shown on Figure 4.2).

4.5

Conclusion

The overtopping scenario highlights the issues related to the development behind flood
defences, in particular the potential catastrophic effect of such an extreme event. However,
effective flood warning, as it is in place today in the Thames Estuary, will help to reduce any
loss of life through such an extreme event.
The overtopping scenario also highlights the potentially significant effect that regional decisions
on flood defence levels can have across the Thames Estuary. For example if flood defences are
raised along the Swanscombe peninsula, this could have a detrimental effect in other areas along
the Estuary by increasing the flood level in the river and therefore increasing flood risk
elsewhere.
Land raising could have a similar effect if the “flood storage volume” provided by the low-lying
areas behind the flood defences was fully occupied by the raised land.
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5.

Breach Modelling Assessment

5.1

Introduction

Breaching is likely to be the flooding scenario which causes the worst loss of life due to its
sudden and unpredictable nature. The Rapid Inundation Zone (RIZ) is used to assess the risk to
public safety from flood defence failure. The mapping of the rapid inundation zone shows areas
where the flow of water is more likely to put people at risk based on a combination of flow
velocity and depth.
The scope of the Kent Thameside Project does not permit the testing of all possible breach
locations. Therefore location selection criteria had to be defined. Outputs from breach modelling
runs will be used to give some guidance on where development is more likely to be in the rapid
inundation zone and where further detailed investigation is required. Depending on the scale of
the development, this could be a detailed site specific flood risk assessment.
5.1.1

Approach

The tidal flood defence breaches were modelled using JFLOW, the hydrographs for input into
JFLOW were modelled in ISIS.
JFLOW
The following model features and limitations are relevant to the Stage 2 modelling:
• JFLOW does not consider the momentum component of flow. The direction of
flow is purely driven by elevation differences;
• The ‘nested’ grid option overlays a larger grid size onto a sub-grid. The larger grid
is used to determine the flow path (connectivity) and the wet cells are determined
using the sub-grid. This option allows a shorter run time while still obtaining a
detailed outline. There are associated advantages and limitations. Determining
connectivity using the larger grid size means that some small obstructions, such as
vegetation, are often ignored. However, the grid size should be chosen with care to
ensure that true obstructions to flow are not ‘jumped’ and the flow paths are
realistic;
The following parameters were used in the JFLOW modelling:
• Global Manning’s roughness value of 0.03 was adopted;
• The inflow hydrographs for large breaches were divided over several inflow points;
• A 2 m sub-grid DEM was used as the basis of the model, 3 cells in each cell of the
larger grid, i.e. a 6 m grid was used;
• The model was run with a variable time-step that changes dynamically based on
calculated changes in head.
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ISIS
Breach hydrographs were obtained from the ISIS hydrodynamic model for the Thames and
Roding embankments (used for flood warning purposes at the Thames Barrier). Breaches were
simulated using the ISIS breach unit with the following parameters:
• Spill coefficient of 1.7 which applies to relatively deep flow over a broad crested
weir with no significant end contraction;
• Breach unit lowers the spill when required to give a breach with a base width of
20m or 50m;
• The breach is assumed level with side slopes of 1V:0.5H and is implemented at the
very start of a rising tide.
The embayments are generally of sufficient volume that breach inflow is mostly unconstrained
by water levels in the flood cell. However, the embayment geometry was used to represent any
potential back water effect. The inflow breach hydrograph was generally limited to one tidal
cycle only, however three tidal cycles were also tested to have an indication of the final water
level within each embayment.
Flow through the breach lasts between 3 and 9 hours per tidal cycle depending on the breach
invert level. Flow through the breach will occur whilst the level of the water in the River
Thames is above the threshold level of the breach (breach invert). Therefore for breaches with a
low invert, such as those in the defences by the Dartford Marshes, the flow of water through the
breach will last for a longer time span of the tide cycle. Conversely, a gate opening at the top of
the defences will only have flow through it for a short period of time as it has a high invert
level.
5.1.2

Sources of Data

LiDAR
One of the main data requirements for running the breach models are LiDAR Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs). Unfiltered Lidar data was adopted for use in breach modelling. The following
limitations of using the unfiltered data were identified:
• Vegetation can act as obstructions to flow, particularly when in rows or dense
stands;
• Raised roads, railways and crossings act as barriers to flow;
• Narrow flow paths between buildings are not always picked up in the model;
• Extent of flooding may be overestimated because buildings and other features are
“impermeable” to flood water and occupy part of the volume of the embayment.
LiDAR data was available in a 1 m grid for Dartford and in a 2 m grid for Swanscombe and
Gravesend.
The LiDAR data was modified where major obstructions to flow were identified (effect of
tunnels, culverts, trees, etc). The adopted elevations in these areas are based on subjective
assessment of surrounding ground levels. Further details are given in the discussion of
individual breaches in Section 5.3.
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The DEM data sets were resampled to give a uniform 2 m grid over the whole extent. The loss
of detail as a result of the resizing the Dartford LiDAR is not considered to be significant.
Photogrammetry
As LiDAR DEM was not available for the Crossways area between Dartford and Swanscombe,
near the QE2 bridge. The 1997 photogrammetry was used instead. The following limitations of
using photogrammetry were identified:
• Extent of flooding may be under-estimated because the volume of the buildings is
not included in the dataset;
• Flow paths may not be realistic in built-up areas where buildings would obstruct
flow;
• The dataset has a variable grid density, some areas have a lower resolution than
others;
• Small drainage ditches may not be present;
• Photogrammetry is generally much “smoother” than LiDAR giving thereby a faster
spread of flood waters.
The photogrammetry was resampled to give a uniform 2 m grid and merged with the LiDAR
DEM.
Thames Tidal Defences
JFLOW can read Linear Defence Tables, a MapInfo polyline that gives information on the
position and height of defences. As LiDAR surveys cannot detect hard defences (narrow walls),
this functionality is used to ensure that water does not flow over defences in JFLOW until the
water has reached a height equivalent to the flood defence line.
The Thames Tidal Defences data supplied by the EA was found to be incomplete when
compared to the LiDAR (See figure 2.5). For soft defences, which are relatively bulky and can
be easily detected in a 2m grid LiDAR survey, the tidal defence data was adjusted using the
LiDAR survey information. For hard defences, such as walls and sheet piling, which cannot be
easily detected using the LiDAR survey, missing elevation values were adjusted using
neighbouring hard defence data. A detailed summary of the changes made to the flood defence
information is given in Appendix C.
It should be noted that at Crossways Business park 1997 photogrammetry information was used.

5.2

Location and Configuration of Breaches

The breach was modelled to occur at the peak of the hydrograph, with a 20m width for hard
defences, 50m for soft defences, and a breach height down to the ground level behind the
defence. Breach analyses were undertaken at representative selected locations along the
defences of Kent Thameside. The results were modelled and mapped to assess the consequence.
The locations of the breaches were chosen by considering the following factors:
• Topography (relative levels);
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• Width of riverside defences and development behind the embankment;
• Accessible flow paths between breach location and low-lying areas;
• Expected magnitude of impact. Flooding of residential areas was given more
weighting than flooding of industrial areas;
• Location of development sites.
By use of the inundation models described in Appendix D, the depth and speed of flooding
within each embayment was estimated, thereby enabling an assessment of the risk to life under a
single main residual risk scenario (see Section 5.3). Breach modelling was undertaken for a
selection of 12 breach locations, shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1

Breach Location Map

It must be noted that the depth of the breach is based on a subjective assessment of the DEM
and aerial photographs.
The EA guidance advises that the depth of the breach be taken as the “…ground level at the
landward toe of the embankment”. At most of the selected breach locations, there is some
degree of development and land raising immediately behind the embankment. This was
considered to reduce the likelihood of the breach scouring down to the lowest ground levels in
the embayment. In general, the depth of a breach is based on the ground level 20 to 50m behind
the embankment.
Breach GR_7 was modelled as a failure of the gates to the canal basin, therefore the dimensions
of the breach are the dimensions of the flood gate.
The adopted breach configurations for the selected locations are given in Table 5.1 below. All
breaches were modelled using method 3 as explained in section 3.
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Table 5.1

Breach Location and Configuration

Em bayment

Breach ID

Location

Width

Scour
Level

Height

Thames
Design
Level

X

Y

m

m AOD

m AOD

m AOD

Dartford

DT_1

555556

176881

20.0

4.1

6.9

5.87

Dartford

DT_2

557086

175899

50.0

3.0

6.5

5.83

Dartford

DT_3

558388

175183

20.0

4.5

7.0

5.83

Dartford

DT_10

554519

177647

50

1.0

6.7

5.84

Dartford

GT_9

558630

175170

4.33

4.94

6.98

5.83

Swanscombe

SW_4

559789

175616

50.0

1.4

6.5

5.79

Swanscombe

SW_5

561453

175516

20.0

3.8

7.0

5.80

Swanscombe

SW_6

563437

174482

20.0

4.7

6.8

5.78

Swanscombe

SW_11

561924

174975

20

0.3

6.98

5.78

Swanscombe

GT_12

563410

174480

7

4.57

6.83

5.78

Gravesend

GR_7

565644

174295

7.3

-1.8

6.8

5.76

Gravesend

GR_8

568011

174377

50.0

1.1

6.5

5.72

5.3

Volumetric Analysis of Breach Design Hydrographs

Table 5.2 below shows the equivalent flood levels in the 3 embayments for 1 tidal cycle and 3
tidal cycles using the tidal defence levels in the Thames proposed by EA Southern (Method 1
See section 3). As can be seen, flood levels in the three embayments vary from 6.14 to 1.56 m
AOD.
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Table 5.2

Em bayment

4

Volumetric Analysis of Breach Design Hydrographs (using Method 1)

Breach ID

ISIS
Model
Thames
Design
Level

Flood level
- 1 tidal
cycle

Flood level 3 tidal
cycles

Flood
volume – 1
tide cycle

m AOD

m AOD

m AOD

x1000 m

3

Flood volume
– 3 tide
cycles

x1000 m

Dartford

DT_1

6.7

1.79

2.76

1,349

4,035

Dartford

DT_2

6.7

n/a

n/a

6,653

12,566

Dartford

DT_3

6.7

1.56

2.28

870

2,608

Dartford

DT_10

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Dartford

GT_9

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Swanscombe

SW_4

6.6

6.10

6.14

627

713

Swanscombe

SW_5

6.5

3.01

4.66

628

714

Swanscombe

SW_6

6.5

2.16

3.21

546

1,650

Swanscombe

SW_11

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Swanscombe

GT_12

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Gravesend

GR_7

6.5

2.77

3.44

4,280

8,975

Gravesend

GR_8

6.4

4.07

4.87

10,194

15,055

3

Table 5.3 below shows the equivalent flood levels in the 3 embayments for 1 tidal cycle and 3
tidal cycles using Method 3 including climate change (See section 3). As can be seen flood
levels within the embayments are lower by about 0.5 m.

4

Data for scenarios DT10, GT9, SW11 and GT12 is missing as they were added to the breach model runs
after the analysis of the two methods had been completed.
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Table 5.3

Volumetric Analysis of Breach Design Hydrographs (using Method 3 + clim ate
change)

Em bayment

Breach ID

ISIS
Model
Thames
Design
Level

Flood level
- 1 tidal
cycle

Flood level 3 tidal
cycles

Flood
volume – 1
tide cycle

m AOD

m AOD

m AOD

x1000 m

3

Flood volume
– 3 tide
cycles

x1000 m

Dartford

DT_1

5.87

1.38

1.99

594

1,821

Dartford

DT_2

5.83

2.74

4.25

3,992

9,110

Dartford

DT_3

5.83

1.15

1.62

320

1000

Dartford

DT_10

5.84

4.22

4.63

4,900

5,663

Dartford

GT_9

5.83

0.10

0.71

28

91

Swanscombe

SW_4

5.79

5.47

5.50

216

427

Swanscombe

SW_5

5.80

2.37

3.62

735

2,223

Swanscombe

SW_6

5.78

1.68

2.22

189

597

Swanscombe

SW_11

5.78

3.03

4.87

1,417

4,520

Swanscombe

GT_12

5.78

1.44

1.79

84

261

Gravesend

GR_7

5.76

2.62

3.02

3,136

5,727

Gravesend

GR_8

5.72

3.54

4.14

7,077

10,160

5.4

3

Breach Events

The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was modified as explained in Section 5.1.2 to account for
obstructions to the flow of water so that the hydraulic model reflects more realistically what
would occur in the event of a breach (water flowing through culverts and across trees).
Flood Hazard Maps were produced for each breach location using the methodology detailed in
section 7.1 and can be seen in appendix E.
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5.4.1

Dartford Marshes

DT 1
This tidal breach analysis was undertaken for a breach in the hard defences near the sewage
works (See Figure 5.2). Flooding extends across the Dartford marshes to the River Darent in the
west. Raised banks of Little Brook power station prevent flood waters to flow to the east.
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (trees).
DT 2
This tidal breach analysis was undertaken for a breach in the earth embankment defences 250 m
downstream of the QE2 bridge and, therefore near the Dartford Tunnel entrance (See Figure
5.3). The flood waters extend to the east flooding part of Crossways Business Park and
Greenhithe. Flood waters also circumvent the Dartford Tunnel flood defences and flood
parkland to the south of the Littlebrook Power Station. Flood water also eventually inundates
the Dartford Tunnel by overwhelming the tunnel flood defences.
It should be noted that this is an extreme scenario (extreme high tide combined with a breach)
and that for lower magnitude events, the Dartford Crossng flood defences would probably
provide adequate protection.
One should also note the influence of the 1997 photogrammetry used for this area. The level of
accuracy in representing flood risk is reduced due to lack of more up to date information on
topographical levels which have been affected by changes in the landform as a result of the
development of Crossways Business Park.
• The DEM in this area was provided by photogrammetry as LiDAR data was
unavailable. As such there are no buildings or other features in the DEM which
would reduce the flood storage or impede the flow of the flood water.
• The flood defence bund on the east side of the Dartford Tunnel entrance was
extended to represent the QE2 bridge embankment thereby forming a barrier to
flood water, however this could not be correlated with other sources of
information.
DT 3
This tidal breach is located near Greenhithe on hard defences (See Figure 5.4). There are
extensive residential areas to the east and, under a bridge below the railway line, to the south of
the breach location. The A206 acts as a flow path to convey floodwater below the railway line.
To the west the DEM is created from 1997 photogrammetry data.
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to the flow (bridges).
DT 10
This tidal breach is in the soft defences on the Dartford marshes, to the east of the mouth of the
Darent to the Thames Estuary (see figure 5.5). The flooding from this breach covers almost all
of the embayment, with a small area to the east unaffected, in the time the model is run.
• The DEM was altered to remove obstructions to flow (roads over drainage ditches)
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5.4.2

Swanscombe

SW 4
This tidal breach is located on the western shore of the Swanscombe peninsula in the soft
defences (See Figure 5.6). Initially the Swanscombe Marshes are flooded, this area is
constrained by surrounding higher ground. If the flood waters rise above 4.2 mAOD Botany
marshes flood.
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (tunnels and trees).
SW 5
This tidal breach is in the hard defences on the eastern bank of the Swanscombe peninsula (See
Figure 5.7).
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (bridges, tunnels and
trees).
SW 6
This tidal breach is in the hard defences on the eastern side of the Swanscombe peninsula (See
Figure 5.8). Behind the defences at the location of the breach lies industrial works
developments and open depots. The modelled flood extent covers these industrial areas and
depots, with flood depths in some areas exceeding 2.5 m.
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (bridges, tunnels and
trees).
SW 11
This tidal breach was modelled on the hard defences between the Thames Estuary and Robins
Creek, the final reach of the Ebbsfleet (see Figure 5.9). Robins Creek forms a small basin which
would fill rapidly and then spill into the larger embayment, the ISIS model was run with one
reservoir nested within the other.
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (bridges, tunnels and
trees).
5.4.3

Gravesend

GR 7
This tidal breach is located at the entrance of the canal basin at Gravesend (See Figure 5.10).
The basin is not connected to the Thames and Medway Canal.
• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (bridges and trees).
GR 8
This tidal breach is located in the earth embankment protecting Eastcourt Marshes (See Figure
5.11). Behind the defences there is an extensive area of marshland, crossed by a number of
drainage ditches. The Thames and Medway Canal and North Kent railway line, which are
raised on an embankment above the level of the marshes, separate the marshes in two different
areas.
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• The DEM was altered to remove some obstructions to flow (bridges and trees).
5.4.4
Discussion of Breaches
The impact of the breaches modelled in these analyses falls into two categories according to the
type of defence that is breached. The hard defences are invariably protecting land that is built up
(which often has been land raised over the years) and the simulated breach has a narrow opening
and relatively high breach invert. The soft defences often protect very low-lying marshland and
the breach is much wider and deeper. DT_1 and DT_10 are examples of a breach in hard
defences and soft defences respectively, both near the Dartford Marshes with similar design
water levels. The difference in impact between the two breaches in terms of depth and flood
extent can be seen on Figures 5.1 and 5.5 respectively.

5.5

Failure to Operate Gates

There are many gates in the tidal defences along the Kent Thameside tidal frontage. The gates
vary in size. Large gates, which allow access to docks, are operated automatically in the event
of a flood. Small gates, which give access to slipways and jetties or for works divided by the
defences, are operated manually.
An example of failure to operate a large gate (access to the Canal Basin in Gravesend) is
modelled in scenario GR 7.
Small gates represent a lesser threat in terms of consequences, as their higher invert level means
that less water can flow through them. Often the threshold level of flood gates would be higher
than a 1 in 20 year design flood event (5% probability of flooding). However as many of them
are operated manually there is a greater likelihood of failure of operation during extreme
weather conditions. Two gate scenarios were modelled to assess the risk posed by their failure.
These scenarios used the design levels proposed by the EA Southern (See Method 1 in Section
3). For smaller flood events, such as the maximum annual tide, tidal waters would not reach the
gate invert. This is probably one of the main reasons why some of the gates were found to be in
various state of disrepair thereby being a likely source of flood risk in greater magnitude flood
events.
5.5.1
GT 9
Figure 5.12 represents the flood extent incurred through the non closure of a small gate, with an
invert level of 4.57 mAOD and a width of 7 m. The gate is located upstream of Ingress Park in
the Dartford Embayment. As can be seen, even for a relatively small opening in the Tidal
Defence Line, there is still a relatively large area in Greenhithe that would get flooded.
5.5.2
GT 12
Figure 5.13 represents the flood extent incurred through the non closure of a small gate, with an
invert level of 4.94 mAOD and a width of 4.33 m. The gate is located in Rosherville in the
Swanscombe Embayment. As can be seen even for a relatively small opening in the Tidal
Defence Line, there is still a relatively large area in North Fleet that would get flooded.
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5.6

Failure of Darent Flood Barrier

The flood barrier at the month of the River Darent (See Figure 5.14) forms part of the Thames
Tidal Defences and protects the Darent Creek from tidal flooding. The defences on the Darent
Creek are built to a 1 in 100 year return period design standard (i.e. much lower than the design
standard of the Thames Tidal Defences).
If the Darent Barrier was to fail to operate during a storm surge of the same magnitude as for the
breach analysis, water from the River Thames would flow into the Darent Creek, overtop the
flood defences and threaten Dartford Town Centre. .

Figure 5.14

Darent Flood Barrier

This flooding mechanism was modelled using a similar technique to the overtopping scenario in
the River Thames in section 4. The water level variation (tidal hydrograph) at the mouth of the
Darent River was abstracted from the ISIS model of the River Thames. Water was therefore
allowed to flow up the Darent Creek and overtop the flood defences.
The S105 ISIS model of the River Darent contains flood cells which are used to represent
floodplain storage which would be occupied by flood waters when overtopping the flood
defences. The final water level reached in the different flood cells was then used to produce a
flood depth map. The flood depth map was produced using LiDAR topographical data, which
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covers the downstream section of the Darent Creek and SAR topographicla data (1 m vertical
accuracy only) for the most upstream parts. Figure 5.15 shows the areas affected by this
scenario.
The model for the Darent was only designed to simulate fluvial flooding from the Darent
catchment. As such, the floodplain in the model is not as extensive as the limits of the flooding
in this scenario. If such an event were to occur with a failure of the Darent Flood Barrier, it is
likely that areas beyond those indicated on the map would also be flooded, in particular, the
areas to the east and the southwest of the Dartford Fresh Marshes.

5.7

Potential long term impact of Climate Change

The Environment Agency requested that the study look at the potential longer term impact of
climate change. To demonstrate the potential impact, breach modelling runs carried out using
method 1 (See section 3), i.e. significantly higher design levels, were compared with breach
modelling runs using method 3.
The method 3 scenario corresponds to a 1 in 1000 year event for a 2052 horizon. Method 1
would correspond to the same 1 in 1000 year storm surge but with an approximate time horizon
of 2100 (based on Figure 2.7). The difference in depth and flood extent between the two
scenarios is shown on Figure 5.16. It can be seen that the extent of the inundation is only
slightly worse but that the flooding is significantly deeper. The difference in design water level
in the River Thames between the two scenarios is approximately one metre. As can be seen the
flood defence and the large flood storage volume available behind them have a mitigating effect
and water depth within the defended areas go up by approximately 0.5 m only.
Obviously these estimates are subject to significant uncertainties regarding the likely magnitude
of climate change. However, they give an indication of how flood risk is likely to increase in the
future.
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6.

Fluvial Flooding in Kent Thameside

6.1

Introduction

During high tides in the Thames Estuary surface and fluvial water is unable to discharge to the
Thames due to the tide-locking effect. Lower lying areas adjacent to the Thames are therefore
at risk from flooding during rainfall events combined with high tides. As the tide cycle takes
~12 hours there is a period of ~6 hours when tide levels are at or above the mean tide level. It is
during these periods that tide locking may contribute to flood risk in low lying areas adjacent to
the Thames. The mean tide level for the Thames is ~0.0m AOD.
The assessment of fluvial flooding uses a catchment wide approach. Specific details of the
rivers and components of the surface water drainage system have not been considered. The
approach was to consider the volumes of surface water flows generated in each catchment for
the 1% (100 year) rainfall event. The peak flows have not been included in the assessment as
the capacity of the components of the surface water systems is unknown.
An assessment of flood volumes has been undertaken for each catchment for the critical
duration of 6 hours. A rainfall duration of 12 hours has also been used as a comparison of flood
volumes during a full tide cycle. The 1% (100 year) has been used as the design event as this is
consistent with the approach taken by the EA in regards to flood risk assessment in PPG25.
The impact on the tide lock system has been considered using the proposed development
footprints provided by the Borough Councils. The potential increase in flood volumes from
developments has also been assessed.

6.2

Catchment Hydrology

Using the FEH CD the Kent Thameside area was divided into 15 catchments. Figure 6.1 shows
the hydrological catchments which have been labelled 1 to 15. The FEH catchments did not
include some areas close to the River Thames and these areas have been divided between
adjacent catchments. The catchments are very permeable (chalk) with Standard Percentage
Runoff (SPR) values between 4.9 to 26.8%. This means that a high proportion of rainfall will
go to groundwater and will contribute to flows in rivers and streams as baseflow. As the
assessment of flow volumes is for a 6 to 12 hour period we have not considered the additional
flows generated from baseflow during these periods.
The design rainfall applied is specific to each catchment but is an average of 72mm for the
6hour event and 81mm for the 12 hour event. These figures are from the FEH CD for a 1%
(100 year) rainfall event.
Table 6.1 summarises some of the catchment characteristics for the site and the proposed
development areas.
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Table 6.1

Catchment Characteristics

Area (km )*

Standard
Percentage
Runoff (SPR)*

Critical Storm
Duration (hr)*

Major Development
2
Sites (km )

1

3.8

26.8

3.75

0.39

2

1.7

26

3.25

0.61

3

5.1

10.7

2.25

0.07

4

0.9

7.9

2.25

0.00

5

0.7

4.9

2.25

0.17

6

4.3

10

4.75

0.66

7

4.7

12.4

3.75

2.59

8

1.4

22.7

2.75

1.23

9

48.7

17.6

11

4.00

10

53.8

24

17

0.14

11

199.1

17.6

19

0.00

12

130.5

14.8

9

0.00

13

1.5

7.2

0.75

0.25

14

9.5

13.6

3.75

0.61

15

26.2

21.2

11

0.14

Catchment

2

Note: * Source FEH CD-ROM

The volumes for each catchment for the 6 and 12 hour design periods were estimated based on
the catchment area and percentage runoff. Two different approaches were applied based
primarily on the size of the catchment.
6.2.1

Small Catchments (<10 km2 )

For the small catchments with areas less than 10 km2 the volumes from this approach were
compared to the volumes calculated using the FEH Rainfall Runoff Method. The smaller
catchments have critical storm durations within the 6 hour tide lock period and the statistical
approach is not considered appropriate due to lack of small permeable catchments in pooling
groups. The rainfall runoff gives a higher volume and is therefore suitably conservative. For a
number of the catchments the results were very similar, but overall the method underestimated
volumes in comparison to FEH Rainfall Runoff by 13%.
For each catchment a multiplier was applied to the estimated volume to match the FEH Rainfall
Runoff approach and this was then applied to the scenario including development areas. This
ensures that the volume estimates were consistent with the FEH Rainfall Runoff approach.
6.2.2

Larger Catchments (>25 km2)

Halcrow has undertaken a hydrological analysis for catchment 9 (Ebbsfleet ISIS Models
Existing and Post-CTRL Conditions report). Halcrow found that the FEH Rainfall Runoff
method produced flows 3-4 times larger than the FEH Statistical method. Their approach to
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reconcile the two methodologies was to decrease the catchment area so that the peak flows were
closer together. They indicated that the contributing catchment area of permeable catchments
(in this case chalk) is generally smaller than the area measured by the topographical catchment
boundary and that is accentuated when the catchment is long and narrow.
The flood risk mapping of the River Darent undertaken by the EA also has to adjust flood
hydrographs for the permeable catchment. The approach undertaken in the study was to assess
the peak runoff using the statistical method and then using this estimation of the peak to adjust
the hydrograph produced in the rainfall runoff method whilst conserving the total runoff
volume. The end result was that the runoff occurred over a longer period of time than estimated
with the rainfall runoff method.
The approach used in this study follows is a combination of the above two approaches in that it
makes use of the statistical method and then extends the peak over the critical period of 6 hours.
The FEH statistical method was used to assess the peak runoff. The catchment areas were then
reduced so that the rainfall-runoff calculations matched the estimated peak flows. For the worst
case scenario during the 6 hour tidal lock condition the flows would be expected to be near peak
due to the longer durations of the flood hydrograph. The volumes have been calculated
assuming this peak flow for 6 hours which is considered to be suitably conservative given the
broad level of the approach.

6.3

Surface Water Volumes for New Development

The runoff volume from new developments has been estimated based on the development
footprint and assuming that 75% of the design rainfall will contribute to the runoff. The
percentage runoff from developments will depend on the type of development and in particular
the impermeable areas included such as buildings, roads, footpaths and carparks. The proposed
developments are generally on previously developed or damaged land, which could be qualified
as brownfield, with some small areas of development on greenfield land. The developments on
greenfield land and land previously developed or damaged which is highly permeable will
generally have a more significant effect on runoff volumes due to permeable areas being
converted to impermeable. Brownfield sites will already have some areas that are impermeable.
However, is many cases large surface water drainage schemes which include attenuation will be
present.

6.4

Results and Discussion

New development will increase the runoff volume in proportion with the area of development.
For the larger catchments which have relatively small areas of proposed new development the
increase is relatively minor. For some of the smaller catchments with significant areas of
development (catchment 2, 5, 7 and 8) the increase in runoff is significant.
Table 6.2 summarises the surface water volumes and equivalent flood depths for the 1% (100
year) rainfall event with a 6 hour duration. This assumes that water would be stored behind the
tidal defence for 6 hours in tide-lock condition before being released by gravity. There is
development proposed in all the FEH catchments with the exception of catchment 11.
Catchments 10, 11 and 12 do not have ground levels below 5m AOD and therefore are not at
risk of flooding from tide-lock conditions. Theses three catchments combine to form the
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catchment for the River Darent. The development proposed within these catchments results in a
small increase in flood volumes in comparison to the existing flood volumes.

Table 6.2

Catchment sensitivity to changes in runoff

3

Volume (6 hr Duration) (000’s m )

Including
Development

Maxim um
increase in
Depth in
w orst
affected
locations
(m )*

Equivalent Flood Level
(m AOD)

Catchment
Existing

Including
Development

Increase

Existing

1

69.5

83.3

13.8

0.91

0.94

0.03

2

31.5

52.8

21.3

1.57

1.74

0.18

3

56.3

59.2

2.9

1.20

1.22

0.02

4

6.8

6.8

0.0

1.43

1.43

0.00

5

3.1

11.1

8.0

2.75

3.53

0.78

6

30.3

61.0

30.7

2.02

2.75

0.73

7

36.8

154.9

118.1

1.58

2.22

0.64

8

22

68.0

46.0

1.32

1.54

0.22

9

211.5

373.9

162.4

2.93

3.43

0.50

10

362.8

368.0

5.2

-

-

-

11

669.6

669.6

0.0

-

-

-

12

427

427.0

0.0

-

-

-

13

17.8

28.8

11.0

2.32

2.77

0.45

14

129.1

154.4

25.3

2.13

2.17

0.04

15

124.2

129.7

5.5

1.66

1.66

0.00

Note:
* maximum increase in flood depth above 300 mm were highlighted for their significance. Depending on the flow
velocity and its potential increase, which has not been assessed in the present exercise, the relatively modest
increased in flood depth could be significant in terms of hazard.

Figure 6.2 shows the flood extent areas for existing conditions and following development. The
flood extent assumes that the runoff volume would be contained under tide lock conditions
within the low-lying areas adjacent to the River Thames frontage. Catchment 2, 7 and 8 show a
significant increase in flood areas following development. This suggests that significant flood
mitigation work (or installation of SuDs) will be required in these catchments to ensure that the
flood risk is not increased unduly and is managed through appropriate means.
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6.5

Limitations of the Approach

The fluvial / surface water flooding has been approached in a relatively simplistic and
catchment wide basis. Detailed analysis of the surface water systems would require a
significant study into the surface water drainage infrastructure and modelling of the system.
The catchment wide approach has not taken into account any localised hydraulic issues such as
capacity of pipe networks and culverts which will limit flows downstream and potentially cause
temporary flooding upstream. It has been assumed that during the period of a tidal cycle surface
water will be conveyed to the downstream end of catchments where it will be stored until the
tide is receding. This approach therefore does not assess flooding further upstream in the system
and could overestimate downstream flooding.
Runoff from the developments will vary depending on the type of development and in particular
the area of impermeable surface that will be included in the design. The change in flood volume
will also depend on the existing landuse of the proposed development footprint. Using aerial
photography and Multimap it appears that development would take place in areas that could be
qualified as greenfield.
Storage volumes of existing surface water systems (pipe networks, river channels, storage
basins) have not been included in the estimate of the equivalent flood levels.
A more detailed analysis of the individual catchments and their drainage infrastructure would be
required to be able to map flood hazard and increased flood risk to a sufficient level of detail for
a Flood Risk Assessment.
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7.

Mapping

7.1.1
Background
The mapping of Rapid Inundation Zone (RIZ) is used to assess risk to life due to a flood defence
failure. The methodology was adopted from the paper ‘Flood Risks to People in Defended
Areas’5.
The basic equation takes account of flow velocity and depth to determine the level of hazard to
people.
flood hazard = depth x (velocity + coefficient)
Research showed that the coefficient to be used in the equation could be set to 0.5. This ensures
that even with no velocity there is flood hazard.
The criteria for assessing flood hazard was derived from a number of physical experiments
carried out at HR Wallingford. The table below shows the proposed criteria for mapping flood
hazard.

Table 7.1 Criteria for m apping flood hazard

From

To

DESCRIPTION

No danger

0.5

0.75

No danger

Class 1

0.75

1.25

Danger for some

Class 2

1.25

2.50

Danger for most

Class 3

2.50

20.00

Danger for all

The breach modelling produced outputs at 0.25 hour intervals. The flood hazard was calculated
for each grid point at every time interval. Then results were aggregated to obtain the maximum
flood hazard at each grid point over the 12 hour simulation.
7.1.2
Rapid Inundation Zone Criteria
Figure 7.1 shows an example of the mapping of the rapid inundation zone for the breach at DT1
on Dartford Marshes. As can be seen the rapid inundation zone is heavily influenced by
topography adjacent to the river. For the extreme tidal events tested the rapid inundation zone is
relatively extensive.

5

Steven Wade, Mohammed Hassan & Valerie Bain, Flood risks to people in defended areas, (HR
Wallingford Ltd) presented at the London CIWEM conference, January 2005.
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Maps of individual breaches can be found in Appendix E.

7.2

Mapping of High Flood Depth Zone

The topography of Kent Thameside can be mapped using the LiDAR data. As extended areas of
low-lying elevation are present throughout a typical embayment, a more refined use of the
topography to differentiate flood risk within an embayment is required.
7.2.1
Projected Extreme Flood Depth
The initial approach has been to produce an extreme flood outline to supplement the information
provided by the breach modelling. The outline was based on design flood levels provided by
the Environment Agency development control team.
The design flood levels were projected horizontally inland along the lines defined in Figure 7.2
and an extreme flood outline was obtained by connecting those lines and intersecting the
resulting 3D water level surface with the ground. Extreme flood depth could then be calculated
at any location by computing the difference between 3D water level surface and the ground.

Figure 7.2

Projection of Extreme Flood Levels in Kent Thameside

Table 7.2 gives the design flood levels derived from the ISIS model which were used to produce
the 3D water surface for the extreme flood depth. The extreme flood depth was computed for
the flood design levels provided by the Environment Agency.
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Table 7.2

Design Flood Levels provided by the EA Southern Region

Cross Section
Num ber

Location

Level Design Flood
Level in m AOD

1

Dartford

6.8

2

Littlebrook

6.7

3

Greenhithe

6.7

4

Broadness

6.6

5

Northfleet

6.5

6

Gravesend

6.5

7

Shornmead

6.4

8

Higham

6.3

The extreme flood depth is mapped on Figure 7.3. This approach remains too crude a test. It
provides precautionary results but is too similar to the information that can be inferred from the
flood zone maps. Knowing that considerable loss of life would occur in an extreme event if the
defences were not in place, may suit some locations particularly where the tidal floodplain is not
very extensive (such as near Gravesend Towncentre), but it cannot sensibly inform a spatial
plan for the defended areas.

7.3

Mapping of Other Sources of Flooding

7.3.1
Fluvial Flood Risk
Actual Fluvial Flood risk should be mapped using a precautionary approach given the level of
uncertainty in the hydrological predictions of flood flows. Flood Zones and previous flood
mapping studies outputs will be used to characterise flood risk adjacent to fluvial defences.
7.3.2
Surface Water Drainage
The surface water runoff assessment (Section 6) and data collected through water companies
will allow us to characterise flood risk areas as areas likely to be affected by the tide-lock
system or areas where current drainage capacity is lower.
7.3.3
Groundwater Flooding
Due to the geology of the area, groundwater flooding is a general threat along most low-lying
areas behind tidal defences. However, areas likely to be affected by changes in groundwater
levels due to the cessation of dewatering activities at Eastern Quarry and Blue Lake will be
highlighted.
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8.

Conclusions

Source-Pathway-Receptor Model
The sources of flood risk in Kent Thameside were analysed through the development of a
Source-Pathway-Receptor model. The main sources were:
• failure/overtopping of the River Thames Tidal Defences;
• failure/overtopping of the River Thames Tributary Defences;
• surface water & groundwater flooding;
• failure to operate flood defence gates.
The Thames Tidal Defences (TTD) reduce the probability of flooding below the threshold of the
0.1% per annum. However, more extreme events or conditions may occur if those defences are
breached or overtopped. Risk is the product of ‘probability’ times ‘consequence’. As the
consequences of flooding in Kent Thameside can be quite large, residual risk is still high,
despite the very low probability.
The analysis of S105 models fluvial flood envelopes showed that some properties along the
River Thames tributaries are defended to a lower standard than properties in the Thames tidal
floodplain (See Table 2.3).
The effect of new development on surface water flood risk was investigated further. The outline
analysis carried out showed that consequences can be significant in low-lying areas with small
catchments draining through the tidal defences. In these low-lying areas, foul drainage will
need to be pumped and the siting and continuous operation of pumping stations in flood
conditions will be key to prevent health hazard. However, breaching of the tidal flood defences
would have much larger consequences.
Similarly groundwater flooding could become an issue in these low-lying areas.
Topography is the key driver to flood risk and man made infrastructure can have a significant
effect on flood risk. Road, railway embankments, canals and ditches can divert, convey and
block flood flows and influence flood risk.
Primary Sources of Flood Risk
As the consequences of Tidal Flooding by breach or overtopping are so large they needed to be
investigated further.
The analysis of overtopping scenarios showed that the consequences of overtopping would be
substantial and that landraising of some embayments can increase flood risk in other low-lying
areas of the Estuary. Overtopping has larger financial consequences but loss of life can be
managed through effective flood warning and emergency planning (See section 4).
Breaching is likely to be the worst case scenario in terms of loss of life because of its sudden
and unpredictable nature. Several breach scenarios were investigated for a “remote” event. (See
section 5 for more details).
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The analysis showed that the type and condition of the flood defence and the elevation of the
ground behind have a significant influence on the consequence. A hard defence with landraised
ground behind the defence will typically allow a smaller volume of water to spill through a
breach, thereby reducing the consequence and hence flood risk. Conversely, a breach in
structurally more vulnerable and less predictable tidal defence with low ground elevation behind
will produce a greater volume of water thereby increasing the consequences and hence flood
risk.
Similarly flood gates along the tidal defences represent a significant hazard in terms of flood
risk. This is because there is a significant number of gates along the tidal frontage and the
likelihood that one of the gates is left open in an extreme tidal event is relatively high.
Design Tidal Level Conditions
Section 3 highlighted how the tidal design levels used for the breach modelling runs influence
significantly the outcome of the risk based analysis.
Method 1 (EA Southern design levels) flood volumes mean that most of the area between the
Thames and the North Kent Line is in the rapid inundation zone due to the high flood depth and
velocity. This leads to no useful characterisation in terms of varying degree of flood risk and
tends to be conservatively precautionary.
Method 3 (Halcrow 2002 report on Thames Tidal Defence Level Design) enables the analysis to
be focused on low-lying areas and areas of rapid inundation along the tidal frontage. It is more
risk based and helps more credibly the discussion on flood risk and development of the areas at
risk of flooding in Kent Thameside.
This method has also advantage of being similar to the approach taken for the East London
SFRA which gives consistency in the estimation of residual flood risk across the administrative
boundaries.
Methodology for Graduation of Residual Flood Risk
The Thames Tidal Defences effectively reduce the probability of flooding below the threshold
of 0.1% per annum. However, in more extreme events these defences could be breached or
overtopped. Risk behind defences must be considered no matter how remote.
It is important to develop a generic approach to determining the level of risk due to breaching
based on observations of flood extent of those eight key breaches and their location. The
analysis of the breaches showed that the rapid inundation zone (high velocities and depth) forms
next to the breach and can affect low-lying areas further along the tidal frontage.
Away from the flood defences, areas that flood to significant depth can determined by
calculating the threshold level at which water would pond during the first tidal cycle in the event
of a breach.
Those two types of areas - low-lying within a certain distance from the flood defences and lowlying flooding to significant depth away from the defences would form higher residual risk
areas, the remaining areas would be at medium risk (See figure 8.1 for more details).
This description would fit with the description of other secondary sources such as surface water
flooding due to tide-lock conditions and groundwater flood risk.
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Tidal Thames
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Low lying area
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(High Hazard)

Overtopping
Extreme Flood
Event

Breaching/gate
left open
ponding water
(extreme scenario)

RIVER
THAMES

Tide- lock and
groundwater
flooding risk

500m from defences
Figure 8.1

Risk Profile

Summary
During this stage the different sources of flood risk have been investigated. As the Thames
Tidal Defences (TTD) provide a high level of protection, the study focussed on the residual
risks associated with the consequences of failure of those defences. A methodology was
developed to provide a more detailed graduation of flood risk within the large areas defended by
the TTD.
This methodology is further refined in the main report of the study where it is used to delineate
flood risk areas and undertake the PPG25 sequential test for the Local Development Plans
allocations and the proposed development sites.
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Appendix A
Southern Water and Thames Water Flooding
History Information
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Thames Water Flooding History Information
Kent Thameside Flooding Darford Borough Council

Total No. Properties Flooded overloded Sewers
Total No. Properties Flooded Foul overloaded Sewers
Total No. Properties Flooded Combined overloaded sewers
Total No. Properties Flooded Foul overloaded Sewers

No. Properties

Post code
DA1 1
DA1 2
DA1 3
DA1 4
DA15 7
DA2 7
DA2 8
DA9 9

3
2
1
1
2
3
1
2

Total No. Properties Flooded Combined overloaded sewers

No. Properties

Post code
DA2 6

2

17
15
2

Southern Water Flooding History Information
Street
Posttown
Eastings Northings
WHITEHILL ROAD GRAVESEND
565237
172857

65

Appendix B
Flood Storage in Embayments
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Dartford Marsh

Swanscombe

2
Level mAOD Area (m )

1664
1808
1984
2136
2304
2452
2564
2784
2948
3088
3292
5660
10984
14732
19736
29756
42708
69188
104788
212996
700580
1141932
1556948
2241692
2503248
2745940
2922948
3162436
3566344
3806692
4267132
4598256
4991156
5406440
5623004
5976796
6194092
6382516
6607996
6797564
6997244
7180944
7308592
7483420
7618104

2
Level mAOD Area (m )

-1.25
-1
-0.75
-0.5
-0.25
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
1.25
1.5
1.75
2
2.25
2.5
2.75
3
3.25
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
5.25
5.5
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TYPE

LOCATION

HEIGHT, m

MODIFIED

Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard

NE of settling tanks at sewerage works
BRM Botany Marshes
Britania Metals, Botany Marshes
BRM Botany Marshes
BRM Botany Marshes
NW of Littlebrook power station
West of Pier road, Greenhithe
West of Pier road, Greenhithe
West of Pier road, Greenhithe
End of Pier road, Greenhithe
End of Pier road, Greenhithe
Merchant Navy College, Greenhithe
Adjacent to Paper Mills Wharf
West of Paper Mills Jetty
Bell Wharf - East side
Braodness salt marsh
Britania Refined Metals, Broadness
BRM, Botany Marshes
BRM, Botany Marshes
BRM, Botany Marshes
North of Robins Creek, Northfleet
North of Robins Creek, Northfleet
North of Robins Creek, Northfleet
Robins Creek, Northfleet
East of Robins Creek, Northfleet
The Shore, Northfleet Hope
Bowaters Wharf, Northfleet
Bowaters wharf, Northfleet
The Shore, Northfleet Hope
Northfleet Hope
Northfleet Cement works
The Shore, Northfleet Hope
Old power station, Northfleet
Old Power Station, Northfleet
Old Power station, Northfleet
East of Old Power station
The Shore, Rosherville
Ols Sun Wharf, The Shore
The Shore, Rosherville
The Shore, Rosherville
The Shore, Rosherville
The Shore, Rosherville
Imperial Business Estate
Imperial Business Estate, Gravesend
Imperial Business Estate, Gravesend
Imperial Business Estate, Gravesend
Imperial Business Estate, Gravesend
Old Railway Viaduct, Gravesend
Old Railway Viaduct, Gravesend
Old Railway Viduct, Gravesend
Commercial Wharf, Gravesend
Crawley Court, Gravesend
Marriots Wharf, Gravesend
Passenger Ferry Terminal, Gravenend

6.9
7
7
7
7
6.9
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.95
6.95
7.4
7
7
7
7.00
6.98
6.98
6.89
6.89
6.89
6.89
6.87
6.83
6.83
6.83
6.86
6.86
6.86
6.86
6.83
6.83
6.83
6.83
6.83
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
NO
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

HEIGHT TAKEN
FROM
BRM Botany
BRM Botany
BRM Botany

BRM Botany
BRM Botany
BRM Botany

Old Power Station
Old Power S
Old Power S
Nfleet Hope
Nfleet Hope
Nfleet Hope
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TYPE

LOCATION

HEIGHT, m

MODIFIED

Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft

West of the town pier, Gravesend
West of the town pier, Gravesend
West of the town pier, Gravesend
West of town pier, Gravesend
West of the town pier, Gravesend
Town Pier, Gravesend
East of town pier, Gravesend
St Andrews Gardens, Gravesend
Royal Pier road, Gravesend
Royal terrace pier, Gravesend
Royal terrace pier, Gravesend
St Andrews Gardens, Gravesend
Custom house Pier, Gravesend
East of custom house pier, Gravesend
Canal Road, Gravesend
Canal basin, Gravesend
Sailing club, Canal basin, Gravesend
Entrance to Canal basin
Albion Parade, Gravesend
East end of Albion Parade
Wharf Road, Gravesend
Wharf Road, Gravesend
Wharf Road, Gravesend
Wharf Road, Gravesend
Near Wharf Road and Mark Lane
Mark Lane, Gravesend
Denton Wharf
Ship & Lobster PH
Denton Wharf
EA depot, east of Denton Wharf
Quarantine station near Denton Wharf
West, Gordon Promenade, Gravesend
West, Gordon Promenade, Gravesend
Albion Place, Gravesend
Albion Parade, Gravesend
Albion Parade, Gravesend
Albion Parade, Gravesend
Littlebrook Power Station
Littlebrook Power Station
Commercial Place, Gravesend
Bell Wharf, swanscombe Marshes
Bell Wharf, Swanscombe Marshes
Higham Counter Wall
Higham creek to Cliffe Cement works
S.E entrance to River Darent
North of Dartford Marshes
Opposite estuary from Purfleet
N.E of Littlebrook Power station
East of Littlebrook sewer
Littlebrook Power Station
Littlebrook Power Station
Swanscombe Marshes
West of QE2 bridge
East of QE2 bridge

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.8
6.8
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.77
6.9
6.9
6.8
7
7
7.24
7.25
7.1
6.7
6.7
6.8
7.1
7
7
6.3
7
6.5

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
Yes
4.2
4.2

HEIGHT TAKEN
FROM

East of tow

Royal terra

Wharf
Wharf
Wharf
Wharf
Wharf
Wharf

Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road

West, Gordo
BRM Botany
BRM Botany
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
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TYPE

LOCATION

HEIGHT, m

MODIFIED

Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft High
ground
Soft High
ground
Soft High
ground
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft

East of QE2 bridge
East of QE2 bridge
West of Jetty
East of Jetty
700m east of QE2 bridge
Royal Pier road, Gravesend
Ingress Park, Greenhithe
Denton to Rifle Range Butts
Shornemead Fort to Higham Creek
Rifle Range to Shornemead Fort
Royal Clarendon hotel, Gravesend

6.5
6.5
6.8
7
6.8
7
6.95
6.1
6.71
5.7
7.5

4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar

Royal Pier road, Gravesend

7

Yes

Lidar

Gordon Promenade, Museum & Recreatio

7.5

Yes

Lidar

East of Johnson's wharf, Greenhithe
East of Johnson's wharf, Greenhithe
FT Everands & sons, Greenhithe
FT Everands & sons, Greenhithe
Sara Crescent, Greenhithe
Sara Crescent
Frobisher Way, Greenhithe
End of Pier road, Greenhithe
Added W odf QE2 Bridge
Added W odf QE2 Bridge
Added W odf QE2 Bridge
Added W odf QE2 Bridge
Added to West of Jetty
Added to 700m east of QE2 brifge
Added to 700m east of QE2 bridge
Added to Swanscombe Marshes
Added to Denton to Rifle Range Butts
Bell Wharf to Broadness
added to Bell Wharf to Broadness

6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.98
6.7
7.1
6.5
6
6.5
6.5
7
6.7
6.4
8.5
7

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar

Soft
Soft

HEIGHT TAKEN
FROM
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
Lidar
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DETAILS OF JFLOW (2-D flood routing program)
Technical Concept
• Each cell has a ground level and water depth

•
•
•

Water can move to any of surrounding 8 cells where the water level is lower
Water will pond in low spots until the water level is high enough to spill
The velocity of movement depends on water surface slope and surface roughness

The above points describe the basic principles of the model. The two underlying equations are:

•
•

Mass conservation within each cell
Calculation of the fluxes between the cells

Mass Conservation
Each grid cell is treated as a small storage area. Mass conservation is applied to each grid cell.
In finite volume form this can be written as:

∆h =

∑Q

in

A

∆t

where ∆h is the change in water surface elevation in the cell, ΣQin is the sum of all the fluxes
from/to surrounding cells (inflow is positive), A is the cell area and ∆t is the time-step.

Flux between cells
The flux between cells is calculated using a form of the weir equation:

Figure A Flux calculation between two cells

S
h1

h1

crest

Manning’s equation used: Q=(wh11.67S0.5)/n

Weir equation used: Q=Cwh11.5

Where w is cell width, h1 is depth in source Where C is discharge coefficient, w is cell
cell, S is water surface slope and n is width and h1 is depth over ‘crest’
Manning’s coefficient

Calculation Scheme
Efficient coding is achieved by keeping a list of all currently wet cells and a list of newly wet
cells. This avoids having to search through each cell in the ground grid. At each time-step:
•

Each cell in currently wet list is examined in turn to see which of surrounding 8 cells flow
will occur

•

Fluxes and elevation changes are calculated

•

If any of these cells are currently dry they are added to newly wet cells

•

After all cells in currently wet list have been examined the newly wet cells are appended to
this list and the newly wet list cleared

The solution marches forward in time and it is important for model stability that water cannot
move across more than one cell in each time-step. This, is known as a the Courant No.
limitation on timestep and is a feature of all explicit solution schemes.
The Courant Number is defined as: C =

v∆t
w

Where v is velocity, ∆t is timestep and w is cell size. For the stability of explicit computations C <= 1. To ensure this criteria is
met, the next timestep is calculated based on the maximum velocity during previous timestep:

∆t =

w

v max

This means that the greater detail of topographic representation that is possible with smaller grid
sizes (e.g. LiDAR data on a 1m or 2m grid) is offset by the need to use smaller timesteps and
therefore longer overall computation time.
Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions refer to all external sources or sinks of flow. Inflow points can occur at
any location within the grid and do not need to be located at the edge of the grid. Boundary
conditions can be of 4 types:
•

Inflow hydrograph (at any grid point)

•

Water surface elevation time-series (at grid edges or any grid point)

•

No flow boundary (at grid edges)

•

Free flow boundary (at grid edges)

In addition, rainfall can be added directly to all cells.

The time series (inflow or water surface elevation) are stored in an MS Access database.
Discussion
To date in the UK, most flood inundation studies have been undertaken using 1-dimensional
hydrodynamic models such as ISIS, HEC-RAS and HYDRO. Where floodplain storage is
important, it is standard practice when using these models define a series of flood cells on the
floodplain, connected to the river channel and to each other using some form of weir equation.
Mass conservation is applied within each flood cell. The topography is represented by an areaelevation or volume-elevation relationship. The disadvantage of this approach is that the water
surface is assumed to be horizontal within each flood cell and there is no travel time calculation
across the flood cell.
This is the basis of the current model – each grid cell acts as a small flood cell and the links to
each of the surrounding cells are automatically calculated. It is therefore capable of simulating
the inundation extent at a level of detail equal to the underlying DEM. This approach is a halfway house between the common 1D hydrodynamic models described above and a 2D
hydrodynamic model.
2D hydrodynamic models are based on solution of the depth-averaged form of the NavierStokes Equations which include momentum calculations as well as mass-conservation. Such
models are therefore able to resolve momentum-related aspects of the flow such as recirculation
zones and inertial effects in fast-flowing deep channels. However, they are generally more
complex to run and can suffer from mass conservation problems at the wetting/drying front
(Wheater, 2001), particularly in finite-element form.
Wheater (2001) in a review of catchment modelling presented to the MAFF/Environment
Agency notes that “a central question is the relative importance of input data, process
representation and model validation. This has been explored recently for floodplain inundation
by Bates and DeRoo (2000) and Horritt and Bates (2000), who argue that one-dimensional
modelling of floodplain flows is simplistic, and a 2-D approach is appropriate, particularly as
high resolution elevation data are becoming more readily available, with techniques such as
aerial LIDAR offering great promise. A simple raster-based methodology was compared with a
2-D Finite Element code. Based on tests on a 35km reach of the Meuse, for which high
resolution aerial photography DEM data were available, Bates and De Roo found that
topography was more important than process representation for inundation extent, and that the
relatively simple model could be used to good effect. An important advantage of the simpler
approach was that higher spatial resolution was computationally tractible.”
Thus, this type of model may offer the Agency a suitable compromise between the greater detail
that comes from two-dimensional floodplain modelling, without the greater complexity from
using a 2D-hydrodynamic model. The Agency have selected the JFLOW model as one of the
options for producing an extreme flood outline for the UK to be tested in the pilot study for that
project.
Digital Elevation Model
As noted above, the crucial driver behind this model is the Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
LiDAR data, such as that to be obtained for this study, has been used in JFLOW for a number of
other projects. The high spatial resolution and accuracy of the data makes it an ideal basis for
this type of model, but some pre-processing may be required to ensure all flow paths (e.g. below

embankments) are represented. It may also be necessary to coarsen the grid slightly from the
2m interval that the data is supplied to 4-8m. This degree of coarsening has been found in the
past to significantly reduce run-times whilst retaining the key features in the floodplain
representation.
The model stores grid data in MapInfo Vertical Mapper grid format, but the raw data can be
supplied in any generic format (ASCII, ArcView, AutoCAD) and converted.
Limitations
As with any model, JFLOW is not a complete representation of reality. There are three main
limitations of the model which must be recognised:
•

The model is only as accurate as the underlying DEM

•

The model is designed for relatively shallow topographically driven flow and will be less
accurate where momentum effects are important such as recirculation zones or fast, deep
channel flow.

•

There is a trade-off between greater topographic detail and the smaller time-step (and
therefore longer run-time) that is needed with a smaller grid size.

Another issue is that in the current version of the model, barriers to flow must be represented by
higher elevations within the DEM. If this proves a limitation, the model could be adapted to
utilise linear defences held in a GIS table.
Similarly in the current version of the model, Manning’s n and the weir discharge coefficient,
which are essentially calibration parameters incorporating the effects of roughness and sub-grid
scale topographic variation, are held constant over the whole model domain. However, we are
considering providing an option for it to be varied in space, based on either a GIS polygon or
grid table.
Output Options
Output is in the form of an MS Access table listing cell-centre co-ordinates (OS NGR) of wet
cells with depth and velocity. These are then read into the GIS interface for display. The user
can control how they are displayed (e.g. overlaying on DEM, aerial photograph or OS
mapping). The user can select the time-steps at which to create output and there is an option for
run-time display of inundation extents.
Hardware and User Requirements
The model can be run on any Windows-based PC, but will run faster on a PC with a high clock
speed. The model requires MS Access and MapInfo Vertical Mapper to be installed on the host
machine, but could be adapted to work with other formats if required.
The model is designed to be used by non-specialists with a minimal training in basic GIS tools
(such as adding layers, moving around a map). It requires only the essential input data
(topography and flow/rainfall data) and these are entered via standard Windows input forms.
The output is viewed using standard GIS tools.
If the user wishes to make changes to the catchment, at present this requires editing of the
underlying DEM which relies on slightly more advanced GIS skills, but once this has been
undertaken, no further changes are required to run the model. However, in future versions of

the model it is intended that information in map layers (e.g. linear defences, or regions of raised
ground) could be incorporated directly by the model.
Example Applications

1 hour after breach

Figure B: Breach Simulation at Catcliffe, South Yorkshire
using LiDAR data
2 hours after breach

5 hours after breach

10 hours after breach

20 hours after breach

30 hours after breach

40 hours after breach

Figure B: Breach Simulation at Catcliffe, South Yorkshire
using LiDAR data
46 hours after breach

Figure C: Breach Simulation at Ennerdale, Hull using LiDAR data
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Rapid Inundation at DT3
50SLR Scenario
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Figure E4
Rapid Inundation at DT10
50SLR Scenario
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